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Rockland, Maine, Thursday, October 26, 1933
COMING TO ROCKLAND

Dr. Rrure Kinney Will Attend North
Dealers Take Action To Pre First Line Battleship, Recent ern Baptist Conference. Held
Frontier Pastorate
vent Such Course At Spe
ly Modernized, Being Tried

cial Legislative Session

It has been given to few Christian 1
leaders to make as great a contribu-1
Serving notice that the retail deal The modernized battleship Missis- tion to the Kingdom of God in the
ers of Maine will oppose to the limit sippl arrived off this port last night. Western states as has Dr. Bruce
any attempt to enact a sales tax at __
,.
. ,for .her sUn.
Thirty-four
he
and, was making
ready
iKinney.
facPd
Jcxitles years
yQf a ago
frontler
the coming special session of the,
Legislature. 25 representative deal dardization trials on the Rockland
*(-•-**-••*•**•**•*'•'-•**•*****•*'•**•**•-81 ers from all sections of the State sent course when this paper went to press.
«•»
•«. out a call Tuesday for a special meet
The ship is in command of Capt. j
—
He thatcan have
patience can —
ing ot all dealers, large and small, for William D. Puleston, U.SN. and the
— have what
hewill.—Benjamin
—
— Franklin.
— 11 p m next Monday in the Augusta members of the Board of Inspection I
| House.
and Survey were with the ship when
The call states that the meeting is it arrived
»
j for the "purpose of forming a per maThe Mississippi is a first line bat- 1
jnent organization for the protection tleship, and the first craft of that
| of our customers and ourselves and type to visit Rockland for several ,
ONE YEAR AGO
for the prevention of the enactment years. Her arrival furnLshed a thrill
of such a tax.”
for Kenneth V. White who served on
Prom the flies of The Courier-Ga A letter also has been sent out to the craft as musician first class be
the more than 90 Chambers of Com fore taking up civilian duties
zette we learn that—
merce in the State, urging thal all
Modernization of the ship has in
The Rockland Garden Club listened dealers in their respective communi cluded additional defense against sub
to Mrs. Adriel U. Bird's story of her ties be urged to be present or be rep marine ar.d air attack. Improvements
European tour.
resented at the meeting. - The meet in oil burning equipment and main
Joseph L. Porter of New York ing will be preceded by a luncheon propulsion machinery, increased ele
mailed Knox Hospital a check for and business will be transacted as vation of turret guns, installation of
•1000.
speedily as possible following the latest improved types of fire control
systems, airplane launching and
Commander K. L. Hill, U.S.N., was luncheon
The call sent out to all the retail handling facilities and eight fiveconvalescing from an appendicitis
dealers of Maine states: “It is our un inch anti-aircraft guns.
operation at Knox Hospital.
Oeorge N. Torrey was elected com derstanding that at the special
NOVA SCOTIA ALARMED
mander of Huntley-Hill Post, VE.W session of the Legislature to be held
I in November an attempt will be made
Over Prospect That L'nrle Sam May
A lot of things have been uncovered to enact a sales tax.
RtV. BRUCE KINNEY
Place An Embargo On Lxibsters
in the past few months, but the bath "We believe that such a tax is in
ing-suit manufacturers are probably equitable, unfair and unwise; and that
"If an embargo is placed against pastorate. He has since served in
responsible for more than all the rest it will impose a tremendous burden
of the country put together.—Green on our customers, or the dealers, or imports of lobsters Into United varied capacities in our EnglishStatcs, a market for ten millions speaking and Indian mission work.
field (Ohio) Republican.
both."
of pounds »°uld ha£
* tO™i°
8 missionary pastor and as an
elsewhere
R. H._Williams, presi- indefaligable dlstrict secretary he

First Church of Christ, Scientist
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Cordially Invites You and Your Friends to

A FREE LECTURE ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
By Paul Stark Seeley, C. S. B., of Portland, Oregon
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church, The
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts
CHURCH EDIFICE, CEDAR AND BREWSTER STREETS

Friday Evening, October 27, 1933, at 8 o’clock
126-128

STOCKHOLDERS’ NOTICE
Certificates of Stock of The First National
Bank of Rockland are ready for delivery.

If stockholders will please call at the bank

at their convenience, certificates will be

on Rockland Course

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ROCKLAND,

HALLOWEEN AT

MAINE

BREEZEMERE

Holiday Jollification

Prizei, Confetti, ’n Everything
SATURDAY, OCT. 28

Eddie Whalen’s Privateers
LAST DANCE OF 1933
128-129

PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE FAIR
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
Supper 5.30 lo 7.00—Price 35 Cents
ENTERTAINMENT—DANCE
127-128
STAN WALSH'S ORCHESTRA WILL PROVIDE MUSIC

THE TOWN OF ST. GEORGE
Will pay no bills unless authorized by the
Board of Selectmen
F. H. SMALLEY, Chairman
126-128

ATTENTION!
STENOGRAPHERS AND TYPISTS!
Good News! A Civil Service examination for
Stenographers and Typists to be given right away.
Applications must be on file before Nov. 7. Senior
and Junior exams. $ I 620 to $ 1 260 a year!
New Classes beginning for Speed Work and Rough
Drafts
Register with us on or before October 31

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
Rockland, Me.

Telephone 1 I 23-W

127-130

I

NOTICE TO EMPLOYERS
It has been found that most of the complaints and inquiries
mad; by employes to the Local Compliance Board of the NRA have
been due to misunderstandings of the authorized hours and wages
under which they are woiking.
To avoid unnecessary discussion and trouble, we request that
every employer post up ln a conspicuous place, accessible to all em
ployes, a copy of the wages and hours provisions of the particular
Code under which he is operating or. If a Code for his industry has
net yet been approved, terms of the Presidents Re-employment
Agreement or approved substitution thereto.
NRA COMPLIANCE BOARD.
By Ensign Otis. Chairman.

Volume 88.................... Number 128

LURE OF THE RANGELEYS
A Visit To Maine’s Most Beautiful Lake and Some of the
Incidents Which Marked the Journey
By the Roving Reporter

I and Damariscotta without harking
back many years to the time when
I was hired to pitch a ball game for
Waldoboro against the “Scotty”
team. The word "hired" ' sounds
rather impressive, but if I told .you
the exact amount of recompense you
would admit that Babe Ruth fares
considerably better even In these
days when the bench is bxkoning
him away from actual contact with
the diamond
I arrived ln Waldoboro on the
afternoon train wearing a uniform
which had adorned me in halcyon
There remained one more trip of j days and with chest hove out somemajor importance to be made in what importantly. No committee
Knox County’s NRA Demonstration To Be a Humdinger Maine, so bright and early Sunday met me. and nowhere could I see
morning Edward Gonia harnessed any signs which betokened such a ball
—Camden Bringing 35 Floats
up his faithful Chevrolet, and we hit game as might be expected between
, .
the trail for the Rangcley Lakes. \ these rival Lincoln County towns
Rather odd. you may think, that To make a long story short I disThere has been considerable com
Major Ralph W Brown willissue i tbis vlc|t was held so long in abey- covered that, the game was to be
ment bv several Rockland merchants a general order designating t.hc line j atlCP but I found ln lta happy cli- : played in Damariscotta. The train
regarding who would be ln the big of march of the parade and other max'to our Pine Tree State expe- had gone on its way. but with nothNRA parade r.;xt Tuesday and just lnstructlons that will be necessary. d it ions
I ing to do I decided that I would
It is abo requested by the county j
’ rccent month5 j had fol I hoof It thither a distance of 12
what was expected of them. The
commit'.re is sorry that any mis chairman that all NRA placards thal ]owd thp curvlng shores of beauU.1 «"»»«• 1 was told 1 arrlved at
issued during -----------the parade, *"
be ful lake Wlnnepesaukee in New Damariscotta just as the Iasi, inning
understanding has arisen but it will be
. ...........
must bs remembered that it would i turned ln immediately after the pa- Hampshire; had crossed the broad was being played.
take a lot cf secretarial work to in- radc. This is necessary so that no I bosom”oT Lake Champlain~in Ver- I
Anothrr Kennebec Bridge
form each signer of th? President's person will get po-session of a blue mont; and from lhp vanta„e pom,
^W°Uld * CXPCC!ed S*
n°l thC r‘ghl
I ^Moo^ad 'HighlandThad several!
w^re YmZeUhT
to be in the parade.
play same
times drank in thc maiestlc view1 -------- ".T—-.................... —
- rC?Ulat— —P
“ U affords of Maine's largest
change from the Atlantic Highway
instiuctions made of wall board, mounted on a
body of water.
I to Route 127 and proceed to Dresden
five foot stick, with the employer’s inland
are hereby published;
Comes now (the Rangelcy Lakes Mlds and shift to Route 197. pass1— Close their business at noon on name and town on It., may be had at region. inconspicuous when you com- j
a
0, highly orna.
K-.°the
exporters of that labored ln wld<’ ar^- “ st?‘c ®uper*
Tuesday next, restaurants excepted any of the sign shops. Some of the pare it from t.he standpoint of size
„nU1 dpsign
thc npw
I product to the Eastern United States mtendent of missions in Utah and on account of the island delegations, shops are already soliciting this busi- but nobler. I thought, when you j And thp« we camp
market, which takes 90 per cent of Wyoming, as general superintendent but they will be expected to close. ness.
i^iCen‘C /Z
LT
Richmond bridge, a five-span strucChamplain
or
production, warned Provincial and °f the Midwest Division, and as their doors for further business at .St. George's plans are rounding Winnepesaukee,
j into shape. There are rumors that Moosehead. There it ls. spread out ture 1380 feet long over which
Director of Indian missions, he has 1 p m. sharp
Dominion authorities today.
2— No business house to open for 1 over 150 stone workers will partici- before you. hardly a ripple to reflect 23.000 automobiles have passed since
He was commenting on a Wash- served with rare devotion.
HU
business
on that day until the last pate In the parade All business the rays of a half-hidden autumn the beginning of the year, according
ington despatch which forecast, pos- pamphlets and books have been widefloat
has
gone by the reviewing concerns have signified thal. they sun. In the town of Rangeley you to the genial toll-keeper. I was
sibllities of an embargo requested by ly read and hU volume on "Mormonsomewhat surprised to receive back
stand
(Arrangements
will be made: will take part
look down upon lt from a comforta only 20 cents in change from a dolMaine lobstermen.
Ism. the Islam of America" ls a
'.7
have
a
single
blast
of
the
diaAppleton.
Hope.
Washington
and
___________________
„
___
,
ble altitude, and stretching away in
"It would take years before addi- masterpiece and ran into several
phone given when this happen* i.
Owl's Head are the only to*ns to j “bP db'tanco is a background of kills lar-biU. but consoled mvselt with the
tional outlets to absorb such quanti- large editions
3— Every person who has signed date that have not reported their and mountains, one standing su- theory that Richmond is much
ties could .be developed, he said
^p bas preacbed the good news of the President's NRA agreement is activities. but the county committee prpmp above lts fellows, with heavy higher than Bath—on the river at
and added that Massachusetts. New sa|vatlon jn many hundreds of towns asked to be in this parade, it makes [ feels that these towns will be here , lnisLs toying around its summit In least. Next morning Al Gregory
York and Pennsylvania dealers did and CltleSi has established many
difference how small his or her 1100 per cent.
tbal moment vou did not have to be told me that he had passed over the
not wish such an embargo, as bulk churche6 ,n new communlUes and no
business,
or
whether
they
are
em]
Cleveland
Sleeper.
Sr
.
has
formed
of__t_helr supply comes from eastern has donp
worR of
evangp]Lst
ploying any help they should march a committee for South Thomaston
Canada.
in the newer settlements as well as ln this parade. All employes of the and informed the county chairman ronier^ of'the universe; neither did ' rate was so low—driver and two pas1 am now faced
in the larger towns, always with a above signers physically able are to that South Thomastn will be ln the anybody have to enlighten you why I ’A'.'??crs 3Jwnts
two conclusions
— either that
parade 100 per cent.
sportsmen and sportswomen hie. |
im
zeal that hasbeen unflagging. He inarch.
Rumors are being circulated that wlth rod and KUn to this delightful I
JThT
4—Any merchant who wishes to
has
manfully
faced
great
sorrow
FOR SO. HOPE DANCE without slackening his pace of service do so. and the local committee de the Lawrence Portland Cement wlll Edrn nestling in the upper reaches I me'or that “etooa A too scr*ousIICrockett's Bu. will leave Park street___
____ _________
_________
Eggs And TTiumbers
and during
several years
when sires very much to have each one have an exceptional display in th- of (br Union's finest Commonat 7.45 Tonight and Rankin Block at
against such strenuous ef do so, may design a float to be in the | float division Several of the large WCalth
My last previous visit to Rich8 for South Hope Danee^ No charge Ifr,s jn thp faCp o{ theatening sick parade. There has been no set rule stores are getting uniforms for their
i mond was when the Rockland Lions
Living Near To Nature
for ride. Dance 15c and 35c. Stan
established regarding floats and they employes and arranging novel dis
ness, he still pushed forward.
"Words." you may say.
Yes. visited the new Richmond organizeWalsh's Orchestra.
.... 128’lt
may be commercialized as much as plays.
Dr. Kinney who was a native of desired. No automobiles without
The latest news from Oeorge Dyer, words, but neither the pen nor the I Uon on charter night. That, was a
East Townsend. Ohio, received his de orations will be permitted to chairman of the Camden parade artist's brush has yet revealed to | very happy affair with quite a nummankind the secret of tellmg the 1 ber of other clubs represented. It
‘ education at Denison University and enter the float division.
committee, ls that Camden will have story of the North Woods as it | was not the night that Gonia's car
the University of Chicago Divinity
nearly
35
floats
in
this
parade
and
5—Complete directions and final
should be told, and you do not sense ' froze up, however. That was on
1 School.
LADIES’ NIGHT
information will appear in the Sat that firms have entered 100 per cent that inability until »ou have seen j the return from a visit to the WisAT THE
Dr Kinney has been a faithful ___
_____
It will be a long time before any Moosehead. or the Rangeleys. or un- [ casset Lions when the temperature
urday
Issue of this _paper concerning
minister of Christ and the spiritual the formation of the parade. Each i person will ever witness $ucha large
was ten degrees below zero
harvests of these 30 years in which division will be assigned to a certain group of school children again. til you have penetrated those woodFresh eggs. 33 cents in Richmond,
place
and
members
of
each
division
Every
town
ln
the
county
will
have
I
land
ThT mT
he has untiringly sowed the seed of
and a full supply of “thumbers."
There (d on lhe_7”_ap
the gospel will continue to enrich will be expected to be in their places its schools ln this parade.
The city of Gardiner now bids us
1 will be two school 6ands among them. paces on which is written the name
the world. He has been one of the and readv to march at 1.45 p m
j of no town, and whose thousands of welcome—established in the latter
wise men of the West who has laid
acres are peopled only by the deni- psrt of the 18th century Ed makes
TONIGHT
hls richest gifts at the feet of the c\.irs\T/
II n APPPPT
FOR A TREATY NAVY zens of forest and stream. Talk to a brief call upon relatives, and I reLadies’ Admission and Skates Lord Whom he has loved and served SNO
1 the hunter and the fisherman—the i Beet that the opportunity does not
man who not only shoots game and i permit me to look up Bill Robinson
FREE
Admiral
Pratt
Told
Rotarians
loses hunting right
Ex-Mayor’s Statement Will
catches fish—but who ls cognizant i and talk ovct those good old bascBig Halloween Party
the Need—Misadventures of the wonders which Nature has ball days when we were having such
Under provisions of a law passed
Appeal To Those
ho
spread roundabout him and enjoys j hectic battles between Warren and
Monday, October 30
them, even as he enjoys his beloved ' Rockland. Bill is a prosperous mer
by the last Legislature Commissioner
1 ,,a tkp Burden
of the Alans
Stobie of the Fish and Game Depart- |
8
____
sport. That man. or that woman— chant in Gardiner, and the owner of
ment. Tuesday revoked the State ’ Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Rotarians 150 strong representing as the case may be—derives from considerable real estate I have
hunting license of Clyde Perry cf J i have been asked to state my Bangor, Waterville. Belfast, Damari- life that which nobody else possibly never yet talked with anybody from
Albion as a result of the shooting Oct position in regard to the Republican scotta-Newcastle, Camden and Rock- can. So think not of thc hunter as Gardiner who did not know and like
MASQUERADE BALL
14 of another hunter. It was the nayoralty r.ominai^on. While it ts land gathered last night at Belfast Ir. merely a man distinguished by red William H. Robinson
SO. THOMASTON GRANGE HALL
Through the somewhat sombre
first
hunting license to be revoked tn honor which I am not seeking, a very successful Intercity meeting, cap and coat who ts going into Mie
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
city ot Hallowell, the capital of
woods
to
slay
an
innocent
doe.
under
the
new
law.
Stobie's
action
the apparent desire of my friends ts Dinner was served in thc parish house
You Hav j Lot? of Fun
But this aimless soliloquy ts not which is the Worster House, we pa's
takes from Perry forever his right to omething that I do not feel like of thc Federated Church and thc host
We Give Lob of Prizes
telling
you about our trip to the the building that, has started many
hunt in Maine. The commissioner disregarding, under thc existing cir- cjUb left no stone unturned in its felHarold Coombs, Manager
Rangeleys,
which had Its beginning a man on an ambitious political ca
added that several investigations 'umstances. I am not a candidate, lowship program
128*lt
at. 7.15 a. m., last Sunday morning reer—the State House. Early mass
were in progress by his department in :n the sense of seeking the nomlna-, The principal speaker was Ad- The first leg of the journey was a is just over at the handsome Catho
other cases which may lead to re tion. but if it should be the will ol mjrai William Veazie Pratt, retired, 76-mlle run to the State Capitol. lic edifice ln Augusta and the wor
the caucus that I should assume the who drpw Qn thp p
lpnccs of „
vocations.
From this distance I can see up shippers are returning home In im
esponsibill y I will bow to its wishes. lifptlmp
h
pressive numbers.
One previous term in the executiv- _______
__________________ lifted eyebrows over the statement.
‘,'76 miles to Augusta,” but I will ex
A letter From Vienna
chair has given a working knowledge I
plain that wc decided to go by the
of municipal routine, and as a
We take Route 100 to Manchester,
way
of
Richmond
and
have
a
peep
Ocean View Bail Room
private citizen I have endeavored to
and then shift to 215. passing
at thc bridge which has Just cele through Readfleld. which is a dis
keep in close touch with subsequent
Musir by
brated Its second birthday.
proceedingsappointment ln that we do not see
Eddie Whalen’s
HALLOWEEN
I am aware, as many other voters
Farewell To (he Foliage
the Kents Hill Seminary buildings
PRIVATEERS
are, that the city's finances are in a
It cost a pang of regret to pass where scores of Knox County stu
critical condition, due in large meas
U6Th-S-tf
| '.'ve cement plant and see no vapor dents have amassed wisdom ln the
ure. no doubt, to the extraordinary
| rising from either of its lofty stacks many years lt has been in existence
C. L. U. HALL. CLARK ISLAND
tress of the times. It should be the
Cement production has ceased for and where Its athletic teams have put
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27
patriotic duty of any man elected
I economic reasons, but a thin thc kibosh on contenders from much
Musir by WALTERS' ORCII.
mayor for thc next two years to face
I wreath of dark colored smoke from larger educational centers.
Prizes for Best and Worst Costume
that situation with the determina
J the stacks of the lime plant told In Mt Vernon the bells of Protes
Auspices Village Improvement Assn
tion to say “NO" to any demand
| that, the branch of the industry was tant churches art1 sommonlng thc
which would -add to the woes of the
faithful to worship.
| still functioning
In My Offire or At Your Home
And now we enter foreign territory
verburdened taxpayer. Economy The A|ans |earned much about counShutters have been affixed to
Onlv
tnd relf-denial are two things to
y-y roads anrt nigh, drhin)!
practically all of the wayside stands, or so lt would seem from the sign,
which I should pledge myself, if
.____________________________ and the death knell of thc summer which reads "Vienna" And tins
•‘lected.
Carleton F. Sr.ow.
of nava] afjajrs to Impress upon his eason Ls seen in the rapidly vanish brings again to my mind a treas
This Offer Is For a Limited Time
Rcckland. Oct. 25.
hearers the stern necessity of main ing foliage. The early frosts have ured souvenir In my collection—a
Osteopathic Physician
from the Minister of War in
taining
the full naval strength of this done their damage in many sccMons letter
38 Sl'MMER ST..
ROCKLAND
Austria, courteously replying to my
HALF A MILLION
where
the
limbs
are
either
bare,
or
country.
He
considers
the
wise
Cor. Broadway and Llmerork St.
TEL. 136
thc leaves have that dull appear inquiry as to what had become of a
lhat Amount Has Been Loaned By cour«“ that of building to treaty limTelephone 684-J
127’129tf
ance
which tells that their life blood certain Prussian officer who passed
126&128
Land Bank In This Hist: id
nations,
matn'alnlng
parity
with
has been sapped In marked con through Rockland after the German
.Great Britain. Among his listeners trast there were other localities, steamship "Kronprtnzesstn Cacilte."
I The Federal Land Bank of Spring- 1 was President Johnson of Colby Col- hcltrred from the Frost King's fatal had been interned at Bar Harbor.
increased its average number of ■ lege.
grip, where the foliage was of inde This letter came to me in May.
ORDER A CASE TOD AY Held
A high light of the evening not scribable beauty Such reds! Such 1915, long before this country hail
Joans per month from 68 during thc
DAILY TRIPS
months of January to April, this year, listed on the program was the mo yellows! And hqre and there a tree become entangled in the situation
From Your Dealer
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
to 180 during September, according toring adventures of the two Alans whose garb preserved strict neu Overseas.
$3.50 Onc Wav; $6.30 Round Trip
And it may be that there are some
to an announcement made by E. H. Bird and McAlary, whose troubles trality- with some twigs of summer
BE SURE YOU'RE SAFE
Thomson, president of the Institution. began with a balky engine at the green, and others in the autumn students of geography who are un
(Protect yourself with Railroad
This means that thc amount loaned start which led to a 30-minute delay shades that artists fain would imi- familiar with the Prussian spelling
Responsibility
increased from $197,000 to nearly Finally underway President Bird re tate. There are some things that of Vienna. I was- Thc postmark
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
$500,000.
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
called two carboys of water liable to most of us fail to understand, and read "Wien."
“We are making a special effort fret zing at hls summer place atop one is why nature should discard Its
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
(Concluded in Saturday's Issue)
t,o get the field work well in'hand be Dodges Mountain so that arduous garments with the approach of win
and B. L. Davis, Life Saver Cabins,
at Warren.
fore weather conditions make ap climb was made only to find a ter. No more than wc understand YOUR FAVORITE POEM
praisals Impossible in many parts of thoughtful caretaker had emptied the certain feminine inconsistences re
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
the First Federal Land Bank District carboys. Thence the adventurers garding dress as It Ls employed In
If I had to live my life again I would
TEL. 92
99-tf
which includes all of New England, started for the summer home of Bin these modern times.
have made a rule to read aome poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
New York and New Jersey." said Mr.
When I Didn't Pitch
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss
Thomson. "Fortunately, for the last Ames WilllamR and succeeded in
-----------------------------------------------------45dT"
of
happiness.
—Charles Darwin.
Between
Waldoboro
and
Damaris

two years snow has held off so that wearing the bumps off most of the
apprafsals could be”m^de“d£lt£ nio'st back country roads and being lost cotta we nass on our port bow a
LUCY
of the winter months but there have several times before locating the neat wavside station which has
actually found something new in
She dwelt among thf* untrodden ways
been years when few, if any, apprais- , celebrity.
Bestd»‘ the BprmgB of Dove;
the way of a title, “The Palm Wood,"
als have been possible ln thc northern
rhe late arrival at Belfast found they call it. Somebody in that vi
A maid whom there were none to
prai M
part of our territory from early De- the cit>' ln darkness due to the storm cinity has a kindly thought for the
And very few to love.
cember to late March. We have in- and they finally arrived at a thronged feathered creatures, for there ls a
A violet by a mossy stone
creased our appraisal force from 16 church and sat down to supper only four-story birdhouse, mounted high
Specialize en Chimes and French
Half hidden from the eye!
a year ago to 134."
’
to find that they had entered a Lions on a pole beyond the reach of the
Clocks
Fair as a star, when only one
-----------------i meeting by mistake. The end of the house cat. And speaking of houses
Try it on Draught
All Work Guaranteed
Is shining ln the sky.
"Hotels are being made more misadventures came with the final there is a new brick residence in
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
She
lived unknown, and few could
homelike,” says a tourist agency, arrival at the parish house though a prodess of construction, something
Jeweler
know
Now Located at
That would be fine if they did not I conspiracy of silence between the you do not often see in suburban
When Lucy ceased to be;
Phone 214
But she ls ln her grave, and O,
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STOKE
make them like modern homes.— t Alans may prevent thelr experiences communities nowadays.
The difference to me!
404 Main Street
Rockland
118T-119Th-tf
Helena Independent.
I becoming known to the public.
I seldom pass between Waldolxtro
William Wordsworth,

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

delivered.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Dance On Tuesdays

Masquerade Ball

OSTEOPATHIC
TREATMENTS

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT

$1.00
Dr. Clara Tuttle

BOSTON

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Rockland Produce Co

PARADE IS ALL THE TALK

Every-Other-Day
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I sought the Lord, and he heard
me, and delivered me from all my
fears.—Psalm 34:4

♦
A

NOTICING

Have any of this paper's
readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—

I

CAPT. W. L. AMES

A MAGIC MINERAL

Tribute To a Distinguished

W hat Do You Know About

Industry—Texas

Citizen, Known and Loved

Sulphur

By All Matinicus

Leads States

Rockland always feels an interest
in the Bath Iron Works, partly because u u
chlef ludustr>' of a
neighboring city, and partly because
it often gives employment to labor
ing men from this city. Tuesday's
Bath Times said: "The payroll at
the Bath Iron Works Corp., continues
to increase weekly. There arc at this
writing a total of 596 persons em
ployed at the plant with every surety
that the number will continue to rise
at the rate of six or eight per week
No sudden increase because of the
two destroyers recently awarded the
firm, can be expected before the
middle of the winter as material tor
the same is not expected to be here
before late ln December or early Jan
uary." Starting next Monaay tlie
employes will work four days a week,
instead of the present five-day sched
ule, being on the job 32 hours a week.

Thirty years ago the sulphur in
dustry in the United States was in its
swaddling clothes. In 1901 oil drillers
Tonight's meeting of Rockland Re- THAT you do not in these days endiscovered large deposits in Texas.
pubhcans. at the Courthouse, is one counter the young man who used to
Frcm this and other deposits sulphur
for conference, an open meeting, de- d^play a toothbrush in his uppei
production has developed until to
ft. vest pocket, thereby announcing himday, domestic mines give up about
signed for expression of party mem }self to the world as a rigid observer
80 per cent of the world's supply.
bers upon the present financial con- of thp hcaUh code
that perlod.
"Perhaps, to the average layman,
sulphur is known only as a mineral
dltions with which the city has to
.
^4.
used in the manufacture of matches,
deal. Out of such conference should THAT you share with everybody on
an ingredient of pills and liquids
naturally evolve a platform for sub- tbe coast that assault upon the spirit
filling drug store shelves, or a yellow
.
. ,
°f romance which accompanies the
substance that is burned to fumigate
mission to the voters approval, and dOi
of any of thesf lighth0Uses.
sick rooms." says a bulletin from the
pulling
I ol . candidate 1MO
Washington. D. >C headquarters of
the National Geographic Society.
for the mayors office pledged to quality has insensibly been w’rought catch of mackerel. During his la’.n
Uses Are Legion
$ $
years he not only engaged extensive
carry out the platform agreed upon,
ly in lobster fishing but found tim°
"But to many chemists and
a man in whose pledged word the citi THAT but for Leonardo de Vinci, to run his little farm, on which he
manufacturers it is a far more im
far-off genius of olden times, there
kept cows. oxen, ducks, geese, hens
zens will repose every confidence
portant mineral," continues the bul
Soft as a kitten’s ear
would be today no wheelbarrow, and and sheep. Just because he liked
The announcement of such platform then where would you be with your them, and almost his last, investment I Greys or Browns, Snap letin “It hides in many products
and aids ln the manufacture of
was the purchasing cf a little pup
and the proper man to give efficiency fall crops?
Brims. The swellest hat others.
A man of sterling character, de
"Manufacturers of alcohol, alum,
to it we believe will command a genpendable and trustworthy, kind- we have shown for many a artificial fertilizers and silk; beltTHAT
next
time
you
build
a
house
hearted
and
generous,
he
stood
four
eral support, beyond party lines, and
day.
ngs. binders and bleaching agents;
. .u
o
Mr you'll equip it with a master switch square for the right. There are few
celluloid, cements and chemicals:
sound the first note in a campa.gn f
off
,jght if any of the town offlc?s thM he has
dyes, ebonite, elastics and explosives;
the reordering of the city's present
......
, , not at one time or another filled and
fire extinguishers, fireworks, pre
ln tver>' room when >ou turn mt0
his occupancy of the moderatorSHAKER
KNIT
perplexing situation, and restoration
served food, and fumigants; glass,
♦ «
chair has been taken for granted a*.
SWEATERS
glue and glycerine; leather, liquid
THAT those citizens in a Massa- every town meeting for many years,
to a basis which shall meet with the
luel. livestock food and lubricants;
chusetts town who arc clearing their His Well. I.. do the best I can for
with collar
tax-payers approval
— - ™v you" wi!1 ** missed. In matters
medicine and moving picture films;
for Boys and Girls
Tonight'smeeting is vital to the taxes b>' making small weekly P3-having to do with the early history
paints, paper, photographic supplies
. . „ . .
ments are
working a process which of the Island It was commonly said,
and poisons; refrigerators, rodent ex
Maroon or Scarlet
terminators, and rubber; shoe polish,
we of our own city might profitably "Ask Will, he'll know.”
$5.00
soap. pickled steel, storage batteries,
-----------------adopt
He was the oldest son of Joseph
and Peggy Tolman Young Ames
sugar, and textiles, are all good cus
THE COMING PARADE
His wife. Isabel Frances Smith, died
tomers of the sulphur producer. And
------THAT recalling the elder days [n 1923. completing mere than their
this is only a partial list of the users
NRA
FLAGS
We can find no occasion to doubt when young fellows took a turn at fifty years of wedded life. To their
of the mineral.
the character of the success which sea-going and it was the fashion
\ierNemer,AuzusCta ^F'ort^E
Texas is Sulphur State
AND BANNERS
will issue from the Knox County pub- 1 tattoo on the arm his girl's initials, Isabelle and Evelyn; and three .sons.
“
Nature
was no respecter of world
35c, 75c
lie recognition of the National Re-'may account for the fact that it is Fred Y Weston L. and Lavon S.;
regions when she scattered sulphur
and the 3 ft. x 5 ft. size
through the earth's rocky crust. Ap
covery Act. From every corner of the unusual for an elderly man of today all of whom survive thetr father. Ho
also
leaves
twenty
grandchildren,
five
parently, however, she was more
county comes assurance that the !to be seen with his shirt-sleeves rolled
$2-00
great-grandchildren, a brother and
generous with some regions than
contribution from each of those to the shoulder.
a sisterothers. Wherever there are volcanoes
sources will amalgamate in a public 1
<8>
There is in our natures some thing
there is sulphur, but lava-spouting
procession whose equal never has THAT whatever you proclaim in that recoils from the thought of an
craters were not Nature's only bene
ceean burial, yet in what, more klndficiaries. for the coastal plains of
been registered here. In no uncer. . such matters, when the room allotted ly manner could have been granted
Texas now are tne world's greatest
tain terms it should testify to the to you exhibits on the table a Gideon his cft-expressed wish, that when
source ot the yellow mineral.
spirit of loyalty with which this Bible it somehow raises the hotel in his time came he might go all at
"In 1903 about 95 per cent of the
people of Maine, sinking political dif- ycur estimation and you go to bed
tba‘ ‘be oc?an on ^'hich ne
world's supply of sulphur was dug out
had all his life been at home, should
ferences, yield to President Roosevelt with a gathered sense of comfor’ and just quietly reach out. its arms and
WITH THE BOWLERS of the hills of Sicily where it had been
------.
produced for several centuries. Ala full measure of support of his plans security,
enfold him in an immensity like that
Lions Start Well
though sulphur now is the leading
of his own big. open heart. But in
for achieving the return of a National
® <8>
The king of beasts roared hls loud- ,Italt“ m“' Italy,te the S^«J
prosperity. Tis a consummation de- THAT the colorful and artistic the heart of Matinicus his going
. _
.
nroriiiror
producer. .Tannn
Japan. Philp
Chile.
makes a big lonesomeness.
est at the Recreation alleys Tuesday argest
voutly to be wished, and it is the busi- manner in which sales articles today
Spain. Austria, Ecuador. France.
A HYMN OF COMFORT
night
and
it
so
terrified
the
Tele

ness of every citizen of us to do all adorn the drugstore shelves renders
It slngeth low ln every heart.
phone team that the Lions walked Greece. China and Mexico also have
We hear tt each and all.
he can to render the consummation them not only attractive to the eye
away with 197-ptn victory, winning •workings' but the total output of all
A song ol those who answer not.
unanimous.
but proportionately enlarges your
each string by a wide margin .Al of them, including Italy, is only about
However we may call
They throng the silence of the breast.
Jones showed how they used to do one-fifth of the amount taken from
-----------------faith in their ability to perform the
We see them as of yore.
it in his day. turning in 117 for high United States deposits to-day.
The
kind,
the
brave,
the
true,
the
ON PAY-AS-YOU-GO BASIS
thing they are advertised to do.
"Texas, with its numerous sulphur
sweet.
-tring
and having high total The
_____
«• <j>
properties, is the ‘Sulphur State' of
Who walk with us no more
summary:
The story of how the city of Tampa THAT if you are willing for your
•Tls hard to take the burden up
Lions—Daniels . 249; Black. 238; thc United States. It supplies about
99 per cent of American sulphur.
When these have laid lt down:
has put itself upon a cash basis furhave a dog and even permi:
Elliot.
250; Newman. 280; Jones, 303;
Thev brightened all the )oys ol life.
The other one percent comes in nor
total, 1320.
nishes an example which one would “ *
ln ‘he house nighu you
Thev softened every frown:
mal times from Nevada. Utah.
But 6. 'tls good to think of them.
Telephone
—
Stone.
214;
Colson.
199
hope to see applied to a wide group
a sure-enough mother and the
Louisiana. Colorado, and New Mexico.
When we are troubled sore;
Seabury.
214:
Flanagan.
240;
French
Thanks be to Ood that such have been
The Lone Star State produces more
of municipalities. Operating costs bo>' w111 never forkel lt256; total, 1123.
Though they are here no more
than 2.000.000 tons a year.
are reduced, taxes subjected to a
" ®
• • • •
More homelike seems the vast un
Sulphur Field Resembles Oil Field
large cut. and operating loan reduced
THAT those lads
the city
known
Perry ’s 3. Barbers 2
Since they have entered there;
"Many deposits, particularly those
“It is my firm belief." say. Mayor wa«ons cleanill« up the fallen leaves
To follow them were not so hard.
The Barbers took two strings out in Sicily, are worked In much the
Chancey in a public statement, "that d° a ”re"y Piece of work wWch the
Wherever they may fare.
• cf three from Perry's Marketeers same way as coal mines. In Texas,
They cannot be where Ood Is not.
now with the basic business of the r“‘ of 05 “““o'100 hi«hly commend
Monday night, but lost the match by a sulphur-producing area re/?mbles
On any sea or shore—
Whateer betides, thy love abides.
19 pins. Howard had high string an oil field, with lofty derricks dot
city government on an up-to-date
Our Ood. forevermore
11011 and Donnell had high total. ting the landscape and a network of
THAT
it
sometimes
takes
the
tuck
—
Rev
John
White
Chadwick.
pay-as-you-go basis, the whole affair
The summary .
out of us old guys when the young
will head toward better times."
Perry's Market—O. Donnell 273. pipes covering the ground.
“When drillers reach sulphur, they
STANDARD WEIGHTS
Hanrahan 231. Melvin 257. Schofield | sink
One of the factors leading up to fellers compliment us on our years
steel piping, force super-heated
247. Abbott 259, total 1267.
this satisfying situation is the ar to recall that Emerson said we do not
Standard weight per bushel as proBa:bers—Howard 365. Lawrence sttam into the deposit, and pump
count
a
man's
years
until
he
has
rangement by which the taxpayer
vided by Section 39 of the Revised 230. Harding 231. Dummy 259. Shute the melted mineral through pipes to
Statutes as amended by Public Laws 263. total 1248.
a huge wooden vat. As the vat is
may buy the city bonds in the open nothing else to count.
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
filled. IU sides are built higher.
market and then turn them at face
The sulphur solidifies—it is almost
THAT when like Silas Wegg you it out and keep for reference.
value in payment of city taxes. This
IN’ THE MAINE MOODS
1 Bushel—Pounds
pure sulphur.
feci like dropping into poetry it is a
was made possible in many Florida
Where the flre-fly lights hls candle..
"Then the wooden sides of the vat
Apples
.......................
—
—
—
44
sustaining thought that there is
Underneath old Musquosh bridge.
cities through a special act of the
are removed and the mountainous
dried ..--------------- -- ----- 25
And the lone hoot-owl hovers.
always the local paper that can be Apples,
Near the camp on Seavey's Ridge.
block of sulphur—about 1.000.000
Barley
.........—.... ...
48
1933 Legislature. Another contribu
reached by mail.
tons—is exposed. A characteristic
tion to this improvement is the per
Where the muskrat breaks the silence.
Beans. Lima .........-.............. . — 5«
«•
<3>
light in the Texas sulphur country
Of
the
deep
wood's
quiet
place
mission given a taxpayer to pay his
And the hermit-thrush and swallow
are the towering yellow blocks,
THAT on the whole you rather B<‘ans- "hell
Flit across the lake's smooth face.
...........
................
58
taxes in installments. What Florida enjoy joshing yourself along, but
gleaming in the sun. Some of the
So>
scarlet or white runner,
cities are successfully carrying for
Where the campfires glimmer brightly.
vaU in which the sulphur is molded
50 |
there is something about that short
pole _____
Underneath autumnal skies
are 800 feet long. 300 feet wide, and
ward should be possible for other
As
the
evening
casts
Its
shadow
’
bit of breath at thetop of thelong Beans, string .................................. 24
from 40 to 50 feet high. Railroad
Toward
the
west
where
daylight
cities. It is a problem of vital im Hight thatyoubow torespectfully.
^;‘tnga' Wlndsor
JJ
dies.
spurs are laid beside the blocks and
portance to every incorporated com
as sulphur companies receive orders,
®
Beets, mangel-wurzel ...................... 60
Where
the hemlock and the cedar.
munity and Invites the cooperation
explosives break down the masses
And the pine and fragrant fir.
THAT when you lay down the book Beets, sugar ---------- - ---------- - 60
Fill
the
air
with
pleasant
odors.
of men highly versed in the problems
and the mineral
is , conveyed
to cars
with no feeling of shame at having Heels, turnip...................... -..... —— 60
And the hearts of sportsmen stir
.
.
,
. ...
of finance.
-John M Kelley, in Kennebec Journal by SUamshOVelS and belt conveyors
been in the presence of lu characIo
REPUBLICANS TOXIC.HT

I Contributed!
On Thursday morning. Oct. 12. our
little Island was greatly shocked and
saddened by the accidental drowning
of ,u
resldenti. Capt Wilmer
j^gy Ames. Every effort to recover
j^y ^as tj,us far
unsuc.
cessfUi.
Capt
thQUgh g()
of
last June was enjoylng gg„d heaUh
and went about ms worn with the interest and enthusiasm cf i bov. He
had followed the sea all his life, the
earlier years as master of fishing
Wjjjeu

New

Velvet Finish

HATS
$4.00

coming!

"IT IS TIME TO BUY YOUR HAM FOR WINTER”

We are able to offer you for a short time, before the gov
ernment tax takes effect,

“ HAMS
10 to 12 pounds average

POUND

LARGE MEATY
SMOKED
LB.
SHOULDERS

Gregory’s

ters you may feel pretty sure that it
wasn't written by an extra modern
writer and that no after-regrets will
In the town of Dover there was a pursue you for having read It.
fire engine, the first ever used In that
Piscataquis region, and which lately
has been yielded up for museum pur
"ON MY SET"
poses, as a relic iq the Franklin In
stitute of Philadelphia. The engine
had accumulated an age cf 90 years
I have seldom heard better
and naturally had long been excused
from active service. The buyers of it evening music on the radio than
for museum purposes declared it to that which eamc in Tuesday
night, and the outstanding fea
be in a fine state of preservation,
tures of it were Wayne King's
and we dare say the Dover people, Orchestra, heard during the Lady
those touched with the spirit of ro Esther hour, and the Arcadian
mance in antiquities, sorrowed to Singers, heard over C'FRB, the
part with it. There is a great quality Toronto station. AA'ayne King
was heard at his best, and his
of appeal resting in these ancient foes waltz music is delightful in any
of what the old-time reporter used to giade that he offers it.
designate as the fire fiend. Are any
of these old-time citizens yet existent
Thc midweek hymn sing over
in our own city? We believe it was in AVEAF wa: one of the plea‘:ug
featuies of the early evening.
1853 that the hand-tubs “Dirigo" and
••• ••• •••
“Defiance" took up their office of
If there ts a sizzling sound on
protectors to property They were
your radio these nights it is per
viewed with almost a feeling of
haps accounted for by the red hot
worship by the populace of that day. broadcasts hiard in connection
and long survived, the the admired of, with the campaign for thc may
all, to wage their campaign cf pro oralty nomination in Boston. Po
liteness is not permitted to inter
tection. busy to the last of it until the
fere with what the speakers say
arrival of the steam engine set them about the candidates in BeanInto the background. There was an town.
••• ••• •••
other hand-tub whose name avoids
How
is
your
evening reception
the memory, manned by the younger
group, we believe, which also has dis on the Portland station WCSH?
For some weeks I have had very
appeared. Can any reader tell us the poor results, although the daystory of these famous machines and tune reception offers no ground
what became of them?
for criticism.

TIIE OI.D-TI.ME ENGINE

Of course baseball has its points,
but how*we long to stand In a crowd
again and watch a good snappy
rteam slioyel.—Fountain Inn iS.C.)

. .
,
,
"It is a funny thing, but every time
I dance with you the dances seem
very short."
“They are My fiance is leader of

Tribune,

the orchestra."—Oazzettlno Illustrato,

____

Lime .... ................. ......

42
20
48
E0
50
5*1
32
40
12
50
56
11
12
70

Meal (except oatmeal)

50

Blueberries .....................................
Bran and shorts ................. -........
Buckwheat .........---- .........................
Carrots ............. -...........
Corn, cracked ............. .
Corn. Indian ................. ....

Cranberrles ....................
Currants ..................... ....
Dandelions ........... —......
Feed ............. .
....
Flaxseed .......... ..............
Hair ............................. ...
Kale ....... .1.............................

•ettNvme

50
50
35
Millet, Japanese .............
32
Oats ...............................
52
Onions ............................
8
: Parsley ..........................
45
Parsnips ........................
33
Peaches, dried .............
22
Peanuts, green ...............
20
Peanuts, rousted .............
58
Pears .............................
60
I'eas, smooth ..................
28
Peas, unshelled, green .
66
I'eas. wrinkled .............
60
Potatoes . ......................
54
Potaloes, sweet .............
48
Quinces ...............................
Raspberries ..................
40
Rice, rough ................................... 44
Meal, corn ............ . . ....
Meal, rye ......................

I

NU-TRED TIRES

I

For Those Tender Feet
A Style For Everyone
Can be had in widths from
AAA to EEE

$4.95
BROWN OR BLACK

Rye .......................... .................... ............

56

coarse ...................................
Turk's Island ............
fine ......................................
Liverpool ...........................

70
70
60
60

STRAPS or TIES

Seed, alfalfa ..........................................

60

clover ...................................
hemp ......
herdsgrass ...........................
Timothy ...............................
Hungarian grass ...............
millet ............... .<...................
orchard grass ......................
redtop ...................................
Sea Island cotton .............

60
44
45
45
48
50
14
14
44

SCHOOL SHOES
$1.00 up

Seed, sorghum ...................................

50

Seed upland cotton ......................
Spinach ........................................ .
strawberries .................................
Tomatoes ......................... ZZ"'”—
Turnips, English .........................
Turnips, rutabaga ......................
Wheat ............................................

30
12
40
56
50
60
60

Salt,
j Salt,
i Salt,
Salt,
Seed,
i Seed,
I Seed,
Seed,
Seed,
Seed,
Seed,
Seed,
Seed,

CHILDREN'S

And Rubbers to fit each
style

28x4.75 ....................... $4.25
28x5.25 ....................... 4.75
28x5.50 ....................... 4.75
29x4.50 ....................... 4.00
29x4.75 ..................... 4.50
29x5.00 ....................... 4.75
29x5.25 ....................... 4.75
29x5.50 ....................... 5.00
30x4.50 ....................... 4.00
30x5.00 ..................... 4.50
30x5.25 ..................... 5.00
30x5.50 ..................... 5.00
30x6.00 ..................... 5.75
31x5.25..................... 5.00
31x6.00..................... 5.75
31x6.50..................... 6.00
31x7.00..................... 6.00
32x6.00 ..................... 6.00
32x6.50 ..................... 6.25
33x6.00 ..................... 6.50
30x5 Truck.............. 8.50
32x6 Truck.............. 13.50
We are able fo offer jhese tires
at the Low Prices on a Cash Basis
Only!

R. E. NUTT

E

SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

PORK ROAST,

COFFEE

lb 17c

BEST CENTER CUT
CHOPS OR
ROAST

!RClT

LB.

OO

PORKLB 22c

SMALL
BONELESS

Pork Shoulders

lb

18c

FRESH

FANCY

lb 20c Pig’s Feet lb 5c

Fowl,

LEGS

PIG'S

Liver, 2 lb 15c Lamb, lb 20c

STEAK SALE
PORK STEAK
ROUND STEAK,
CUBED STEAK,

LB

BONED SIRLOIN,
VEAL STEAK,
RUMP STEAK,

LB.

I]
»'
SUGAR
CURED

20c
30c

------------MACHINE SLICED

BOILED HAM, ib 29c

BACON

LB.

Boneless Rib

Rump Roast lb 15c

Oven Roast, lb 19c

BEEF

Rl'MP

Pot Roast, lb 15c

Veal Roast, lb 15c

2
lbs
25c

NFD’LY CORNED

THICK RIB
FANCY BRISKET,

LB.

MISS
MUFFETT

ROCKLAND
125-126

95c

_.ack

Cocoanut Cream, Filled Oatmeal

2 pounds 29c

ieoTood
S
Stewing Oysters,
Fresh Smelts,
Smoked Fillets,
Finnan Haddie,
> S ■ K

25c
17c
17c
15c

pint
lb
lb
lb

POLLOCK

LB.

8c

i

OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
We have your suoply of
SPILLANGA and
ZART FISH
For the Holiday

SWEET POTATOES

15c

Tolman Sweet Apples,
peck 29c
Pie Pumpkins,
2 for 15c
Onions,
10 lb. bag 25c
Concord Grapes,
lge. basket 60c
Ed Dean’s Sour Krout,
3 lbs 25c

FLOUR

COOKIES

15c

BEEF

STEWING BEEF,
STEWING LAMB,
HAMBURG STEAK,
SAUSAGE PATTIES,
BEEF LIVER,
FRESH SPARERIBS

lb 39=
Wight’s Baking Cream,
3 pkgs. 20c
Raisins,
pkg. 10c
Cream Corn Starch,
2 cans 13c
Old Dutch,
2 lb. t:n 17c
Mother’s Cocoa,
10 cakes 25c
Eorax Soap,
2 large pkgs. 13c
Salt,
Shredded Wheat,
2 pkgr. 23c
Fig Bars,
2 lbs. 25c
Htrshey Cocoa,
2 tins 17c
Bisquick,
pkg. 35c
Rinso,
2 large pkgs. 37c

10 pounds 15c
Cape Cod Cranberries,
Compound Lard,
Tokay Grapes,
Native Potatoes,
Chinese Grapes,

3 qts.
lb
3 lbs.
bushel
3 lbs.

25c
08c
25c
89c
29c

QeWujd Jlahkel
" LYERY IhlKC TO

RANKIN ST.

1«T1

CHASE AND SANBORN

“SPECIALS”

BUY

'

.

SAVE MONEY

SAVORY MEATS

9c

£AT
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Every-Other-Day
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TAI V AU TUU TAWM Leroy W. Gregory has completed
1 ALI\ Ur I Ilia I U “PI this duties at the J. A Jameson Co's ,
'store.
COMINO NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oet. 21-Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau
annual meeting at Camden Opera
House.
Oct. 27—Annual fair, Penobscot View
Orange

the Rublnstelu j The local barbers are meeting to- '
Chairmen. w
T v County Institute I 31CIT0W night at the Chamber of
'at First Baptist Church.
[Commerce room for the purpose of
church 2ediflcherUllan SC‘enC<! 1,CtUre “l! dkCUSgillE a new code measure. The
Oct. 27-29—Bangor—Annual meeting of hour is 7 30.

hTirmcn7-MCeUnB

Maine Christian Endeavor Union at;
______
Columbia Street Baptist Church.
There will be a public supper
Oct 29-Thomaston—An evening ol
music at the Baptist Church
served by American Legion Auxiliary
Oct. 30—Freight steamer Cornish goes
at Legion hall Saturday from 5 to 7,
on for the winter season.
Oet. 30—Baptist "Vice Presidential with Mrs. Nora Benner in charge.
Party" conference at First Baptist
Church.
Oct. 31 <2 p. ml—Knox County NRA! Col. Fernando S. Philbrick conparade in Rockland.
Itinues to rally from his pneumonia,
Oct. 31—Republican ward caucuses.
__ „ i.v,
Nov l—Democratic ward caucuses
and inquiring friends will learn with
Nov. 2- Republican mayoralty caucus, satisfaction that he ls able to sit up
City Council room.
I
the rlitv
Nov. 3—Democratic mayoralty caucus,, POTtlO.lS Of tne aay.
City Council room.
|
--------Nov. 6 (3 to 7 30—Educational C.ub • ennneptinn with the imnorf'int
picnic at Central Maine Power parlors.' In connection wnn me important
Nov. 6 13 p m i—Joint meeting of Baptist conference to be held ln this
Lady Knox and Oen. Knox Chapters, icity next Monday, luncheon will be

Nov 7—d. A it contract and bridge j served by the Methodist women for
arty, Mrs. Sheldon's. 56 Masonic street,i the men in attendance. Dr. Spencer
Nov. 5i—Thanksgiving Day.
wiu address ““t luncheon.
Dec 6—Methodist fair.
_____ ...
Dec
19-21 Pruning ond thinning
demonstrations ln Knox and Lincoln |
Counties.
’
The (
of Rockland closes its

books for the municipal year
Nov. 1, so all bills against the
city's school department should
The tuff weather ether parts of
be in the hands of the City
New England has been recording,
Treasurer not later than Satur-mostly rain in this vicinity, culminat
day, Oct. 28. and all other deed here last night with a temperature
which at 6.45 this morning registered I partment bills r.ot later than
127-128
itself at the Llmero:k street corner | Nov. 1, 1933.—adv.
at 27. This morning has seen a good
business done in alcohol (the auto
Miss Mary C. Birmingham of
mobile kind! precaution anything
fierce the coming night. Six to 12 Claremont street had a very painful
inches of snow in the Adirondacks, experience recently when one of her
Vermont also blanketed. But here hands became shut into an automothc morning sun is shining gloriously, bile door Infection added to the un
barometer 30 33 and rising, and the comfortableness of her condition,
temperature also lifting itself. Prob-[
-------ably a characteristic October day.
The final dance ot the season at
. „
~
I
7 ..
u •
Breezemere will be held Saturday
Supt. E. I,. Toner is out after being wlth
whalen-s privateers proconftned to his heme for a few days vlding muslc R
bp a Hallcween
by a severe grippe o .
affair with all the trimmings. Both
Leslie Thompson of Spi ace Head t Breezemere ana the Privateers have
has moved to the Ulmer-Thomas |had a Pleasant
house, 42 Grace street.
,. t „ .,
J
1 The Lions Club had no speaker yesMlrror Lake responded well to', terday so the noonday lunch was dethe recent rains, and now has eleven voted largely to routine business and
feet cf water over the intake.
Rlicitattons on the club's pronounced
.
’{success ln its initial game in the
Funeral services for James Rear- Knox County Bowling League. The
don will be held Friday morning at 9 . details of this somewhat remarkable
o'clock from St. Bernard's Church. j victory wtll be found in the depart------< ,ment devoted to the candlcpin sport.
There will be a free lecture tomor- Members of the club who are not
rew evening at 8 at the First Church members of the bowling team are
cf Christ. Scientist, by Paul Starke ae|w(i t0 be On hand to lend their
Seeley, CS.B. cf Portland, Ore.
moral support as manifested by ap------plause.
Tlie Maine Masque Society at Uni- j
-------verrity of Maine will present “Coun- , Wlllian, Ellingwood Jr. appeared in
selor at Law" in the Little Theatre the role 0{ a somcwiiat battered vlcNcv 9. In the cast are two Knox |
cb-cumstances recently as the
Ccur.ty students. Almon Cooper of
an automobile crash in WaRockland and William Manning of tWy|ue- He Was proceeding moderThomaston.
'afely down the main street of the
------Elm city when a machine, proceeding
Muskrats have been causing th,e jn pie opposite direction swerved
Camden* Rock.and Water Company witb0Ut, the slightest warning and
much concern by boring o es
struck the small Eillngwcod car
^fr. Tran- were X’SthMhe£r'- ^ly
"’“T ’h“
,
|
*
|
|
!

WEATHER

mission of Commissioner Stobie and uken 10 “ hospital unconscious but
two of the intruders have been apparently sustained no Injury becaught.
yend a mild concussion and cuts.

Robert Mantell. Jr., son of the fameu-s actor, committed suicide ln
Hollywood Tuesday, disappointed
ever his failure- to achieve success on
the stage, as hls father had. How
many readers of this news item recall when Robert Mantell <senior)
appeared at Farwell Opera House in
“The Light of Other Days." This
may net have been the correct title
of the play, but somebody may re*
member.
------The canvassers for Community
Chest in behalf of the Red Cross and
Home for Aged Women were abroad
yesterday and reported a most en
couraging reception on every hand.
Two teams have not reported as yet
and the others are engaged today in
c'.ean-up work on cards missed yes
terday. Several pledges subject to
confirmation by official boards are in
abeyance and the boxes will be left in
their present locations for small con
tributors. It Is hoped when the final
checkup is made that the necesmry
$2500 will be ln hand though the fuU
amount has r.ot as yet been obtained

a great quantity of fallen foliage
accumulated on Willis I.. Ayer's
premises on Rockland street. Willis
Was struggling manfully wlpi the burden. when along came one of thc
city teams. “Let me show you how to
handle lt,” he said to Mr Ayer. His
energetic movements demonstrated
that he had plenty of pep. but the
rapidity with which he dropped his
armful and the language w’hich accompanied that act were quite start ling. Nobody had told him that
there were bramble bushes beneath
the leaves.

GETS TIIE SPINDLE

1
.
J
'
,

For the pa t ten years the
residents of Matinicus Island
have been trying to grt a rplndle
erected on Markerel l.cdgc at
the e-ntrance to Matinicus har
bor. C'ongrei, man Moran took
the matter up with the Depart
ment of Commeice and yester
day received word that thc
spindle will be established im
mediately.

TOO BIG FOR WORDS

WALL PAPER SALE

Hans Johnson, who was found in
toxicated ln a Pacific street residence,
was given a Jail sentence of 30 days.

I

Knickerbocker Class will begin Ils'
season at Glover's store, 453 Main,*,
street, Sunday at 12 o'clock. Thefi)'
ls a freedom about this meeting The W.C.T.U County Institute,
place which attracts men who mtgly which includes the unions of Rocknot enter the Universallst Church land, Thomaston, Camden, Warren,
which sponsors the meetings. The 'Union, Appleton and Friendship will
class epens with t.he first of a serits.be held In the First Baptist Church
of studies In “Citgr Government? : vestry, Summer street entrance, FiiThc subject next Sunday is "City day, with sessions beginning at 10.30
Finance." Louis A. Walker will lead la. m. and 1.30 p. m. A fine program
the discussion, and t.he usual open ' has been arranged, with talks and
forum will follow During the Sun* discussion on subjects that will be of
days to come it is proposed to dis.- interest to many. Special musical
cuss various phases of municipal-. numbers. Especial helps will be given
government and to bring all of the.{or depurtment workers ln STL,
Ijs£ons home to our own city in theft- Christian citizenship, Religious Edu
application
The Rockland City j cation, and International Relation
Charter and Ordinances will be one |
of the texts of the course. All men, ship. The public ls cordially invited
regardless of creed or party, are J*0 attend these sessions, to ask queswarmly received at this club and fair l{ons- and take part ln the discustreatment Ls accorded to all shades l*lona- Basket luncheon at noon, with
hot drink served.
of opinion.

Page Three

Century of Progress Winners

M O NT O N

Made Dizzy By the Sights

In Chicago

DEPARTMENT STORE
'410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

ON GOODS BOUGHT BEFORE THE RISE

Chicago—At a Century of Progress
—(Tuesday noon)—We are all dizzy
after three days here. Tom Pietrosky
and Ralph Rawley, winners of the
6, 8, 10 Rolls to Bundle
World's Fair contest, arc running
around like a couple of sophisticated
globetrotters by this time end what
they haven’t seen and done Isn't
worth mentioning. This Exposition
staggeis the imagination and taxes
thc brain beyond its powers to con
MAIN STREET
NORTHEND
sume so much knowledge in such a
short time. Any attempt to describe
128-129
the acres and acres of exhibits, the
weird architecture and fantastic light
Eugene Lamb and Oscar H. Crie of The larceny of a carton of choco- ing ln a brief article must fail so I
Thomaston have returned from a lates at the Maine Central station will Just give an outline of what we
week's hunting at Dead River and led to the arrest of three boys by have all been doing since I wrote last
Eustis.
Patrolman McIntosh. They were from Lagrange, that little Indiana
------- _
placed on probation for six months. country town.
We left Lagrange early Saturday i
Mrs. H. M. de Rochemont is chair
man of the rummage sale to be given |
Ever pick a quarrel with your and arrived in Chicago at noon in |
by Methodist women at the vestry wife?' "No, I leave it to her. She jonc of the worst electrical and rain
'rforms in years. Enroute we got a
Saturday.
picks much better ones."
{look at the Gary steel mills of the
United States Steel Corporation and
There will be a meeting of the
BORN
newly organized Knox Hospital philbrook-At Rnckianu. o-t 24. to spent two hours on the campus of1
Woman’s Auxiliary tomorrow after •
Mr. and Mrs Warner Philbrook. a Notre Dame University. Of especial
Interest to the whole party was the
noon at the Nurses’ Home.
I daughter, weight eight pounds
brown—At Camden, oct.
to Mr. huge new stadium which was con
and Mrs. Charles Brown of Hope, a structed iast year at a cost of $850,000
The Christian Girl Helpers, Miss
daughter.
and will scat 55,000 people. The boys
Emily MacDonald's Sunday school;
walked across the field Inside and
cla's, went on a hike yesterday, re- I
DIED
turning to the First Bapt.'rt Church , WALL__
. A. Thomaston, Oct. 25. Abbie climbed all over the place in short
J.----- --->
-’“I | "for dinner
and--------games. —
This class
f7 wldow*oF,Aranson^allf%g^UU76!°rcitr- We also visited the college
has an average attendance each Sun- i years. 6 months, n days,
library which houses a $3,000,000 art
day of around 40 girls cf high school STONE—At North Haven. Oct. 25. Ken- collection.

ROOM LOTS OF PAPER AND BORDER

50c, 75c, $1.00

C. M. BLAKE WALLPAPER STORE

m

Month End Specials
||umm?r.q Bird
Full

fashiomld

Hositgy

Our Sale on

Summing (fyrd HOSIERY
last week was such a big success that we have decided to continue it
another week

Chiffon and Service Weight, all perfect hose in the latest fall shades.
81.50, $1.25 and $1.00 values

79c per pair
PART WOOL BLANKETS
ANOTHER BIG SPECIAL FOR THIS SALE!
Two Cases
Biantitul colors in plaids in large 70x80 size. Per pair—

$1.98

Another Shipment of Children's and Misses'
We found our apartment on Drexel
In colors at
boulevard on the South side of the
These young pecple of the First !
city. The downpour spoiled our de
Baptist Church go io Bangor tomor- ,
sire to attend, a football game so we
row to attend the Christian En-1
Specials in Ladies', Men's and Children’s
went to the Fair in the afternoon and
deavor convention — Misses Emily
and Gwendolyn MacDonald, Virginia i
got our first impression of the exhibi
Egan, Tlielma Whitehouse, Dorothy ,
^months'* p^nerrt*'Sunday “ tion. which was most alluring and in
spiring, rain or no rain. Somewhere
Thomas, Charlotte Mattatall and J 1 o'clock. Burial In Boothbay.
At Special Prices For This Sale
Carleton Gregory, Walter Staples, I SHRADER—At Jefferson, Oct. 25. John in the rush the boys got lost or strayed
E. Shrader, aged 54 years. 6 months. and we made a feverish hunt for
Richard
French
and
Kenneth
22 days. Funeral Saturday at 2 o'clock
Hooper.
from the home of Alton Grover. Hyler them to no avail The grounds police
street. Thomaston. Burlal ln Ten made no better progress and it was
ant’s Harbor.
a pretty worried crowd during that
The Parent-Teacher Association is
J. SIMONTON CO.rgfarararefgfafafgrarafamareref2r<^
first evening ln Chicago However
sponsoring an operetta “Jerry of
IN MEMORIAM
Jerichol Road" to be given In Novem
the
boys
went
back
to
the
room,
had
In loving memory of our dear daugh
ber. with the 23d and 24th set as ter.
Edith L. Maloney, who passed away been having a perfectly wonderful
REFRIGERATION
tentative dates Miss Adelaide E. Oct 25. 1932.
time and wondered why in thc deuce
One year ago you left us.
Cross is coaching the production,
anybody had worried about them.
How oft we miss your loving face;
and the cast will be drawn from
Sunday everybody went to church Its Very Amazing Growth' .TRADE IN YOUR OLD RADIO
But you left us to remember
pupils of the high and junior high
in
a beautiful Northside cathedral
None on earth can take your place;
towanl a new 1934
Throughout the Country j
schools, augmented by some of the
A happy home we once enjoyed.
and the rest of the day and evening
How sweet the memory still;
•
post graduates.
During the Past Decade
was spent at the Fair. Monday saw
But death has left a lonesomeness
The world can never All.
the whole crowd at the Fair again
The C.W. Class of the First Bap
Father, mother, brother, grandparents, and in the evening Torn went to the
Throughout the depression thc re- I
tist Church, taught by Miss Gwen aunts and uncles.
movies while Buddy went to bed. The trigeration inAistry has made re- '
Cushing. Oct. 25. 1933.
•
dolyn MacDonald, met Tuesday at
Fair is about four miles long and the ,__
the radio that outsells all others
floor space of some of the buildings mark!>ble progress, culminating ln rethe home of Miss Dorothy Sherman
IN MEMORIAM
Those present were Eleanor Matta
Emma
semis
a
hundre8
miles
long
so
after,cent
months
ln
renewed
Interest
loving memory of Mrs.
For a limited time wc offer an extra
tall. Virginia Willis. Carmelita Rich,
Beaton, who passed away Oct. 26 I a day of constant doing and seeing manifested by the public in that
liberal allowance for your old radio!
Helen Whitmore, Mertie Lindsey.
most anyone ls ready to hit the hay. brarc!l of the induslry suppiying me- !
Trade it in now—get a new PHILCO
We miss her gentle presence.
Miss Shfcrman and Miss MacDonald
This morninsr we visited the Armoui
and enjoy unexcelled tone and supreme
We miss her smile so dear.
stockyards
and
were
taken
through
chanical
refrigerating
machines
for
After the business session, the time
She is gone but not forgotten
performance! A complete selection uf
was devoted to dressing dolls to be
By those who loved her here.
the great meat packing plant. We home use, according to The Index (
models with all the latest features.
Her daughters. Harriet and Maudie, walked two miles, according to the published by the New York Trust'
given away at Christmas time.
and her sister.
PHILCOS $22.50 UP—EASIEST TERMS
on'rtp
guide, ana
and were greatly. »mPrca»ed Company.
James Skames of High Island was
whole worn*.
works. The slaughter
slaughter
' 1
card of thanks
with
the
wnoie
With tne
.
'Aggregate refrigerating activities,
before Judge Dwinal yesterday on a
We wish to take this opportunity to house in which hogs, sheep and cattle
. ,,, . at ,he rate of about 20 a it is conservatively estimated." says
PHILCO 1«L
warrant which charged him with the thank our neighbors and friends for
and assistance shown us dur- are
“
_ntl trinrhiri
• .
larceny of three links of pipe and kindness
ing the illness and death of our loved minute was perhaps the most moroia The Index, now supply the cooling
442
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
three tons of coal from the Blaisdell °De
Mrs David Amiro and family.
lhat °ny °f
haV<?
e"’ “lulvalent of 2.000.000.000 pounds of
Coal Co The charge relating to the
Vinalhaven.
joyed.
....
>ce a day In the United States. Recoal theft was withdrawn and he was
fined $10 and costs (amounting to
card of thanks
We will spend the rest of thc day irigeration is used in this country' to
Though unsuccessful tn the search for
evening at the Fair, and tomor- Ccol approximately 1000 public build$25.66) on the other charge. The case
body of our father Wilmer L. Ame« anQ eha-k home
,
was continued pending payment. The the
who was drowned at Matinicus we ex- row Will be on OUr «ay back nome. )ngs in al>out 30QQ lce plants, in per.
arrest was made by Deputy Sheriff press our heartfelt thanks to all who so nrp will RO by the Way Of Detroit
. v,. u
.
j „
' - ------------------1vlsit the Ford Factory. haPs 10 000 establishments dealing
faithfully
assisted ua
ut and we appreciappreci
Ludwick.
esaions of sympathy »here we wlU vis
a,n„,re-, „nd wlth foods. In more than 100.000 reate the many expressions
A11 Of hi. children.
;Q Niagara Falls and MonlW and (rlgerator carg ,n ,efut 100
Matinicus.
The annual fair of the Sons of
down through Northe
i
rtltutions and stores, and ln many
— Peeling to complete a 2700 mile trip minions Qf hQmcs
Union Veterans and Auxiliaries of
by Sunday afternoon.
..Jn 1920 fewcr than 10000 homcs
the Department, of Maine will be
It begins to look and feel like fall. A chill is in the air. It's
held on Saturday at the Grange hall.
ANASTASIO BROS.
I am Uttingr 14' n- in the United States were equipped
time to put on warmer nothing and that's just what we have in
South Paris. Mrs. Louise Cole of
Burroughs Exhibit in the gr
g - with mcchanical refrigerators. Even i
abundance for you.
Barber Shop
Bar Harbor, past department presi- |
eral exhibitions haU and am reaIly sc by ,925
number had increased [
FOR MEN—
Very Little Waiting
dent, is the chairman of the
much in the fog that Its hard to
- on]y tQ cpme^-haj under 75,000. At !
UNION SUITS—heavy cotton ....................,........... ,
$1.00, $1.50
Service
Is
Our
Motto
women's division and John A Flyv
pose anything readable On all si
present.
approximately
5.000.000
Fleeced Lined
,
$1.50
Over
5c
and
10c
Store
of Westbrook, department, patriotic
of me are great Industrial and mer- homes or between one-fifth and one- J
Part Wool
.
$1.50, $1.89
instructor of the men's division, his
chandislng exhibits, otlwells. diamond fcurth of those wired jn the Unitcd ,
All Wool ............... ............................
$3.50
assistant being Harold Falrbrother
mines and manufacturing plants Stat<ls ]lave either electric or gas
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS—heavy cotton ...
79c
of Camden. Supper will be served
Fleeced
,
Thousands of persons from the broad refrigerators
98c
from 5 to 7, and an entertainment
Part Wool
$1.50
plains of the West to the palm 8{'0'c-' "Nor is there any evidence that the
will be given in the evening. A bus
FLANNEL SHIRTS....................
75c, $1.25, $1.50, $1.98, $3.50
of the South are milling around all uitjmate saturation point has been
is planning to go from Camden, ior
ZIPPER COATS
$3.50, $5.00
apparently as amazed as I.
approached. Indeed, one of the leadanyone wishing to attend. A nomi
OVERCOATS
....... $15.00
It’s the Century of Progress Exhibi- ,ng electric appliance companies renal fee will be charged.
FOR BOVS—
tion and the only fault I can find ccntly estimated that there is a ready
UNDERWEAR
75c, $1.00
with,
the
whole
thing
is
that
it's
too
market
for
8,800.000
household
re

The general meeting of the Bap
ZIPPER COATS
$.7.50, $5.00
dam
big.
’
rigerators
awaiting
only
the
resumptiste ta be held ln this city Oct. 30
SCHOOL PANTS
$1.25, !$1.50, $2 00
P. 8. Tom wishes that he could ijOn 0» normal buying power.
will be graced by two outstanding
SWEATERS
_
.
------ j$1.00. $1.25
Hive
in
Chicago
and
Buddy
isn't
so
"The
progress
of
the
Industry
in
speakers—Dr. William G. Spencer,
Fall is a good time If only you are prepared for It It's a good time
sure but what he likes it himself, t^e past decade, both from a technlvice president of the Northern Bap
to catch cold If you ain't.
Both are of the opinion that they cal and marketing standpoint, is evitist Convention and president of
never imagined that they ccftld have dcnce that refrigeration is only beFranklin College, and Rev. Bruce
i.-uch a good time. Tom Chisholm is [ginning its development at home. It
Kinney of Denver, who heads the
i getting a big kick out of the Fair and locks forward to a potential market
work of the denomination among the
American Indians- Sessions will be
the marvelous things we have seen for household refrigerators comprisheld In the morning, and a luncheon
whlle Carl Simmons would be having - ing three-fourths of thc approxlfor men will be served at noon. Rev
a good time if it wasn't for watching matcly 20,000.000 wired homes ln the
George Currier of Rockport will
every street corner for a couple of United States, and relies upon a conhave charge of attendance. Mrs.
gangsters that might send a couple stant increase in the miscellaneous
Edith Kilborn of Thomaston will ar
of stray bullets our way.
uses of refrigeration ln Industrial
range for the women, and Frank H.
Dick Reed processes."
Ingraham for the men. Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald will have charge
ELL, rather-for
of church arrangements and Rev. L
G. Perry of the noon luncheon which
without the invita
will be served by the women of the
tions there would scarce
Methodist Church.
|

dall Stone, aged 21 years. Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock.
REARDON—At Bangor. Oct. 25. James
8* Reardon, formerly ol Rockland.
octo* Dom st.
nard'a Church.
Clifford At Round Pond. oct. 25.
william Addison ciidurd. formerly of

RAINCAPES

59c and 98c

OUTING FLANNEL PAJAMAS AND GOWNS

39c

59c

69c

89c

$1.25

and

$1.59

PHILCO
House-Sherman, Inc.

$75.00

Aj

WILLIS AYER

O^ecessari^
as t/ie

ouqueT

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

W

ly be need for a wedding

That roller skating is becoming
popular among the younger folks was
demonstrated at the Spanish Villa
Rink last Saturday afternoon when
the surface was swamped with the
youngsters. This pleased Manager
Allen so much that he offered prizes
to the ones who kept the best time
with the music. The boys contest
was won by Elmer "Tuggles" Lufkin
and Miss Reta Staples and Miss
Felice Perry tied in the girls contest.
More prizes are being offered next
Saturday. The first "Ladies’ Night”
of the season takes place tonight with
free admission and skates to the la
dles and Monday night Oct. 30 the
management is planning a record
crowd when the big Halloween party
takes place. Prizes are offered forthe most comical costumes. It is
being rumored that the Villa will be
filled with "Spooks" for the occa
sion. The grand march will be held
at 9.30 and skating will last until 12.

Rummage sale Methodist vestry, Vh Sara B. Gowen Guild of the
Saturday. Oct. 28 Doors open 9 a. m. Littlefield Memorial Church met
Tuesday.
Dolls beds were made
—adv.
from cigar boxes. 12 pads were made
Decorate your NRA float with and a number of sneets started. MaDennison's crepe paper, nine cents : bel Seavey. Florence Grover, Alice
per fold. $1 per dozen. Huston- .Jackson and Oladys Gray were apTuttle's. Rockland—adv.
127-129 [pointed nominating committee and
-----------------j these officers were elected: PresiThe President's Sunday night ad- dent, Florence Grover; vice presidress sent all markets skyrocketing dent, Urcell Simmons; secretary, Alice
Monday. Buy today at Stover’s. Jackson; assistant secretary, Emma
Pure lard 7',a c. lb.. 20 lbs. $149; Nye; treasurer, Geneva Hill; assistStover's Pride Flour 98c bag; Family ant treasurer, Gladys Gray; work
Flour 93r bag; Pastry Flour 87c bag; committee, Evelyn Bragg. Kathleen
Pillsbury's Best and Occident Flour Cha'e and Marguerite Gray; mem-'
$1.19 bag; Domino fine granulated bershlp committee, Hilda Wall. Elinor
sugar $4.98 per 100 lbs.; 10 ibs. 49c Nye and Laura Sylvester; program
with other goods; Egg Mash, $1.88 committee. Feme Britto, Bernice
We will have a new line of mottos in
bag; Scratch Feed $1.85; Dairy Feed, 'Munro and Alberta Larrabee. At about 10 days. Make Gregory’s Pic
$1.53; McIntosh apples 49c per bu.; the close of the season the Guild girl ture & Framing Shop, 406 Main St.,
Native Potatoes, 98c bushel; confec having the most pointe will be given ‘ over Crie Hardware, Tel. 254. your
tioners or brown sugar 7'ic lb. Much a Guild pin or pennant. A program headquarters for pictures and mottos.
higher prices are anticipated from {followed,
! —adv.
this level. Buy today. DeliverAX -'
—
anywhere wanted.
Stover's Cash' 'V^hy drive a dirty car when you
Decorate your NRA float wit.1*
Grain Stores, on track at 86 Park can have it washed for 99 cents at Dennison's crepe paper, nine cents
Fireproof Garage day or night.
street, Rockland. Tel. 1200—adv.
per fold, $1 per dozen. Huston120-122&126-128
127-129
Tuttle’s, Rockland.—adv.
127-129
I
'

J

bouquet. And both must

be notably beautiful and
ultra-correct. For the in

vitations, this means that
they should be engraved

upon thc faultless texture

ofthc Linweave Wedding

Papers.
The Courier-Gazette

can showyou samples and
advise you upon the cor

rect engraving.

REMOVAL SALE

In order to lower my stock of Men’s High Grade Furnishings and thereby lessen the cost of
moving into my new store, I offer

20% STRAIGHT DISCOUNT
ON EVERY ARTICLE IN MY STORE

WEDDING PAPERS

THIS SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY

OPENS TODAY, OCT. 26, AND ENDS THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2
FRIDAY, NOV. 3, I will Occupy My New Store at 346 Main Street, Opposite the Strand Theatre

S. RUBENSTEIN
63 PARg STREET

Be Can Make a Inst
Year's Hat Look Like New^X,
PHILIP SULIDES
Opp. Strand Theatre

'

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SALE NOW ON AT MY PARK STREET STORE

i
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE!
2

1

3|

4

5

10

__________
13
14

I 12

25

n

26

J

30

3i

1

31
3'3

45 ’ L

37
40 1

34

36
42

isw
48

47

41

44

43

53 L

5b 57

55

54

r

59

bi

r

bo

4b

45
49 I 50

52

5i

29

1

34

lb

21

24

23

-FT

15

20

19

17

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
4S-Shrinks
1-Large vehicle
50- Girl’s name
4-Chinete plant
7-Ventllated
51- Electrical Engineer
(abbr.)
9-A metal
11- lndefinite article
52- Steep acclivity
12- Recompenee
53- Profound
14- Rest
55- A liquid measure
15- Italian river
(abbr.)
17-Girl's name
56- An order of priests
19-Tapestry
in ancient Gaul
21-Grassy meadow
58-Darlings
22- Leaie
•6O-Girl's name
24- Wrathful
61-Stain
25- Rave
26- Contend
VERTICAL
28-To act upon
30- lnflamed place on
the skin
1- Six (Roman)
31- Domeaticated
2- Part of the body
32- All correct (abbr.)
3-Want
33- Depart
4- A waiter
34- Moved rapidly
6- Consume
36-Bee home
5- Because
38-Country of Europe
7- Mountains in
40-Trojan prince
S. America
(Myth.)
S-Draw, as a
42- Chlef actor
conclusion
43- Skill in repartee
9-Deprived
45-Let fall
10-Waste
47-Half a score
,11-Swiss river

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13- Venture
14- A bristle (Bot.)
15- A grain
18-An insect (pi.)
20- Father (short)
21- Net fabric
23-A cavalryman
25-Transferred from
one place to
another
27-Fatigued
29-Character of
Dickens
34- A large bird
35- Protect
36- Leaned to one side
37- Organs of hearing
38- A horse
39- Part of the body
40-Tart
41- A liquid food (pi.)
42- Sainte (abbr.)
44-A negative
46-Fondle
48- Shower
49- Plant
52-Small pastry
54-Remit
57-Egyptian sun-god
59-Musical note

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
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Help Kidneys
If poorly functioning Kidneys and
Bladder make you Buffer from Getting
Up Nights. Nervousness. Rheumatic
Pains. Stiffness. Burning. Smarting.
Itching, or Acidity try the guaranteed
Doctor s Prescription CystexL Sim-t»x>
4ov “Must fix you up or money
vyalCA back, Oaljratdrugguta.

•

• ^2

DAY

I

Only $2-50
o day single .... and $4-00
double for this smart centrally

THINK OF ITI

located hotel

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cory, each with
private bath, shower, radio, circu
lating ice water and many other
features you’ll be happy about

51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

tOY MOULTON
Eivcvfrvs Vics-Prst. ond Managing Dir
write

rot OESCRirTive soocirt

Lights of NewYork

Ease Pain, Headache

Br I. I. STEVENSON

in Few Minutes

Population estimates for Rocke
feller Center Indicate that when the
twelve buildings are fully completed
and tenanted, the development, which
occupies about one-tlfth of a square
mile ln the heart of Manhattan,
wlll be more than a “city within
a city.” The estimates place the
total dally population at more than
215,000, which ls greater titan the
total population of Sycamore, N. Y.,
Hartford, Conn., or Omaha, Neb.
From a population view-point. Rock
efeller Center will be larger than
Venice, Damascus, Capetown, Val
paraiso, Geneva and many other
well-known cities. Considered as a
city, lt would be thirty-sixth among
all the cities of the United States.
The estimate Includes permanent oc
cupants of the buildings, stores,
shops, restaurants and theaters of
the development and daily visitors.
It does not Include, however, those
who will use the broad walks and
promenades merely to pass from one
point to another.
• • •
The resident dally population Is
estimated at 34,500 persons, a total
reached, In accordance with common |
practice, by figuring one occupant
for etery 110 feet of rentable floor
space. Nearly one-half of the resi
dent population wlll occupy the 70story RCA building, the towering
central structure of the department.
An additional 2,900 will be housed
In the 31-story RKO building and
600 each In the British and French
buildings. Approximately 700 per
sons comprise the working staffs of
the Radio City Music hall and the
RKO Roxy theater.
Included In
the estimate of 180,000 dally
transients are the patrons of the
two theaters. Over a six-month pe
riod. the daily attendance at the
larger averaged 18.500 persons and
6,400 for the smaller.
• • •
To make room for the develop
ment, 229 old residences and stores
were razed on the three blocks be
tween Forty-eighth and Fifty-first
street and Fifth and Sixth avenues.
And those old buildings had a total
population of only about 3,000 per
sons.
• • •
Free lnnch ls back all over the
city. Speakeasies, tn competition
with legitimate beer selling places,
are giving away more and more
food. With a bonanza that would
have been for Tom Sharkey! It is
well known that the battler was
thrifty and that when he had a
chance to obtain free food, he took
IL In that connection, there Is
the story of the time when Sharkey,
training for a fight, economized on
rations by training on free lunches.
Near hls quarters was a saloon
where an excellent array was set
forth. Each day. Sharkey would
come ln, buy a couple of beers and
eat all the free lunch. The propri
etor. worried over the loss and not
wishing to offend the fighter, pon
dered the problem at length. Finally
he reached what he regarded as a
satisfactory solution. In place of
the wursts, cheese, etc., he set out
dog and puppy biscuits.
• • •
Sharkey came In at hls usual
time, bought his beer and attacked
the free lunch. When he left, there
wasn't a single biscuit on the coun
ter. The next day, he came In and
did the same thing. The saloon
keeper then sat down and figured.
The dog biscuits cost more than the
regular food. So when Sharkey
came the third day, he found the old
selections back. When he had con
sumod them, he went up to the sa
loonkeeper and remarked, "Your
lunch Is all right. But what's be
come of those tasties you had the
last couple of days?"
• • •
It ts said that Sharkey was the
hero of that old story concerning
the lobsters. He ordered lobster In
Shanley's and got one with only one
claw. Shanley appeared tn re
sponse to hls kick. 'They will fight
In the cars, you know," he said apol
ogetically. “All right," retorted
Sharkey. "Take this one back and
bring me the winner."

------i
Mr. and Mrs Elwood Church ar.d!
Elwood Church. Jr. of Gardiner have
bern guests of Mrs. Lilia M Blaney .
Miss Jane Rider, a student a’ '
Pembroke College, Providence, parsed
•h her parcr.'.'.. Mr 1
and Mrs Harold Rider.
Capt ar.d Mrs Jame' Creighton of i
Thcmaston were in town Tuesday I
calling on friends.
S H We'ion is pacing a week's j
I vacation at his camp in Bremen.
Mis~ Bettv Stahl has been visiting |
Mrs. Stanley Poland in Friendship I
I* P Bailev cf Weld has been a ’
hls home here a few davs.
Mrs. Oertrude Benr.er attended th?!
Rebekah As'embly meetings in Lew-1
, iston last week.
Work on the new Federal highway
from the Four Corners to the road
recently built between Rcckland and
Waldobro was commenerd Monday '
When complet'd this will be or.e of I
the finest nieces of road work in the
county. Work has also been started
on the new State highway running
threugh the town.
The first and second degrees were
conferred at the meeting of Meenahva Grange Monday evening. A
Halloween program was given at thc
close of the meeting and refreshmen” served
The honor roll for the first six
weeks in Waldoboro High School
follows: Post graduates. Evelyn
Lovejoy, two As; undergraduates.
Eleanor Standish, three As; Sher
man Vannah. Ida Winchenbach
Edith Perry, two As; Millicent
Burnes. Lucille Colwell. Violet Jack| son, Barbara Lovejoy. Barbara
Pitcher. Elsie Stahl. Madelyn Walter
■ Beulah
Wmch^nbach.
Christine
W:r.chenbach. Martha Winchenbach,
Maynard Wire:
Helen Oldis
Ida Wallace Laura Cramer. Harding
Davis. Alfred Ellis. Phyllis Sidelinger
one A; Oeraldvn Porter. Margaret
Stahl, Elsie Winchenbach. Alfreda
Ellis. Rhoda Hilton, nothing below B
The Medomak National Bank
opened Monday for business after
being closed for seven months Al' fred Storer continues as president of
6. 11H. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service
the bank and thc new board of diI rectors includes Mr. Storer, LawI centre T. Weston, Percy E Storer. all
Bride 13, Groom 17
of Waldoboro; J. Y Meserve of JetCastlllon,
France.—A total of tblr
ferson and Sherman T. Jameson of
Friendship. Frank S. Reynolds has ty years in age ls all that a unique
been employed as cashier and Laila pair of newly weds can boast. The
groom ls seventeen and the bride
Blanchard as assistant cashier.
Mrs. Jer.nie Benner was happy thirteen. A special presidential de
Sunday to see so many of her cree was necessary In order that
cou'ins and friends. 16 in all Thc the precocious sweethearts might be
party was from Weeks Mills. Wind wed.
sor. Richmond. China and Rockland.
All had a gcod time, and Mrs Ben
ner had some nice presents.

Boy Rides Bull to
Save Thrown Farmer

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON STREET.

BOSTON, MASS.

Located on Beaton
Hill next to the
State House

Tiffin, Ohio. — John Deusch.
eighteen, farm worker, turned
matador to save a neighbor's
life.
Deusch, passing the farm of
Upton Albright, stock buyer, saw
a bull knock Albright down and
trample him under foot.
The youth leaped on the mad
dened animal's buck and got a
strangle hold on Its windpipe.
The bull abandoned the attack
on Albright and raced around the
field, bucking wildly In a futile
attempt to dislodge Deusch.
When the youth tired of his ride,
he slid off and dashed for safety
behind a fence.

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
and shopping centers

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

economy

'fta&d.the,
ADVERTISEMENTS

The Finest Tea
Values Obtainable

HALLOWEEN

TWINKLING

b

9

7
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DESSERTS
By Betty Barclay

I

i

peg. i’m frantic,this work

MUST BE DONE - AND

IV'E A

SPLITTING HEADACHE

2

LATER.

LOOK WHAT IV'E DONE, PEG.
BAYER ASPIRIN STOPPED THAT
AWFUL HEADACHE IN A JIFFY...
NEVER FELT BETTER I

don't worry, get some

REAL BAYER ASPIRIN
ANO YOUR HEADACHE WILL
BE GONE BEFORE YOU
KNOW IT. ..

SALADA RED LABEL
"America's Finest Tea”

Here are two Halloween desserts
you can make ln a twinkling. Even
though you do not know guests are
arriving until the last minute, your
dessert problem will not inconveni
ence you:

23

lb.

SALADA BROWN LABEL
"A Revelation in Tea Value”

Jg ' 1^ lb.

SALADA’ TEA

I KNEW IT WOULD J BAYER

Cccoanut Banana Snow
Three bananas, cut In small pieces,
kmomjw ...
■4 cup powdered sugar, 2 teaspoons
Jit
lemon juice. 1 egg white, stiffly bcatcn, 'j cup cream, whipped.
can
MG?.
OLD TIC.E
moist sweetened cocoanut
UNION
I For The Courier-Gazette I
Combine bananas, sugar, and
We
five
kids
loved
Old
Tlge.
our
pet
lemon julc- Chill. Force through
The American Legion Auxiliary is
cv
sieve. Feld pulp Into egg white; then No matter where we were—how dense invited to attend a joint installation
rod.
lcld in cream and cocoanut. Serves
the fog with Williams-Brazler unit at Thomsix.
No fewedhB?traye When
fr°m honu>fto:i Saturday evening at 8 All
Old Tij?e would lead us back he knew officers to be installed are requested
Peaches Marguerite
For Quick Relief Say BAYER Aspirin—When You Buy
I.tc fc' present Vice President Blanche
the way.
Four datesr finely chopped.
cup
And when 'tw« time for school to he 8wen
Auburn will be the insfallpecans, finely choDped. 14 cup moist
Now comes amaungty quick relief
dismlaaed
•
ing officer with Mrs. Siule Lamb oi
sweetened
cocoanut,
finely
chopped.
from headaches, rheumatism, neuri
He knew and would meet u* to asaht Rockland a scrqeant-at-anns
1 tablespoon cream. 2 teaspoons to carrying home M laaat OM dlnnst yr „ , . ..
WHY BAYER
tis. neuralgia . .. Ihe fastest safe relief,
it is said, yel discorded.
lemon Juice, 6 halves canned peaches, And off he’d trot with blinking eyes and Pedro MigU?l, Canal Zone, are visitASPIRIN
1 cup peach Juice.
Those results are due to a scien
wag of curly tail
ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. James
WORKS
SO
FAST
tific discovery by which a Bayer
Combine dates, pecan,?, cocoanut, When but a child. I oft lay down upon Cameron.
Aspirin Tablet begins to dissolve, or
and cream, mixing thoroughly. Add
Drop a Bayer Tablet
the grassy sod
Dr. Stephenson Ls moving hts office
disintegrate, in the amazing space of
in a glass of water.
I teaspoon lemon Juice. Shape into And
°’er mc Btooci thH into the Odd Fellows block.
Note
that
BEFORE
faithful
dog.
two seconds after touching moisture.
email balls and place in cavities of No harm could come to me while he did
Union Lodge. IO OF., and Mt.
it touches bottom, it
And hence to start "taking hold” of
has started to dis
peach halves. Serve with peacn
vigil keep.
Hoi . j Fi.sair.pment wlll hold a joint
pain a few minutes after taking.
integrate.
And
tf
some
danger
did
appear,
he'd
juice to which remaining lemon juice
lnt a'.latlon next Saturn- ewni"g
What it does in this
wake me from my sleep.
The illustration of the glass, here,
glass it does in your
with Rebekahs as special guests.
has been added. Serves six
tells the story A Bayer Tablet startstomach. Hence its
One night, soon after the Civil War had Lunch win ta i
California Polnettia Salad
fast action
to disintegrate almost instantly you
ended.
S'.crer-Collins Past held its annual
IR ~
swallow it And thus is ready to go to
(serves sixi
Old Tlge and Brother "Wash” their slow
Installation Tuesday evening. These
way wended
work almost instantly.
Three oranges, 6 tablespoons cream To Rockland with ox-team and barrels officers were installed; Commander,
When you buy. though, see that
cheese, 2 red plmlentos. paprika.
for a load.
vou get the Genuine BAY’ER Aspirin
all night, until the rooters Maynard Lucas; llrst vice command
Peel oranges and separate into seg And drove
er, Leroy Miller; second vice comcrowed.
For Bayer Aspirin’s quirk relief
Does
Not
Harm
the
Heart
ments. Make cheese into six balls,
mander. O. E. Boynton; adjutant.
always say “BAYEH Aspirin.”
and sprinkle with paprika. Cut
7
*
Oeorge Cameron; finance officer. Harpimientos into long, narrow strips. Full ot fun they aeeined—a Jolly crew - cld Fossttt: chaplain, Granville TurnPlace a cheese ball In center of each But when one leaped out ar.d on a ba-rei rr. recant-at-arms Ralph Starrett;
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
SEARSMONT
salad plate and arrange orange seg- Q|d
tore hls COBt.u,1 o0. ,nd nutorian. Dr M C. Stephenson: serv“ J.
out (rom it like the.
back he jumped
'ice officer. Alva Ames; employment
Arthur Harjula Is at home aft .
A cement foundation is being laid ments
. , radiating
.
°f Once when on that trip he failed tc officer. Charles Burgess; U. S Colorrpendlng the past few weeks m Lo - for a cottage to be built in the spring ^tabi ,of ® ,flower Place
Edward Alden; standard
ton and vicinity.
return.
} bearer,
■it Lake Quantabacook by a New York pimlento between orange segments.
Pour Prench Dressing over all.
How we missed him' how our young hearer W E Burgess; graves, reglsThere was an excellent dinner party,
served at the Finnish Church Sun
We knew that by some evil force he'd tratlon officer. Clarence Leonard.
Mrs. Oladys M. Thomas, daughter
day. The new parsonage is m Puth. and Mrs Myra Haskell of
been detained,
| Tne Baby Conference Is postponed
DRESS IP THE MEAT
Which to us a mystery has remained
t<) th(, sccorl
in November.
progress.
Rcckland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
B.
Bowley
By
Betty
Barclay
Schoc! is closed indefinitely.
One
night
when
we
kids
were
all
In
bed,
I
Lillian A Johnson observed her ar.d son Doiuiivan of Liberty were
Try serving meat in new forms. At the back window Old Tlge showed I
PORT CLYDE
familiar hqad:
. i
seventh birthday anniversary Sun- iu ts Sunday of Mr and Mrs. F. A. You will find that your family will
Dad let him In. ar.d ln hls arms he
Dunton.
day. Table favors and ceroratlons
appreciate the novelty. A dash of
seemed to want to stay
Capt. Edward Plerc? of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs Ben Ames Williams sugar in meat dishes works wonders, Up we got to greet him. hut he did not
were ln pink and whit?. A rour. I
was in town Friday
care to play.
cake with white icing and pink ate s ntllng a few weeks at their n accentuates the flavor of the meat
Mr. and Mrs Merton Anthony and
candies formed a centerpiece and hot farm.
H u c! crabbli.
while Mr. atl(j 0( courSc, adds a little quick- But Old Tlge »t last t'tla sad for me to Mr. and Mrr. Rodney Simmons
chocolate was served. Those present Williams i£ in joying bird hunting energy to the du»h as a whole, Try
Grew old and blind, and often went have gor.-? to Is.and Fa.ls oti it huntincluded Arline Nelson. Alice Fager. md the beautiful autum days, which the following recipes:
aatray.
ing trip.
Karl Neiml, Eleanor N’e.ron, F.. n p.c has known so many years here in
We d hunt him up and bring him bark ( Mrs Ra;ph simnioil entertained
Beef Ix>af
and Raymond Stein.
thc past.
KIs eyes were dim. hls hearing bad, hts ‘ the Baptist Circle V/ In > lay after-*
Henry E. Harjula has returned from
The Farm Bureau met last ThursOne and one-half pounds round of
life became Inane;
neon
a hunting trip. Although there were day at the vestry, where they wlli,”^1' 1 Ruart wld watcr' 1 tablespoon
Mr: Albion Me . rv.'y cf Tenant's
eight in the party only one deer was continue to meet through thc fall 'Inegar 1 teaspoon sugar. 1 teaspoon And no they thought It beat to end hls
Haibo? visited h<r sist-rs Mi
earth career.
brought home. William Harjula and and winter
sage and thyme, mixed. 1 tablespoon Though that was long ago, I feel to :,hed n ? Wallace and Flcrcrr? Day Friparty leave this week
Worcestershire sauce, salt and pepper.
a tear.
[ H ay
Colby Howard has moved his
I think of that dear friend Old I ,
Simmer the beef in the water with Whene'er
B nner cf Kit - ry Point
Tlge so kind and true
1 "•
family from Belfast into Mary Mc- the salt until meat is tender Cool.
We sure believe In human friends, but | Coast Guard and Miss Im a WinFarland's house in this town
sometimes think them few
bones and fat. and chop very
capaw cf Friendship pent WednetThis Girl Knows.. Samuel Higgins and a crew of men Remove
W R Walter
flne Boij the uqujd until reduced to
t'ly with Mr. ar.d Mis. Sherman
North
Waldoboro
p.f gone up river cutting Christmas one cup Add vinegar, sugar, sage.
Benr.er.
Z^YOU CAN
trees.
M:e. Mildred Wat:- of Wellston
saucs. thyme, salt and pepper. Mix
/DEPEND
VINALHAVF.N
fper.t Tue day and Wi dn?=day cf
wjth the meat Press into a buttered
UTS ALL-VEGETABLE
A Halloween ball wui be held iavja t wc k with her parents. Mr. and
/NPPLETON RIDGE
mold and leave to become thoroughly
\^..SAFE!
night Mrs. Charles Hupper
cold. Serve with tomatoes and let- Memorial hall Saturday
Midr.igh'.er's music .
' The Willing Workers met with Mrf.
Miss
Barbara
Bryant
has
returned
tuc
«
with
mayonnaise,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster and Clarence DavL' Tuesday, and a p’.tasBright Eyes
to her home ;n Cranberry Is'.e after a
Stuffed Flank Steak
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bcman hav- ant evening was enjoyed.
No Bad Skin
few weeks' visit at Leroy Moody's.
Have a flank steak trimmed and ‘ returned from a motor trip through: Mr. and Mrs. Henry Benner of
Mr and Mrs. M. M Brown and scored; that is. cut all over thc sur- New England
She learned lorn? ago how
jRroklatid spell'. Wednesday evening
often duW eyes, pimply skin.
daughter ad F L. Meservey were ,
Mrs. Mary L. Arey and daughter, with Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Bcr.nervousness and lack of pep come from
rs ai Eugene Fevler’s ln face ln crlsi'cro^s lines Mix tobowel sluggishness and constipation Now Sunday ci
Walter Tolman have returned' ,NR
Union an M-? Ne-tie Cottre'l's in gethcr cne cup bread crumbs: one Mr
Forest Terl and sen Bernard of
small onion, chopped; one-half cup from Brewer.
sparkling loveliness and vital health. No
Rockland
more ineffective partial relief for her all
Boand to, Pockland Highland called on Nor
Perry
was
in
Lewiston|raw
carrot;
one-half
cup
fine_
The
ttye;-act
comedy,
Normal
vegetable NR Tablets give thorough cl- ansly diced celery; one tablespoon Marry" is to b? presented at an earh , ris Seavey recently.
ing. gently stimulating the cntir» t. wcl.
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Page and
Millions take NR for thorough, effective
Miss Ruih Moody is the guest ol minced parsley; one teaspoon sugar; da'-? with this cast of characters;' Mrs. Oeorge Page of ScmerviKe.
relief from constipation and biliousness.
Jar.e Dove, Gertrud-? Vina’.;
Get a 2Se Imul________
Bai bara Bryant at Cranberry Isle. salt and pepper to taste, and one- Betty
Augustus G. Baker. Calvin Vina!. ! Mass , visited relatives 1. re recently.
All druggists*
Miss Maxine Copp went to Knox third cup hot water or enough to Hilda M. Slater. Gwendolyn Greene:
Pleasant safe U) TO - NICHT
Virgil Mcs? i: ; r.d.r” a few dav
Hospital Monday for observation.
moisten Spread this mixture over Samuel Boyer. Alfred Headley; Jun in Connecticut.
—and not hab■VxTOMOPnoW AlRlCHt
it-forming
Mr. and Mrs L. N Moody. Lucy 1 the flank steak. RolJ up as tightly Ray. Elizabeth Guilford; Billy B
Nelson, Ruth and Warren Moody as possible Tie firmly and sprinkle Pcttder. George Ernest Aeey; Evelyn 1
Quick relief for acid inrl imv
TUMS tion, heartburn. Only 10c.
visited Mount Cadillac and sur- with flour, pepper and salt. Brown Grau. Nina Ames; Mardv Snock I
__ rounding territory Sunday.
• •
quickly ln hot fat. Then place in a Cora A Pc'.-erson; Me e Llrcoln Ha'!
covered pan and bake in a moderate L. B. Dyer. Th? tccne is laid in N?tv|
oven for onc and one-half hours. York.
ST. GEORGE
Baste two or three times during the
Mrs. Jennie Benn?tt of LeavenJ. C. Robinson. Henry Ewell and cooking with two tablespoons butter worlh, F;a. h thc IU ,.t of her '
... x^1 ♦ r. J In
♦>» ivri min rW i tea {7
.
_
ww
r-» * xirt, ; .
Russell Thomas returned home Sun melted in one-third cup boiling wa daughter. Mrs. P A Whi
Mrs. W. Y Fo sett returned Mon
day from the big woods, each with a ter. When done, remove the strings
Serve with brown gravy made from day from Boston.
i deer.
Miss Beulah Ol'chrlst return--!'
The smelts are running, and every the fat in the ppn.
and a
Monday frem lew! ton. where sbe
child and a number of the women
attended Rebekah Grand Lodve. Sip
Re
stiu
‘ NjW
i here are seen each day going along
TENANT'S HARBOR
a’to visited Mr. and Mrs. H?:b?;t
with theii pails to the shore
Boman at Lisbon Falls
I Thc painter? have completed work
Assured
Mrs. William Lawry and Mrs. Pear#
Friends from Week / M l’s called on Calderwood returned Monday Iron,!
on the town farm
Clen Achorn of Orffs Corner has Mr- Grace Freeman Sunday,
a visit, with their sist-r Mis Herman’
returned home after spending a week
Mr. and Mrs. C E. Freeman attend- Corner ln Camden.
with Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard.
j
‘he conference Sunday at South
y. ■. ijf
Mrs. Wilbra Btllinzs of Bath cam-'j
'’.-A,;**'
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jackson, son | Hope.
Monday, called by the d-aih of h;. ,
Just rub gn
Ralph and Mrs Alton Prock and two
sLster-in-!aw. Mrs. Leroy A. Cnemb
stop: CONSIDER!
Joseph Leopold and
burlne
children of Waldoboro spent Sunday
There In a time, we know not when.
friends ot New York arrived Mandly
with Mr and Mrs. A. S. Leonard.
V VakoRub
A point wc know not wh"re
for a few days stay in town.
That marks the destiny ot men.
Mrs. Harry Wilson has returned
To glory or despair
NORTH HAVEN
.from Portland.
There Is a line by u» unseen.
Miss Pnv Coburn entertained the
That crosses every path
On Oct. 5 the annual touring party
Carver Street Bridge Monday nign'. RELIEVES COLDS WITHOUT "DOSING'
The hidden boundary between
including Mr. and Mrs. Hollis LeadGod's patience and Hls wrath.
at her home First prize went tol
, better, Mrs Addle Lassell and Eleanor
Mrs. Llewellyn Thoma-. second tc’
To pass that limit, ls to die;
I Thornton started on their two weeks'
Mrs. Herbert Carver.
To die as If by stealth;
trip. The first few days were delayed
It does not quench the beaming eye.
Mrs- H W Fifleld entertained the
r/ez/
! by the car not arriving on the mainOr pale the glow of health.
N-cdlecraft Club Wcdn-rday ev»-1
P.d'c' |
’i
' !and. but they have made up for lost
ning at her home.
\Pitriple,
j time. They called on friends and
• • • *
relatives in a radius of 120 miles from
Gone/.
Mrs. Minnie I). Coombs
I Lincolnville Centre, including Winn,
to *•
W0
Belfast, Bucksport, Stockton Springs
The community was saddened '•>'
Verona Island. Burkettville, Union.
learn of the sudden death oi Mrs J.
Minnie D. Coombs. 65. wife of Lc-1
Thomaston. Liberty and Augusta
Resinol Helped
ro.v A. Coombs, which ’.aok phe-1
They kept dinner engagements, and
100•°
’
also entertained at Mrs. Lassell's •
Oct- 21. Mrs. Coombs was born in | My Skin Amazingly
too’*
C
house. They lived a quiet night life
North Haven, the daughter of the
a' home playing cards, (vriting letters
! late Henry and Margaret Lar.-e. Thc
A1mo?t every girl and boy has
u*
and reading. After a very pleasant
greater part of her life was spent, in to pass through the “pimrly age”
(OT®
vacation they have returned home.
Vinalhaven where sh» attended th. and many complexions are per
public schools. She lived several j manently marred at that time by
tf® tiv*
years in Belfast, where she had manj thoughtless neglect or by treat
WASHINGTON
ROOMS
friends. Besides her husband she i; , ments that are too harsh.
Help nature clear up these
survived by one xn, Harry L. I
V,ik BATH
Miss Fanny Gove, William Moores,
Coombs of this town, and cousins/ pimples by washing the face twice
Miss Muriel Gove and Arthur Oove
Mrs. Hattie Clark of Bethel. Vt.. and’ daily with pure Resinol Soap, and
were rccent guests at Charles SukcMrs William Bernhard of Melrose', applying soothing Resinol Oint
ferth's.
liberally to the sore, pimply
Mass.
) ment
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gates acsnots. See what an improvement
Mrs.
Cocmb'
was
of
a
genial
dis

ccmpanied by Miss Madeline Sukeposition, a loving, devoted wife ana,f a wr-'-'s use will make.
ay ferth we: ? in Ma sachuset'.; over the
U EXTRA PERSON
mo’.'-ter. She will be sadlv mi'sed ln'l
weekend. They spent thc night at
the horn? and by a large circle Cf, NOT A
Northwood. N. H.
S' neighbors and friends. She was a POISON
Dr and Mrs. Lightle and two
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
member of the Ladies of the G A R '
friends of North Berwick are guests
which attended the services iti
cf
relatives
in
town.
ch*'
a body. Funeral services we:? held ,
Clarence Willard of Revere, Mass.,
Executive Office
from thc It’d residence W-dnn .rii' j
is visiting Wa'.do Christianson for a
afternoon. Rev N. F. Atwood, pastor j
HOTEL MANOIR
few days.
of Union Church officiating. Many j
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
A Orange fair, with supper, en
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
relatives, friends and neighbors wer? |
tertainment and dance was present
Pleoie tend . -- g»rognltlan Coedl
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
Dresent t.o pay their la't r-spects
ed by members of Evening Star
lor vie by friends ood leyvetl. Ne
1. It cleanses thc system.
The abundance of floral offerings
Orange Tuesday evening. Fancy
obltQotion.
2 It purifies the blood
i testified to the love and esteem
3. It improves the appetite.
work, potted plants and vegetables
J which she was held. The ber"
4. It aids Digestion.
ws.? on sale. The entertainment
5. It tones up the system
were E. C Macintosh. O C. Lane
G. It regulates the bowels, and helps to included short, sketches, monologues
Frank Rogers and William Lawry
and songs.
Overlcck's orchestra
correct Constipation.
Interment was ln John Carver ceme
RESULTS
7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
furnished music for the dance.
Fieedman Medleine Co.. Stonington. Me About $57 was netted.
GUARANTEED
tery
fil -T-91
aspirin is the quickest

SAFE RELIEF FROM PAIU

£

NIGHT

j

a

VICKS

MANGER

•3% A»c

500
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(I
present at a surprise party tendered
GROSS NECK
Kenneth Heald Sunday evening at
Schools tn town closed Tuesday for his horfre in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of
thc remainder of the week, affording Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham
Tboma'ton were Sunday gue ts of
and
Mrs.
Ina
Wooster
attended
the
the teachers an opportunity to at
Mrs. Condon's parents Mr. and Mrs
tend thc Slate Convention In Lewis annual meeting of the Past Matrons
Melvin Genthner.
and
Patrons
Association
Tuesday
ton.
Mrs Clara Manlev, Mi's Glcria
r—
A CHILD’S LAXATIVE
Gross and Miss Frances Winchen
Mrs. Emma Torrey goes to Bangor evening at Tenant’s Harbor and re
port
a
very
enjoyable
occasion
with
a
bach
of
West
Waldoboro.
Mrs.
W.
K
today, where In her capacity as senior '
Winchenbach ar.d Mrs. Myron Chase
vice ot the National W R.C. she will | large number present.
SHOULD ALWAYS BE
ef Dutch Neck were visitors at W. A.
conduct a school of instruction.
j Twenty-three members and visit
ors attended the Farm Bureau allGro's' Wednesday.
Mrs. Florence Johnson anti Miss l day session Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. Melvin Genthr.-er was in
A LIQUID
ELaticr Undeck of Chestnut Hill, Mrs Karl Packard A helpful and l
Friendship Sunday and called on her
Philadelphia, are guests this week of interesting discussion of the subject j
daughter Mrs. .Ciarer:- Richards.
Mrs Ralph Blakely.
Mrs. Ralph Mcr'c of Waldoboro
"Hot Meals for Cold Days" was the
called at Frank Simmons' home re
Mis. Charles Ames and brother feature part of the program. Din- J
cently.
Charles Achorn who have been visit ner was served under the direction of 1
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Eniano ct
ing rilativcs in town returned to Con Mrs Minetta Paul and Mrs. Maud
{Let a specialist tell you why)
Friend'hip we s iruerof Mr. and
cord. N. H. Sunday accompanied by Walker.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner Fridav
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms and Mrs. The fire department responded to j
Mrs Carrie Wallace of Broad Cove .
Bede Credlford.
Mr. and Mrs. an alarm Tuesday afternoon caused
ha' been spending a week at the
Storms will remain for a un-day I by a slight chimney fire at the home
home of her brother Frank Simmons.
visit, after which the remainder of of John Marrincr. Main street.
Mr and Mrs John Burns of Back
thc party will go to Florida for a j Ctflcers of Fred A Norwood W.RC
Cove were visitors at W. A. Oross'
winters sojourn.
can
give
children
chronic
con

dose
each
day.
At
the
end
of
Doctors urge the use of a
are urged to attend the regular meet
Friday.
M; and Mrs. Francis P. Dow were ing Friday evening for practice in
Mrs. Charles L Eugley and Mrliquid laxative for children; stipation before their tenth one week -stop. You’ll be
weekend guests of hls parents, Mr. preparation of the annual inspection,
Irvine Genthner a”d chlldi n were
surprised how long it will lie
preferably one with senna. A birthday?
and Mrs. Earl C. Dow. While Mr Nov. 10.
gues's Sunday cf Mrs Frank Mors
iquid laxative can be reguYou wouldn't give your before the bowels need any
Dow is having a vacation from his Mrs. Rena Carroll will be hostess to
at Friend'hip.
further
help.
It
may
be
months.
ated
as
to
dose.
The
natural
children a powerful headache
Mrs. Henry Sidelinger and Mrs
dutie? at thc First National Bank ln the Twentieth Century Club Friday
axative action of senna does powder! You shouldn’t give
Madeline Hopkins of Damariscotta
Augusta. they will enjoy a motor trip afternoon at her home on Commer
Be sure you get the real
were Tecent guests cf Mrs. Annie
not weaken the bowels.
to Philadelphia.
them a violent cathartic.
cial street.
California Syrup of Figs, with
Creamer.
The annual installation of officers Warren Oliver of West Newton.
Druggists report increasing
‘'California” on the label. If
Mr. and Mrs. J R Kennedy and
of St. Paul's Lodge, F.&A.M. was Mass., ls spending a few days at The
The Laxative Habit
sales of liquid laxatives.
you get the right preparation,
Mrs. B"rtha S'.'wart of Metro e
held Monday evening at Masonic hall Birches. Beauchamp avenue
can
be
Avoided!
Mothers are rapidly discover
and use it the right way, you
Mass., spent the weekend with Mr
with DD.OM. John Mitchell of
Mrs. Emma Torrey entontained
and Mrs. William Thorne.
ing the advantage of the liquid The preparation most can absolutely end all worry
Friendship as installing officer. He friends Tuesday evening at a surprise
Mr-. B.ssi? Pinkham of Baih
form. Thousands of cases of favored for child use is Cali over constant sluggish spells,
wa a -isted bv diaries E. King of party for her mother. Mrs. Cacilda
ca’ied at the Alfred Waltz horn:
ill-health
—
and
half-health
—
Camden as grand marshal and Rev. Cain. The guests included Mrs Min
fornia Syrup of Figs. It is a bilious attacks, constipation.
Sunday.
F. F. Fowle as grand chaplairf. A nie Weed. Mrs. Belle Coates. Mrs.
in children are being cleared- fruity syrup with the right
Mrs. Frank Simmons visited rela
All druggists keep California
large number of members and invited Belle McGregor and Mrs. Edna Rob
up by stopping all use of laxa amount of senna for gentle
tive in North Waldoboro Sundav
Si rup of Figs, ready for use.
guests witnessed the impressive cere bins.
Mrs. Melvin C-enthner ar.d two
tives of adult strength.
stimulation of a child’s bowels.
It is highly recommended for
mony. These were inducted Into
children spent t.he weekend with Mr
It
gives
the
right
kind
of
help.
regulating
children,
and
to
cine:: Worshipful master. Robert I.
and Mrs. Albert Genthner of So lti:
Parents, Take Notice!
CUSHING
Cxton: senior warden. Lawrence Mil
If the bowels aren’t moving undo the mischief done by
Waldoboro.
Did you know a laxative that regularly and thoroughly, habit-forming laxatives.
ler: junior warden. E. Samuel Dow; I
Mrs. Pearl Sin-.moos ard dairhMr
and
Mrs
J.
D.
Austin
have
re

tcr ef North Wadttebcro have b r>
treasurer, Charles W. Jenkins: secre
works just right for you, can don’t give any medicine that
turned
from
Winthrop.
Mass,
where
at Frank Simmons' fer a week.
tary. Harold 8. Davis; senior deacon.
work havoc with a child?
drains the system dry. Give a
Maynard Wir.chenbieh of Du'ch
Mavr.ard Erickson; Junior deacon. they went to close thelr cottages, and
fiom
Vermont
where
they
visited
hls
That
the
laxative
habit
can
liquid senna preparation like
Nrck 'pent Wednesday night Iasi
I entail Oxton; senior steward. Cecil aged mother. Sine- their return thev
be contracted at the age of six? California Syrup of Figs. A
week with his grandparent'. Mr and
Annis;
junior steward. Russell have had their cottage here painted
Mrs. William Oross.
.
Staples; tiler. Orris Burns Two of They plan to remain here for teveral
And that the wrong laxative little every day, and reduce the
Mr. aud Mrs. Ralph Eu’W and]
the appointed officers were unable to j weeks yet.
daughter Chrls'.'ne visited her par
be present, chaplain Earle P. Orant, j William McNamara wars a d.nr.er
ents Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Storer
SOUTH LIBERTY
STONINGTON
|
WEST WALDOBORO
You see them on the line everywhere!
and marshal J. C. Davis, and will be guest at B S. Oeyer's Sunday.
at Boothbay Sunday.
Snowy-white and sparkling in the sun...
installed at a later date. Following
Mrs. L. B Ulmer and Mrs Perlev
Mrs.
Elsie
Briant
lias
retuined
Mr. and Mrs. M A Simmons, son
this part of the evening's program a r' Nash were recent callers at Leon I Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett and from a visit to relatives at Northeast
beautiful Rinso washes.
, Mt-lvln, granddaughter Miss Eleanor
Joe Moody of Appleton were business
CRIEHAVEN
social hour with refreshments was Ames'.
Harbor.
|T
ibadeau.
and
Albion
Poland
ot
callers
in
Waterville
Saturday.
They’re out on the line hours earlier, too. For
Friends of Mrs. Chester Havener of j
enjoyed in the banquet hall. Fish’s
— !
Ellwood Richardson and Junior Lucy Judkins w.io has been em I lend hip were Sunday guists ol
they’re not scrubbed—they're not even boiled.
Mrs. Carl Brown has returned home
Friendship are pained to learn of her
Oichtsira furnished music.
after a visit with Mrs. Lesli? Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes, en- j extended Illness. She was born in this Richardson from Massachusetts are ployed at the home of Milton Alien, Mr. and Mrs Alton Winchenbach.
They’re soaked 4 or 5 shades whiter in creamy
has returned to her home at North - Mr and Mrs. Hudson Eugley and »Mrs. John Anderson is visiting her
route frem Matinicus to the Teach town and has many friends here who visiting the former's mother, Mrs. Stonington.
Rinso suds. That makes the clothes last much
• two daughters were Rockland visitors daughter in Ea't Union.
L. A. Powell.
er ' Convention in Lewiston visited hope soon to hear of her recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hardy were I Saturday.
longer,
too; st you save lots of money.
Eli
Maloney
spent
a
few
days
al
Mrs.
Myrtle
Davis
from
East
T.ae follow.ng party spent the wrekhls. parents, Mr and Mrs. C. E
j recent guests of Mrs Haidy's par
Bvron Mills has employment in St. end In Rockland. Mr and Mrs. Max
Cup fot cup, Rinso gives twice as much suds as lightweight,
Rhodes. Sr. Their young daughter Pleasant Point with his brother W Union has letumed home after visit ents Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Eaton
G
Young, daughter Katherine. Peter
Betty Ann, will remain with her j O. Maloney and family the past week ing Mr and Mrs. Arthur Turner.
puffed-up soaps—even in hardest water. The home-making experts
He is much improved from his recent
Harry Burns of Friendship was a Mitche l and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Miss Fannie Gove and friend of at Sunset.
giandparsnts during their absence.
Among
the
"teachers
leaving
this
illness
of 316 leading newspapers—the makers of 40 famous washers—
1 v. .tc at Aaron Nash's Saturday.
Sciibner, Mr. ScribneT returning to
Taunton, Mass, have been visiting
An enjoyable meeting of the Try
Mr. and Mrs. William Ulmer, sons
week for the convention at Lewiston
recommend Rinso.
Mr'. Sidney C:-?amcr spent last i Castine Normal School.
tohelp Club was held Monday evening William and Charles of Portsiro iti: relatives here, returning home re are Harold E. Bowie, Allan Jones. Re
Ouy Simpson was ln Rookland bs'
cently.
'Thursday with Mrs. Arthur Genthat tne Baptist parsonage with Mrs. N. H.. were weekend guests of Mr
Rinso's lively suds make
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Lincoln becca Cousins. Jusuiia Harding. Lena r.er at Waldoboro.
G F. Currier as hostess. Plans were and Mrs. L. B. Ulmer.
Morey,
Margaret
Barbour.
Ada
Joyce,
dishwashing
and all cleaning
Buddy
McClure
and
Vernon
Hupper
Mr Carl Campbell has returned
dt cussed for the presentation of a
Mrs. O A Rotb'ns is visitin'’ were recently calling on Mr and Mrs Grace Faulkingham. Florence Dority.
much easier. Save the hands,
I
r (pending a week with i arc spending a few days with their
play in the near future. Next Mon friends in Vermont for an indefinite E. A. Leigher.
Cassie Gross and Dorothy Murphy.
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cheney of Miss Bernice Dority passed the ’ ;»tiv.» in New Hampshire.
too. Get the BIG handy
day evening the annual Halloween time.
Friends unite ln sending sympathy 1
Chelsea
were
guests
here
Friday
eve

Mrs
Eugene
Genthner
of
MeMiss
Ruth
McCarthy
of
Rockland
party will be the attraction for mem- 1
household package today.
weekend
withher
parents
Mr.
and
to
the
Ames
family
ln
the
death
ot
ning. Th-ey were accompanied home
I c'ornak has been the guest of her ’ Wilmer Ames of Matinicu'
bers, this event, to take place in the is a guest at F G. Olson's.
Mrs. Charles Dority.
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Louie
Light
and
raughier
Mrs.
Harlow
Genthner.
Mrs. Julia Miller of Rockland '«
garage of the parsonage Those at
L. A. Wilson li In Washington, u 1
Miss Jean Manning of Augusta has
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Andereon
tending are asked to appear in Hal with her daughter Mrs. Perley Nash family.
Mrs Hazel Savage visited her been passing a lew nays as guest of e ! Mis Grace Whittemore of Port C„ this week, going as a delegate Irom
Vinal Dalev ef Rockland was at
loween costume.
this district to attend the loistcr;
mother Mrs. Nellie Flanders Sunday Miss Grace Faulkingham
land were -.-cent gus ts of Mrs. Her- meeting being held there.
Albert Rhodes ts confined to his Leon Ames' the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Tracy were hert
Mr
and
Mrs.
William
Hansen
of
Mrs.
S.
F.
Seavey
with
Miss
LenataHunk
Now is the time for everyone
home on Commercial street by illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tapper have
Washington called on her parents 1 in town the past week, called here by
Mrs. C’.aia Manley spent Wednei- moved to Vinalhaven where they wil:
"We do our part"
Mrs. Rhodes who has also been ill is Marshall of Port Clyde was a caller Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Flanders Sunday the death of Mr. Tracy's mother Mrs.
to stand behind the President
B S. Geyer's Sunday.
j'iS.i.,’ with Mis. William Gross at reside this winter. C’.oth.lda W..itc is j
reported as improving. During her at Mrs
Howard Leigher. Maynard Whita Anna Trundy.
W B Holder had a surgical
'tC'.ross
Neck.
with them for a while.
absence as teacher in the sub-primary operation performed on her face lest ker and Donald Rhodes have re Kenneth White of Rockland was'
Mr and Mrs Aaron Nash. Mrs.
Mary Maker picked red clover and] With the help of Hatten Wilson and after repairs have been made on her
and first grades, the position was week at a Boston hospital. Her con turned from a business trip in Arco-- the guest of Alison Wheelden the
Lena Kaler and Mrs. Mei tie Booth wild roses this week.
Guy Simpson it was towed to thc since coining ashore
filled by Mrs. Mildred Rhodes as sub- ; dition is reported as very “ncouragins took.
past week.
...
of Byron Nash Herman Simpson of Rockland visit-, harbor leaking badly.
stitute.
Mrs. Lolie Powell made a business Mr. and Mrs Percy Cousins and at Friendship
and her many friends hope for a
ed relatives here over the weekend
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Barter spent
Mrs. Alton Brown left Wednesday | speedy recovery.
•••ip in Belfast Saturday.
daughter Clarice have returned from
Harold Campbell who has employ
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Everett Hocking has gone to Mass- I several days in Rockland recently.
• for Portland where she will visit Mr
Oliver Matthews and Mrs. Martha
a visit with relatives in Bancroft.
ment in New Hampshire spent the achusetts. where he has employment I Mrs. Peter Mitchell is spending a
Brown and then proceed to Lewis-I Carter of Thomaston were guests
STEAMBOAT CO.
I Mr. and Mrs. Roy Small and chllpa ents Mr. and Andrew Holmes visited at Ma few days with Mrs Samuel Tupper
ORFFS CORNER
ton to attend the State Teachers' 1 Saturday of W. L. McNamara
jdren are guest-' of hts brother Harold Mrs Carl Campbell.
Steam-re
leaves Swans Island at 5 30
tinicus last week.
John Andreson and sons seined
H L. KUieran and Miss Lena
Convention.
Small.
Mrs. John Clark of Appleton has | 60 bushels of herring Saturday night. a. m . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
Mr
and
Mrs.
Henrv
Meyer.
Mil
Seavey
were
in
Hinckley
Sunday
to
Mrs. Edna Robbins entertained,
Vinalhaven 8.15; due to arrive at Rock
Mrs. Leona Fifield and granddaugh Over 2500 , potato growers in
Sunday ln honor of the sixth birth- ' see hls daughter Miss Orpha Killeran dred Meyer and Leonard Meyer of ter Patricia- are visiting relatives in Maine received the Spray Service in- returned home after spending a few i L. Cohen of Rockland is here this land about 9 30 Returning -— leaves
Dorchester. Mass, spent Saturday
days here with her daughter, Mrs week
who
Is
a
teacher
there
In
the
high
day anniversary of her son. Allen j
iermation furii-shed by the Extension Roy Simpson.
night and Sunday at their summer Brooklin.
Victor White's boat broke away Rorkiand at I 3(1 p m Vinalhaven 2 45,
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. Joseph school.
Mr and Mrs. Merrill Knowlton Service this season This informa
Monday
morning
with
a
good
breeze
from
the mooring in a recent storm North Haven 3 30. Stonington 4 40; due
home
here.
to arrive at Swan's Island about 6 p. tn.
Wheeler and Miss Dorothy Spear of; F. A. Crute has purchasod a Ma
tion tells when to spray for best re and some sea Forest Maker’s boat was and was badly damaged.
have
moved
into
their
new
hou-<
on
Miss
Enah
Orff
of
Lawrence,
jestic radio.
BH STINSON
Rockland .
mits.
4
he
West
Stonington
road.
blcwn
ashore
when
the
engine
failed
1
Albert
Ouptill
is
launching
his
boat
Mass.,
was
a
recent
guest
of
Mrs.
Much rain has fallen the past few
117-tf
Oeneral Agent.
Mr. and Mrs Thornton Havener of weeks,
a hindrance to the farmers Lida Creamer.
Kittery are guests of his mother Mrs. who plan to do fall plowing.
Mrs. James Hall ol Elmore Is visit
Oertrude Havener. Tuesday they en
Mr. and Mrs. William Mo-se are ing her daughter Mrs. Albert Elwill
joyed a motor trip to Bar Harbor
making preparations to go tc Reading,
Mrs. Fannie Weaver and Mts
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E Rhodes. Mass., to spend the winter with their Amber Childs at’.'nded the Farm
Jr., were among the thirty guests daughter Mrs. Fannie Stokes and Bureau training c'.ass in Rockland
husband.
last Thursday.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Albert Elwell, Cal
vin Elwell, Elizabeth Elwell and!
SOMERVILLE
Watch
Mrs. Amber Childs spent Sunday in
Mrs. Ca-o E. Turr :r, who parsed Elmo?®, gue ts of Mr. ar.d Mrs I
lari week at the home of her ton James Hall.
your Kidneys
Fred L. Turner of Augusta, returned * A Farm Bureau meeting will be
held at the Community House Nov
heme Sunday.
JANGLED
F bothered with bladder
Fred A. Turner went to Augu’ta t. The subjee'. Is "Hot Dishes for
.NERVES!
Cold Days.” and will bo in charge oi
irregularities, getting up at
Tuesday.
Marie Turner attend’d the OE.S Mrs. Amber Childs who recently at
night and nagging backache due
supper at Weeks Mills Tuesday eve tended the training class on that
to disordered kidney or blad
ning and was an overnight guest of subject.
der (unction, don’t delay Use
Marcia and Hazel Hisler.

KOCKFORI

SOAKS CLOTHES
40RS SHADES
WHITER

NO SCRUBBING
-NO BOILING!
HOW WONDERFUL

CLOTHES LAST 2 OR 3
TIMES LONGER —
I’M SAVING LOTS
OF MONEY —

9

THE BIGGEST-SELL1NG PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA
___________ _ ______ I-NRA,
J4RX. -------------

O

Doan's Pills Merit only explains
Doan’s world wide use. Get
Doan's today At all dealers.

Doan's
PILLS

A DIURETIC FOR THE KIDNkT'

BURKETTVILLE

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

ISuv Your Bl'I.BS of a Bulb House
You'll buy to best advantage

KENDALL & WHITNEY BULBS
and our famous Bulb Catalog
ARE READY FOR YOU
Tbe Bulbs arc tbe finest Imported and Domestic. Many
especially for us. All selected with .the utmost rare. Our Bulb
Catalog tells HOW and WHEN to plant bulbs. Their CAKE
and a dozen anti one Interesting details.. Call or write for your copy.
SINGLE HYACINTHS named varieties, 4 colors.
DOUBLE HYACINTHS named varieties, 4 colors.
20c each—$1.75 per dozen
NAMED MINIATURE HYACINTHS—3 popular colors, 10c earh—
$1.00 per dozen—$7.50 per 100
UNNAMED HYACINTHS—6 single and 6 double rotors for your
choice, 10c each—$1.00 per dozen—$7 50 per 100
SINGLE EARLY Tl'LIPS—"All colors of the rainbow." 50r to 70c
per dozen—$3.00 to $4.75 per 100
DOUBLE EARLY TULIPS—A splendid color assortment. 55r to 70c
per dozen—$3 50 to $4.75 per 100
COTTAGE—BREEDER—PARROT and
DARWIN TULIPS—
SINGLE NARCISSUS—Beauties. 90c to $1.70 per dozen. $6.00 to
$10.00 per 100.
Also DOUBLE—POLYANTHUS, etc. NARCISSUS, CROCUS—large
flowerin'; varieties—7 beautiful colors for your selection. 45c per
dozen—$3.00 per 100.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED—Bulbs purchased at dozen rate sent
prepaid.
6133
FARM, DAIRY

and

POULTRY SUPPLIES ~ SEEPS 7

LNDALL 5 WHITNEY
fECERAL ond TEMPLE STS.,

PORTLAND

MAIWC

Mr and Mrs. I.inwood Mitchell
Mrs. 8. B Miller and con J s.
passed Monday in Rcckland
Mrs. Alma Hannon and daught?
Doris ct Union, were at her parents'
home Monday.
Mr. and Mrsi Benjamin Sulreforth
of Rcckland were at Maynard S'Jko- ■
forth’s Sunday.
Mr\ Mary Mitchell and daughtri-j
Marion of Wa'hington. Mr and Mu
Harvcv Mcoers. Mis. Helen Bowr
ar.d Miss Ruih Mitchell also of •
Washington, were callers at May- '
nard Sukeforth’s the same day
Mias Mvrtle Cunningham of Union ;
was the guest, of her sister Mrs. Ada I
Mitchel! Friday.
Frank Callahan of Togus and Mr.
Melinda Cunningham of Union wercallers at Linwood Mitchell s Satur- j
day evening
Sunday callers on Clara MacDowell were Mr and Mrs. H M. Present?
of Washington and Mr. and Mrs
Clarence Payson of East Union.
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lincoln and
daughter of Washington were callers
Sunday at Linwocd Mitchell's.

SOUTH WASHINGTON
____•
Waldo Christianson has had a visit j
from his eldest brother Clarence thc
last few days. On the latter's re
turn trip, he took hts niece Miss
Marion Christianson for an indefi
nite stay.
John Overlook is enjoying good
health.
Waldo Christianson has completed
shingling the east roof of the main
house. Carlton Weaver and Harlan
Sidelinger helped with the work.
Mrs. Emma Meservey was a recent
caller on Mrs. Walter Morse.
Mrs. George Miller was a recent
caller on Mrs. Waldo Christianson.
Horace Weaver called on John
Overlock bust Sunday evening.

on

rtfATMO)

How areYOUR

Do jangled nerves make you

nerves

START

say things you’ll regret?
How many times in the course of a week
do you snap at someone? If you check
very carefully you will probably find that
it happens more times than you realize.
For one of the dangers of jangled
nerves is that the victim so seldom
knows about his own condition. It not
only hurts others —but himself as well.

The more alert you are, the more highstrung and alive, the greater danger
there is of jangled nerves.
Get your full amount of sleep every
night. Eat regularly and sensibly. Find
time for recreation. And smoke Camels
— for Camel's costlier tobaccos never
get on your nerves.

SIZE OF QUARTER
SIZE OF HALF DOLLAR
io lar on a sheet of p«p

of
P'a,ce 8 real <N«
of this circle. Holding

mvpird|0nt,tr<’st-vo,,r^

u- y°Uthe
ranoutsid,
draw
’Ut »touching
’in Have someone time
rage score is 3 circles

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE

hi—p. i -) t.-s

tobaccos than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

complete, S circle, in It) .

Copyright. 1934,

THEY NEVER GET
ON YOUR NERVES!

Every-Other-Day
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P .g^ Six
patient at Camden Ccmmum'.y Hos
pital.
Mrs. Hilda Clayter entertains at
Mrs. E E. Rckcs has returned from
1 o'clock luncheon and contract on
a visit ln Bo; ton and vicinity
Mrs. A. T. Newhall has returned Friday afternoon
Robert Davis has moved his radio
from a visit in Portland. She was
accompanied bv her daughter, Mrs and electrical service store from t.he
Raymond Pooler, who will spend a E?an block on Washington street to
A. F Achorn store opposite.
fcw weelos heri.
Mrs. Frank M. Tibbetts has re
Mrs. Robert Jamieson. Mrs. Belle turned from a visit with friends in
Gilkey, Mrs. Prank H. Wilbur. Miss Philadelphia.
Virginia Wagner and Miss Barbara
Mrs. Flora Barnard entertained the
Belyea are motoring to Bangor to ladles of the Methodist society Wedday for a short stay.
1 ne'day afternoon at her home on
Miss Josephine Wentworth is in High street.
Boston on a business trip. Enroute
home she will spend a few days in
NORTH_HAVEN
Lebanon.
Newell Preble left Wednesday for
Kendall Stone died very suddenly
Florida where he will make hls Wednesday night at the heme of hts
future home. Mr. Preble has sold parents Funeral services will be held
his residence on Elm street to at the church Saturday at 2 o'clock.
Clarence Oriffin of Lincolnville
Cbituary iaier.
Mr and Mrs. J. H Hobbs have re
turned from a visit in Boston and
Ouard (to prisoner about to be
vislnity.
electrocuted)—"Have you any last
Mrs. Prank L. Kennedy has re words?''
turned from a visit with friends in 1 Frisoner—"Yeah. I'd like to offer
New York city.
my seat to a lady."—Annapolis Log.
Chester Hansen, Harold Hansen.
Mrs. Fred Haik.'n. Miss Eleanor
Hansen and John P Leach leave by
NIM
motor today for Hartford. Conn
While in t.he city the men will attend
the Odd Fellows rally under the THE BEST HARD COAL, $14X0
auspices of the Korom Sanctorum. SCREENED SOFT LIMP
No. 195.
•
COAL,
$9.03
James Smith of Skowhegan was a 1.1 MF1 SOFT sTEt’.l ( OAL
recent gue't of his son Robert Smith. Rl’N OF THE MINE,
$7.00
Lucius Howe and family are spend
Half Tors Lot . 15. Extra
ing a week at Capens, Mcosehrad Will deliver to Warren, Camden.
Lake
Owl's Iliad, Tenant's Harbor and
Mrs Henry Fester is visiting
Curbing in three tons lots at the
friends in Bethel.
above prlet:.
128-lt
Mrs Agnes Wellman left Wednes
J. B. PAULSEN
day for Florida where she will spend
the winter.
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
Mrs. Joseph Regnicr is a surgical

CAMDEN

HARD-SOFT COAL

WE ARE CO-OPERATING WITH THE
NATION’S'

“BUY NOW” CAMPAIGN
BY OFFERING UNUSUAL BARGAINS IN
SEASONABLE FALL MERCHANDISE

SPECIAL FRIDAY-SATURDAY
LADIES’ WEAR
Good Rayon Hosiery, pair................ 25
Silk and Wool Hosiery, pair.............. 39
Outsize Rayon Taffeta Slip, well made
each, only............................. 1.00
Rayon Underwear, garment.............. 25
“Snuggles” Vest and Pants, garment .39
Outsize Rayon Garments, each........... 59
iN. B.—We always carry extra large •’ic. in our
garments that are always *o hard to fir.di

Outsize Mercerized Hose, 9 to 10 1-2
per pair..................................... 39

THOMASTON

We are making an advanced showing of
Christmas Toys, Games and Books, in
our basement—look them over!

E. B. CROCKETT
5&10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND

'SV-

P RE DICTS
OEPRESSION-HANGOVER”— Increated In
sane asylum
and jail popu
lations twent y years
hence will be
the toll exact
ed on the comIng genera
tion by the de
pression, it it
predicted by
Or. M. S. Tay
lor, noted so
ciologist. Dr.
Taylor, wide
ly known to
the country at
the Voice of
Experience,
conducted an
ex ha ustlve
survey In
company
with two
other noted
scientists.

I

The annual harvest supper served
by the Congregational Ladies’ Circle
will be held in tbe vestry of that
church next Tuesday at 6 o'clock.
This is the only public supper served
by the Circle, and it is made the occa
sion cf a community gathering. The
committees are: Decorations. Misses
Margaret Ruggles and Alice George:
tables. Misses Anna Dillingham and
Margaret Jordan; housekeepers. Mrs
R O Elliot. Mrs. R E Dunn. Mrs
John Hewett. Mrs Walter Andrews.
Mrs. Annie Willey and Mrs. Ida
Parks; tickets. Mrs. Charles Shorey.
Everyone ls cordially Invited.
The fire department was called
Wednesday evening to a chimney fire
in the William Hoffses house, Brook
lyn Heights, and on their way they
discovered a fire in the chimney of
Calvin Marshall's house on Wads
worth street.
Miss Mane Clark had a Halloween
party at her home on Water street
Tuesday evening
The decorations
were appropriate to the occasion.
Refreshments were served.
Her
gucsts were Harriet and Leah Till
son. Olive Rowell, Joyce Whitehlll,
Earl Connors. Gordon Crie. Edward
Coates, Raymond Robinson, Richard
Moore, and Robert Clark.
The installation of officers of the
Auxiliary of the American Legion jirill
be held at the Legion rooms Satur
day at 8 p. m. Mrs. Blanche Swan of
Auburn, assisted by Mrs Susie Lamb
of Rockland, will be tlie installing
officer.
John E Shrader of Jefferson, for
merly a business man in Thomaston,
died at his heme Oct. 25. Thc re
mains were brought here by A. D.
Davis & Son. The funeral will be
held Saturday at 2 o'clock from the
residence of Alton Grover. Hyler
street. Mr. Shrader died of grippe,
alter three days' illness.
William T Smith Jr. left this
morning for Lewiston, where he will
play in the All-State Band at the
Teachers' Convention.
At the Board of Trade meeting
Wednesday evening, it was decided to
join in the NRA parade.
The frequenters of the library
have learned to look forward to thc
very attractive volumes presented
each spring and fall by the Half Hour
Reading Club Forty-eight books
have already been given by l.his
modest organization and a new list
will soon appear following the meet
ing which takes place Friday evening at 7.30 at tl$? library. AU active
members, new and old, are cordially
asked to attend.

■'Doesn't it madden you when a girl
is slow about getting ready to go to
dinner with you?"
"Yes, the longer she takes the
hungrier she gets."—Answers.

SETS NEW RECORD —
Major Alexander P. deSevereky, veteran of the Rus
sian Imperial Air Force,
who lost leg in the.late
war, sets a world's rec
ord in an amphibian plane
of hls own design at aver
age speed of 180.3 miles an
br'ir.-

CLIMBING STAR—“Will a torch song
raise the temperature?” This is what
petite-Vera Marsh*, star
Chance,” tried to find out at the Havoline
Thermometer when the played hookey to
visit A Century of Prcjrese. Photo shows
her on her If**- - •'• -t the bulb of the
w--’
-no*"-ter.

tf r'®’

PHOENIX
HOSIERY

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK
5?

Kigu'ar SI.00 Value

New only 89c

MEN’S PANTS
$2.98 to $5.00

Hunting Cacs and Socks

E. A. AMES
105 MAIN ST.,

* *

FOR SALE

Advertisements In this column not to |
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times (or 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each (or one time.
UPRIGHT piano for sale, practically
10 cents (or three times. Six words new Reasonable price Inquire 50 ELM
make a line.
ST. Camden. Tel. 724. Camden.
«
,
128*128
NICE TURNIPS for winter. 75c per
bushel. LUKE R
BREWSTER
Tel
48-W____________________________ 127*129
LATE 8TYLE Hot Point electric glove
♦ i
sale, with automatic time clock and
!$**«**** ———****s? for
oven control. Perlect condition, good
128-130
THE PERSON who took my saw (rom as new CALL 1181-M
saw machine last Monday night is
NEW Dodge, Plymouth. 1929 Studeknown To prevent any trouble return > baker Sedan. 1933 De Luxe Plymouth
to my yard WILLIAM ANDERSON. 48' Sedan, small mileage new car guaran
West Meadow Rd . Rockland
120*128 tee HENRY K ALLEN Tel. 8007 Ten
125*127
AT EAST Appleton. Oct 19, a tan ant's Harbor. Me
hound lost. male. name. Boy." Reward.
FOR SALE—Oyps-O-Llte Wall Board
ALDEN WATTS:_Warren.________ 128-130 at greatly reduced prices while lt lasts.
KEYS on ring lost Oct 15. either at All sizes. We need the storage room
Thomaston or Rockland depots or ln and you can save plenty II you act
Warren village Reward It returned to quick We also have some great trades
Lowest cash
HENRY W STARRETT. Warren 128-130 on Carey's Roll Roofing
and carry prices in New England.
LOST—Between Beauchamp Point and STOVERS CASH ORAIN STORES. DIS
Olencove out ot an automobile on Tues TRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED MFQ.
day. Sept. 19. a light grey rough over CO., on track at 86 Park St.. Just below
coat with the name Henry H, Chatfield Armour’s. Tel. 1200
128-129
In It. Makers—Romanes & Paterson:
HARD fitted. Junks and cord wood for
$25 reward lf returned to ZELMA M
DWINAL. Camden. Maine
114-tf sale. M LOFMAN Tel 263-11. 127*129
YOUNO female fox hound for sale.
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss ol
deposit book numbered 32254 and the KARL MALMSTROM, Clark island
126*128
owner of said book asks (or duplicate ln
accordance with the provision of the
BOY S WINTER coat for sale, size 12
State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK years; brown
In perfect condition—
By EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treas Rock not even soiled. Simply outgrown.
land. Maine. Oct. 12. 1933.
122*Th-128 CALL 794
124*129
A 19-INCH Qlenwood furnace for sale,
pipes and registers, cheap, ior ca.ii. a
S ATKINS. 11 Orove St.
126*128
NEW MILCH COW for sale MERRITT
CLARK. Tenant's Harbor. Me. Tel 13-3.
_____
127-129
£*•*•*«*»«***•*£
SCREENED lump soft coal. $9; lumpy
MEDICAL and nervous cases. Invalids soft. $7 50; hard coal. $14. Tel. 84-2.
and aged people wanted ln private home. Thgmaston J. B. PAULSEN
127*129
Nurse ln charge 80 CRESCENT ST
EIGHTEEN foot fast power boat, ten
Rockland
128*137
der and mooring In perfect running con
SECOND HAND books wanted Cash dition All for $40 Inquire 43 PACIFIC
paid at CARVER S BOOK STORE
ST Tel 1198-J
127*129
128*130
SMALL WARDROBE trunk lor sale, as
IE YOU wtll show our Christmas boxes good as new Excellent for short trips.
to people of your town, will guarantee May be carried like suitcase TEI. 807-W
$20 weekly, with chance for permanency alter 5 p. m.
127-129
REALSUK HOSIERY MILLS. 142 High
HUB HEATER, medium size, excellent
St. Portland Me
128-lt
condition; cheap for quick sale It E.
MEN wanted to sell our quality gar JORDAN. Thomaston. Me. Phone 57-4
den and field seeds direct to plantc s.
127*129
A good proposition with big Income
OAK D1N1NO TABLE and lour chairs
Experience unnecessary. COBB CO..
for
sale.
120
LIMEROCK
ST
.
Cltv.
Franklin. Mass
127*129
119-tf
OOOD work horse wanted, fair road
WHEN you are planning to sell
ster. sound and gentle, weight 1200
pounds Low priced O. C. LAWRENCE. chickens and fowl, call PETER
'
East Friendship.
128* lt WARDS Tel 806-J, Rockland
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS »l all times.
POSITION wanted as caretaker or
companion to elderly gentleman F Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
OOFF Union.
•'
Me
127*129
POSITION wanted as truck driver or
work of any kind TEL 451-1. 128*128
MIDDLEAOED woman wants to do
general housework or any kind of work
HILMA MAKI, Long Cove. Me
128*130
PARTNER for camp
Must have own
HOUSE to let at 52'a Summer St
car and grub stake. Write F OOFF
Union. Me
127*128 vacant about Nov 25 MRS A C Me
LOON. 33 Grove St Tel 2S3-M
128-tl
MATERNITY patients given best of
THREE room furnished apartment to
care ln private home by nurse with hos
pital training
ETTA SMITH ANDER let. at 49 Pleasant St. LILLIAN BICK
126*128
SON. 259 Talbot Ave . City.
114*tl NELL. 82 Llmerock St.
MODERN tenement to 1st at 157 Talbot
POSITION aa chef or Older cook want
ed. Best of references. HORACE PERRY Ave OVERNESS SARKE3IAN
128-tf
Orace St.. City
*tf
MODERN six room rent with garagi
17 Grove St,. $25 month R W BICK
FORD Tel 611-Mc
125-t
SEVEN room house to let at head of
Chickawaukie Lake MRS JOHN RANLETT Tel. 352-14.
127-tf

WANTED

FOOTBALL STAR —
Hueston Harper, who
gained fame at a shot
put star last spring,
shows that he ia at
agile at he It muscu
lar, as he dives for the
ball as tackle for the
University of Southern California.

Please take this clipping of the
program with you next Sunday eve
ning at 7 30 to the Baptist auditorium
where “An Evening cf Music" will be
given. The little Sympnony Orches
tra. Luther A Clark directing, the
Baptist Choral Societv. Mrs. Orace
Stiout directing, will be assisted by
outside talent and the Junior Choir.
The program: Sacred Overture, of j
hymns arranged and compiled by L I
A. Clark; invocation; chorus, On
ward Christian Soldiers. Jude, by
senior and Junior choirs. Mrs. Amy
M. Tripp, organist. Miss Irene M
Yeung pianist; scripture reading and
prayer. Rev Mr. Kilborn: Les Adieux.
Sararrte. Miss Hazel Harrison, solo
violinist, with orchestral accompani
ment: duet Lord We Adore Thee. W
H. Niedlinger. Miss Margaret L. Sim- ,
metis. Raymond C. Perry; orchestra.
Out of the Dust. Dorothy Lee; bari
tone solo. The Penitent, Marshall
Bradford. Mrs Faith G Berry, ac
companist: offertory. Glow Worm.
Linckt: Harvest Ar.them. Praise the
Lord. Watson: orchestra. Pas Des
Amphores. Chaminade; duet. The,
Lord Is Mv Light. Dudley Buck Mrs.
Kathleen B. Marston. Marshall Brad
ford. Mrs. Berry, accompanist: over- |
ture. Morning, Noon and Night.,
Suppe: chorus. Blessed Jesu. Dvorak;
benediction; pcetlude.

a
I

LOST AND FOUND

• • • •

MEN’S WEAR
Canvas Gloves, pair........................ 10
Corduroy Caps, 50c value; each......... 20
Heavy Weight Unionsuits, per suit.. .89
Zipper Neck Sweaters, each........ 1.00
Neckties, each.................. 10 and .25
Work Shirts, each.......................... 59
Flannel Shirts, each................... 11.00
Work Hose, pair............... 10 and .15
Heavy Wool Socks, pair .... .25 to .59
CHILDREN’S WEAR
A few Sheepskin Coats left, each only 2.98
Union Suits, per suit....................... 59
Stockings, pair..................... . . . .20
Dresses......................... 39, .50, .69
Suits................................. 69 to 1.00
Sweaters, each................... 59 to 1.00
Jersey Gloves, pair............. 15 and .20
See our new line of Fall Jewelry—all
the latest items. Wonderful values
at, each......................... 10 and .20
Extra Special in Linen and Lace
Scarfs, each.............................. 39

In T/ze WEEK’S NEWS

Edward Elliot and Charles Hender
son have returned from a hunting
trip, with one deer each
Truman Sawyer. W B D. Gray and
Willis Thompson came out of the
woods each having a deer, and arllved heme Tuesduy night.
Mr
Gray stated it was the best trip he
had ever experienced in the north
Maine woods. The woods are filled
with hunters.
Mrs Carlton Bailey of Livermore
Falls called upon Miss Margaret
Yeung and others ln town Sunday
Oscar H. Crie of this town and Eu
gene Lamb of Rockland have re
turned from a hunt in the Dead Rive,
region and Eustis. Mrs. Crie anc
daughter Joan accompanied them
and improved the opportunity to vis!'
her mother, Mrs. Mattie Campbell.
Mrs. Francis Tillson is leaving tomorrow for Lewiston to visit her hus
band. Later she will go to Farmingion to visit her sister.
Clarence Henry of Nashua. N. It
is in town for the aunual hunting trip
with his fellow sportsman, Charles A
Creighton.
Mr and Mrs. Mirtin Collamore
and Mr and Mrs. Will Wallace o’
Scath Waldoboro were recent visit ors at tlie home of Mr. and Mrs
Vernon Achom.
Mr ar.d Mrs Alfred Schewar.k ot
Augusta were weekend guests of then
.a
r. Mrs. Ralph O Cotton
Harry Stewart took a trip to Port
land Wednesday.
Thcmaston friends of Wallace
Spaulding are pleased to know he has
returned to his home from the hospi
tal.
Many reservations have already J
been made for the Halloween bridge j
and luncheon which takes place Fri- |
dav evening in the Masonic hall under 1
tlie auspices of the Eastern Star;
Circle. Any game may be played,
such as auction, contract. 500. pitch
cr 03 There is to b? a prize for every'
table, consisting of Halloween gcodies
. uch as pics, cakes and fudge., and
the reputation of the Star cooks as;ures these to be extra gcod prizes.
Buffet lunen will be served at the
clo:c cf the party. Make your reser
vations now by calling Marian Graf
ton. telephone 07-13.

In Everybody’s Column

Established 1825

THOMASTON'

LYNN
RANGE BURNER’S
BRAND NEW OFFER
Do you own a Range Burner?
Do you wish it were a Lynn?
You Can now own a Lynn.
For a limited time A. C. McLoon &Co., Lynn dealer, makes this offer:

To furnish De Luxe Lynn Unit for Your Range—Supply De Luxe
Valves and Combustion Cones (patented) using your present bot
tle and stand,

4 1

AU for

$3950

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo.
cation, price right. This property ls a
good Investment. Its location ls on s
cement road ROBERT COLLINS, Real
Estate Agency.
118-tl
THE L E GRIFFIN house at 25 Jamea
St . Rockland for sale Hardwood floors
electric lights, large lot. Price right
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me
97-tf
FARM for sale. 2U acres field and
pasture, house, barn, henhouse for 1000
hens, fine well, pump ln sink, electric
lights, good cellar. Highlands. $1100 V
F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
122-tf
FARM for sale 15 acres fleld. 10 fveres
wood, good buildings, good cellar, pump
In sink, electric lignts. fruit trees, land
borders on river, on state highway. 2'a
mlles from Prison $1100 V F STUDLEY
283 Main St Tel 1154
122-tl

MISCELLANEOUS
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Ha,lr Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
solicited. H C RHODES Tel. 519-J.
__________________________________ 118-tt
SEALED PROPOSALS will be opened
by the Supt of Lighthouses. Portland
Maine. 2 p m . Nov 6. 1933 for furnish
ing and placing riprap at Spring Point
Ledge Light Station. Maine. Informa
tion upon application
128-lt
RUO AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
by manufacturer
Samples free H A
BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
123-135
PARADE
SIGNS— BANNERS
Place
orders earlv Mc’a SION SHOP 360 Main
St. (over Newberry’s). NRA member
_________________________________127*12fr
OWING TO THE unemployment In the
town of St Oeorge. the town haa voted
I to close Its clam flats to non-resident
diggers as of Oct. 10. 1933 Complying
with the Statute laws of Maine.
128-tf
MAKE A SWEATER or an afghan or a
rug for Christmas. We have yarn ln all
I colors In saxony twist, knitting worsted,
heavy sweater yarn and rug yarn. We
will be glad to help you with your knit
ting problems at THE YARN SHOP. 28
North Main St
126*126
AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open eve
nings and Sunday
Slmonlzlng done
reasonably. O. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
St Tel. 233-J.
123* 125-tf
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS1 Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit locks wheD
original keys are lost. House. Offlee oi
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. 91'lssors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.
118-tf

Loyalty sh
Success
GO HAND IN HAND
Buy From Thc: Guy
Ivho Can Buy From You •

FIVE ROOM house on Fulton St ,
lights, gas and shed. 815; flve room house
on Holmes St . cellar, shed and lights,
814; one three room furnished house on
Holmes St.. 83.50 per week Inquire HER
BERT BARTER Tel. 611-W or 1017-J.

128-tl
TENEMENT, four rooms. 13 Rankin
St . to let Apply NEW YORK TAILOR,
corner Main and Summer Sts . Cltv.
___ _________
128-130
TWO room apartment with bath to
let. thoroughly modern, heated and
lighted. $5 a week; also rooms and bath
$3 week up at Foss House MABEL AT
KINS. proprietor. 77 Park St Tel 330.
121-tf
SMALL tenement on Holmes St . to Ie
flush toilet, electric lights TEL 958112APARTMENTS to let 21-23 Fulton St
six room house, toilet and lights at 7
Pleasant St. ROSE PRESCOTT
Te
1058
127-13
I HAVE ten tenements which I wl
let during the depression at the ter
ant's own price (providing lt ls reason:
ble) MRS BLAKE at C M Blake Wa
Paper 8tore. Main St.. Northend
___________________________ 128-13
WELL furnished room to let In nr;va(
family, MRS HAROLD CONNON li
Union St.______________ 127*13
DON’T FORGET. Best tenement 1
city, heated. Janitor service See MIK
ARMATA at Men's Shop. Park St Als
low rent heated flat, three rooms an
hath.
123*13
FURNISHED apartment, to let
Orient St ALBERT PETERSON. Fulle:
Cobb-Davis.
125WELL furnished apartment to ie
three rooms, toilet and shed 12 KNO
9T Tel. 156-W____________________ngFURNISHED heated apartment to le
Inquire 14 MA8ONIC ST
HEATED apartments, all nionern.
rooms
.Apply
---*—>ly at------------CAMDEN 3c
LAJ4D WAT
ATER CO. Tel 634
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. <
trie lights, flush toilet and garage. '
CARROLL. 144 Camden St. Tel. 73!
, .
SIX ROOM house on Orient St.. to
all modern, newiy renovated ALB1
PETERSON. Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
12
THREE room furnished apartm
with bath-15 week. V F. STUDLEY
Main 8t Tel 1154
12
FOUR ROOM apartment and six ri
apartment.
modern.
to
let. M
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W.
._______________________ __________ P
SIX-ROOM house to let on Cam
St., near Sllsby Greenhouses*, elec
lights, furnace, oath, clean, cosy, 1
nomical. MRS. H. M FROST.
318-W.
11
PART of the Crockett Baby Shot
let. 393 MAIN ST.
Why suffer tortures from Rheui
turn. Sciatica, Neuritis, Mutn
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises w
METHYL HAI.M
will bring almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
73 PARK 8T.,
ROCK 1.4
Sent Post Paid on receipt of p
50 cents
18-T1

CAr?BC\ SAItSBiokS
Ol> SeCCIAhY POINTING
Jut lin/ I'm iia i'

Plus Installation

Parcel Delivery

Horst Toms Stoat

Limited Quantity

j
I

|
i

Act Now!

A. C. McLOON & CO.
TELEPHONE 730
The Bicknell
Rockland

Light Truekin)
Family Washings

Buy

Called For and Delivere
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Walter Dorgai

\ Sell

TeL 106-R
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TOLD OF PALESTINE

OCl ETY.

Rockland Garden Club H ars
a Delightful Talk By Mrs.
Adriel U. Bird

The October meeting of the Garden
In addition to personal notes regardlhc benefit bridge to be given at Club took place Tuesday at the home
Ina departures and arrivals, this depart the home of Mrs. Suella Sheldon will of Miss Caroline Littlefield. Vases of
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc take place Nov. 7, instead of Oct. 31. colorful fall flowers enhanced the at
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be as originally announced, the change tractiveness of the living room, and 1
gladly received.
made on account of the NRA celebra cn the president's table was a bowl of
TELEPHONE ___ ____________ 170 or 794
beautiful rare specimens contributed
tion.
by Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost Mrs
Capt. and Mrs A. B. Norton, ac
Almon B. Cooper and Dr. N. K. Pauline MacWilliams. secretary, pre
companied by Mrs. hattle Davies and iWood of Boston were guests for the sided.
Mrs. Sadie Leach, motored to Steuben weekend of Almon B Cooper Jr. at A letter from the State president.
Sunday and visited Mrs. Norton’s University of Maine, returning Mon Er. Charles J Bragdon of Gardiner,
s.ster Mrs. Will.am Johnson, and Mr day. Dr. Wood returned to Boston outlining the plan of the proposed
and Mrs Ralph Haraden of Fort Kent Tuesday.
State flower show to be given at the j
who have been spending their vaca
Danish Village, South Portland, nex:
tion ln Steuben.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Leonard Campbell May, was read. Ln the absenee of
motor to Lewiston today. They arc detailed information, it was voted to
Mrs. Eliza Cousins who has teen
accompanied by Mrs. Arnold C. Rog assure thc president of lhe co-cpera- j
confined to her home several weeks ers who will attend the State Teach tion of the club fn whatever plans
by illra s
howir. j marked improve ers’ Convention.
may be adopted. Mrs. E. W Berry
ment.
presented the financial report of the
The Woman's Association of the August flower show which showed a I
Mrs. G. D. Gould of Warren, and First Baptist Church holds its Oc
net balance of about $20 to be added
Mrs Alice Spear. Mrs. Carrie Waltz. tober meeting this afternoon at 2.30 to the club treasury. It was voted
Mrs. Helen Waltz and Roland Grant at the parlors.
to omit the November and December
motored to Portland Tuesday.
meetings.
Supt. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley of
Mrs P P. Bicknell sang “Poor;
Miss Evtty McAlary is visiting Vinalhaven have been guests of Mr. Man's Garden," and "The Little Hills
lelaitves in Old Town during the and Mrs. Charles Morton, Broadway,
Are Calling." in an artistic manner.
brief school vacation.
on their way to Lewiston to attend Mrs E. F. Berry was at the piano
the State Teachers’ Convention.
Mrs. A. U. Bird gave a most inter
Mrs. Earl Tolman and son May
esting talk, largely supplementing ■
nard of West Rockport visited Mrs
Mrs. J. M Baldrige has returned that given at the home of Mrs. David
Claude Athearn Tuesday.
from a motor trip into Canada, with Talbct about a year ago. deicr.p'.(<
friends.
cf Palestine the only country in the
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller Douglas of
world today except France enjoying j
Mrs.
E.
H.
Burkett
of
Un
on
has
Oardiner were weekend guests of Mr.
dcubtful
prosperity, and the excava
bcen guest of her daughter. Mrs.
and Mrs. C. E. Morse.
tions in Syria, Herculaneum and
George W. Bachelder, this week.
Italy which have brought to light '
A surprise party was given Stirling
Mrs William P. Walsh has re- houses and gardens showing appli
Mcise Friday evening, Oct. 20, cele
ances and conveniences of practical- j
brating his 14th birthday. Guests urned from Laconia, N. H., where ly every type known to modern times,
he wav the guest of Dr and Mrs. Al
were Elizabeth Till, Ruth Pike, Betty bert J. LaFrance.
txcept electricity A lovely descrip
Munroe. Jan*
tive bit was of the painted gulden
Welch. Annette Nortligraves. Bobby
Mr. and Mrs Alexander Lightfoot murals believed to have been made
Ciane. Leighton White, Billy Cross. (Abbie Bird) of Cape* Cod arrived by at 910 B. C or earli**r. Painted on |
Charles Eorgan and James East. motor ^yesterday and after a brief walls overlooking the sea, thc murals
Games and a "spider web" furnished stay in the city went on to Camden carried out a continuation of the gar
diversion, and birthday cake aug wherc they will spend a week with den, depicting a white picket fence
mented by ice cream and other de- Mrs. Addie McIntyre and wl’l also such as is often seen now in this
lectablcs were served in the dining give old-time Rockland friends the ! country, with flowers Intertwining or
room which was festive in Halloweefi pleasure of meeting them once again. trailing thereon; the colors remain in
decorations
>
fairly good condition.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baxter en
Mrs. Bird gave an interesting ac
tertained
recently
at
their
home
on
Mrs. Charles II. Ames who has been
count of thc Zionist movement, stat
Grace
street,
two
tables
of
bridge,
guest cf Mr and Mrs. John Newman
ing that since the World War there
alter a six weeks’ trip to the World's honors going to Mrs. Harry Leven- are a hundred different colonies in
Fair has returned to Concord, N H seler and Miss Susan Spear, and con- and around Palestine. All through
She was accompanied by her sister. eolation to Elmer Teel. Other guests the 19th century there were efforts
were Mrs. Elmer Teel. Arthur Bowley
Mrs. Belle Creddtford, for a visit.
made by holy enthusiasts to go back
and Harry Levenselerto tne Holy Land. Out of these al
Thc October meeting of the Scrib
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease enter most none has survived. Among
blers Club takes place Monday at the tained Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert French those fated to failure was that of
home of Mrs Donald Karl. Granite and Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Merrill at a Sandford once leader of the Holy
street.
venison dinner Tuesday evening.
Ghost and Us Society which flour
ished at Shiloh about a quarter of a
William Wincapaw Jr. is spending
Miss Carol Gardner has been century ago It Is recalled that when
a few days in Vinalhaven.
elected a member of the judiciary of Sandfords expedition was outfitting
the Farmington State Normal School. for its trip to the Holy Land, one of
The Chummy Club met Tuesday
his two boats did so here at Rockland.
evening with Mrs. Velma Marsh.
Mr. and Mrs. 8. T. Constantine. Alexander Powell's book. "Yond“r
Bridge honors were won by Mrs. R. Miss Margaret Simmons. Mrs J Wal Lies Adventure " tells vividly of thes?
D. Saville and Mrs. Ray Thompson. ter Strout of Thomaston, Mr. and attempts to take root in Palestine.
Mrs. A R Marsh. Mrs. Gladys Mor
Aspects of modem Palestine were {
Mr. and Mrs K B. Crie motor to gan, Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs. touched upon, ana the troubles which
Lewiston today. They are accompan Ruth E. Sanborn. R K. Greene, Mr. nave arisen from the establishment
ied by Mrs. Florence McMillan and and Mrs. E F Berry, Miss Hope of the National Home in Palestine
daughter Margaret who will partici Greenhalgh. Mrs. Marianne Bullard The difficulties of adjusting Zionism
pate fcr the third yea: in the con arid Miss Gertrude Smith were among in a Moslem country are now thc
cert given tonight by the All-State these from this section at the con province of the British government
Orchestra, Miss McMillan being in cert in Bangor last evening, given by which maintains a mandate over that
the famous Don Cossack Russian Male ancient hob’ land. Mrs. Bird told
the violin section.
Chorus.
of the wonderful work in agriculture,
Mr ard Mrs W W. Gregory and
aughttrs. Misses Edna and Ruth I The Misses Britt have as guest for reforestation, sanitation and educa-,
tion that has been accomplished by !
iregorv. go to Milton. Mass., today 1 three weeks Mrs. Adelbert Hall of
the World Zionist movement under
o be guests of Mr and Mrs. J. G |Bath.
thc direction of the British
teller.
It is interesting ln visiting Palestine
Mrs. < leorge Clark and son Richard
to note that the identical shrines are
are
spending
two
weeks
in
Lisbon
Mre. Frank Berry recently gave a
worshipped by Moslems. Jews and.
tea at he- home on Broadway to meet Falls.
Christians. For instance, the famous
Commander Robert Jewell ot tha j '
Dome of Rock in the Mosque of
1.
ppo, and Mrs Jewell. The
Omar, the spot where Abraham sacri
younger people or the neighborhood ,
ficed Isaac. Is revered by the Moslem
were guests. Mrs, E J. Hellier and
as the one from which Mohammed
Mrs. L. E. McRae poured.
ascended to heaven.
A vivid description of thc landing
The Woman’s
Auxiliary of St. ‘
at Jaffa which has neither harbor,
|
us this evening at
breakwater or dock, was given, the
tlie home of Mrs. Mary Dinsmore,,
j struggles of the boa^nen with pas
Masonic street.
sengers and luggage being amusingly

EMBRACE
this

Tne D&F Club was entertained
Monday evening by Mrs. Lewis Col- j
tart, honors in cards going to Mrs. ,
Raymond Cross. Mrs. Herbert Kat- ,
lech, and Miss Marian Upham.

told The attention given Mrs Bird
bespoke the interest in her talk.

SWL

TL

Light Which Has Guided Mans
Roekland Mariners To Have a
Petticoat

Mrs. Faustina Roberts has returned
firtn a visit of several weeks with
relatives in .Vinalhaven.

Rev and Mrs. J Charles MacDon
ald were in Waterville Tuesday.
Mrs Blanche Swan of Auburn who I
came to install the officers of the
American Legion Auxiliary Monday j
night was over night guest of her ;
mother, Mrs. Frank Orbeton. Tues- I
day Mrs. Swan and Mrs. Susie Lamb j
went to Boothbay Harbor to install
thc Legion Auxiliary officers.
Mrs. Almon B. Cooper was hostess
to Chapin Class Tuesday evening,
there being good attendance despite |
the downpour An informal business
meeting was followed by relief sew- I
ing

CAR STORAGE
Storage for winter

dead

$10.00
Includes servicing tires and radi
ator, your ear jirkrd up and stored
in a warm place—at

KENT'S, INC.
583-585 Main St. Rockland
Tel. 1259
“PARTS FOR ALL CARS

Tie Dorcas Club met Monday* i
afternoon with Mrs. E. S Bird.
Mrs. Wilbur Messer of Lewiston I
was in the city this week calling on
friends.

A surprise birthday party was de
lightfully given Robert McCarty and
Charles McIntosh by Miss Vivian
Hall and Mrs. Charles McIntosh at
the latter’s home on North Maitti
street Monday evening. Bridge ant,
whist were played, honors falling to'l
Mr. McCarty and John Black, consolation going to Edwin Post and Ed- j
gar McBrine. Buffet lunch was
served, the center ol attraction being'
two decorated birthday cakes. Mr,
McCarty and Mr. McIntosh were pre*
sented with novelty gifts from thj|
guests, each bearing a joke vcrses
These were cleverly given by John
Black who was humorously dresse^
for the occasion. The other guest*
were Misses Margaret Hannegan.
Sybil Jones, Louise McIntosh, Hazel
Peterson, Mrs. Edwin Post, Mrs. Ed
gar McBrine, Francis Orne, John
Swanson and Randall Marshall.
Specialized car lubrication is better
and costs no more at Fireproof Ga
rage day or night 120-122&126-128

SAVING "OLD BARNEGAT"

READ
IT
BARGAIN
HUNTERS
You'll find it interest
ing and profitable . . .
and you'll find the
BARGAINS you’re
looking for.

The Courier-Gazette
WANT ADS

“MECHANICAL MIKE’’

ASSISTS AIR PILOT
Gyroscopes Are Used to
Control Airplane.
i
New York.—Scientific Interest In
Wiley Post's solo dash around the
world by plane, In which he set a
new record, centers on hls constant
companion and helper ‘‘Mechanical
Mike’’—the automatic “pilot.” Trans
oceanic and other long-distance
(lights ln the last year have demon
strated the value of gyroscopic In
struments for accurate flying when
good visibility cannot he guaran
teed, In these Instruments one gy
roscope gives the pilot a horizontal
line of reference, the other a ver
tical line.
Until recently the pilot, however,
had to keep an eye on the two
Instruments constantly and move
controls to keep the plane on the
given course and at the predecided
altitude. For such blind flying it
was only logical to ask: Why should
the human pilot function merely as
a machine? Why not develop some
mechanical device to translate the
gyro Instrument Indications Into
corresponding movements of the
rudder, elevator, and ailerons of the
Airplane?
The Automatic Pilot.
The answer to those questions Is
the automatic pilot.
For Post in the Winnie Mae, the
automatic pilot provided needed re
laxation from the constant task of
flying the ship when a safe altitude
and course had been fixed.
Post’s '’pilot" ditTers from pre
vious ones In that the electrical
device that “plcks-off” the relative
motions of the plane with respect
to the fixed axes of the gyroscopes
has been replaced by nlr jet "pickoffs" less liable to mechanical trou
bles and tho uncertainty of varying
electrical contacts. The Installation
ln thc WInniy Mae was the first of
this new type.
First lt should be explained that
thc motions, vertical, horizontal,
and rotary must he known to keep
on airplane In level flight on a giv
en course. The three controls on
an airplane for doing this are the
rudder, the elevator in the tail, and
the ailerons at the bark edges of
the wings.
In ordinary ,flight the pilot from
the position of the horizon and the
appearance and feel of the ship
has the necessary reference lines at
hls command. In blind flying, how
ever, the horizon is obscured. Some
artificial horizon and directional
point must be provided.
Small spinning gyroscopes mount
ed on the Instrument board have
been found to give this information.
In the automatic idiot one gyro
spins with its axis vertical. As long
as It revolves no motion of the air
ship changes the direction of its
axis. Any relative motion of the ship
from the direction of this vertical
axis is converted into movements
of the elevators of the ship that
correct the climb or dive. The same
gyro likewise controls the ailerons
on the wings to correct rotary
movements.
Correct^ Course of Plane.

Tlie other gyro, spinning horizon
tally, In tlie same fashion corrects
motions of tbe plane when it strays
off the desired course, by moving
the rudder.
With n plane speeding along nt
ISO miles an hour it cannot be ex
pected that a small gyro wtll supply
force enough to move the rudder
and elevator against the wind pres
sure. The secret of the automatic
pilot is tlie device that “picks off"
the unwanted, wandering motions of
the ship and translates them into
movements of powerful hydraulic
pistons directly connected to tho
rudder, ailerons and elevutor.
These ’•pick-offs" consist of hemi
spherical discs that remain fixed by
the gyro. The edges of the discs
Intercept two nlr streams blowing
from small jets. For the gyro which
controls the rudder, the air jets
move with the plane nbove a ver
tical axis, while the disc remains
stationary.
Their turning allows more air to
flow out of one Jet than the other.
The difference in air flow acts first
on nn air valve and through It on
n hydraulic valve controlling the
pistons that actually turn the rud
der. For straight flight tho two air
Jets have equal amounts of air flow
ing out of them, as the disc covers
both Jets to the same extent.
The two gyro units are mounted
behind the Instrument panel of the
plane and the relative motions can
he observed there visually.

Old Bamnegat light, whose warm
glow across seas warned clipper ship5,
of treacherous shoals, may yet. be
raved from slipping into the waters
she has sentrled for 75 years
Bids for the construction of a steel
'■petticoat" to save the light, from the
inroads of the pounding surf. were
received Tuesday by the State Board ’
of Navigation and Commerce.
In resent years, while pounding
surf was threatening to undermine !
t.he tower, a modern lightship has
been stationed seven miles off shore,
but seamen of the old school con
tinued to watch for the old light
"three and one-half seconds every (
seven and one-half seconds.”
The present light was built in 1858
and cost $45,000. It. Is a circular
brick tower 160 feet high on a
masonry foundation 32 feet in
Gnats Defeat Plane
diameter.
Near the too of the 217 steps of the ,
Salt Lake City.—Tiny salt water
spiral stairway grooves are seen in gnats, thriving around the Great
the heavy walls, worn there by heavy i Salt luke, won a victory the other
Instruments that swung with the
day over a giant winged monster of
swaying tower in the northeast ?rs.
the United States army air service,
A plane was forced down on the
When Your Daughter mud flats. Investigation disclosed
the tiny gnats had clogged the
Comes to Womanhood screen (liter of the carburetor.

Give Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Most girls ln their teens need a
tonic and regulator. Give your
daughter Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound for the next
few months. Teach her how to
guard her health at this critical
time. When she is a happy, healthy
wife and mother she will thank
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Man Hai to Sit on Fish
Excelsior Springs, Mo.—Clarence
Twyntan hooked a seven-pound Buf
falo fish at Sunshine lake, near
here, and after a 19 minute strug
gle, pulled it into his boat Mrs.
Twyman was at the oars, and to
keep the struggling fish in the boat
Twyman had to sit on It until the
boat was docked.

you.
Margaret Nutt and Gwen Barbour
of the Mabelle Beauty Shop will be
in Boston Monday through Thursday
of next week at thc Hairdressers
Show. Thc shop will be open during
those days only for the purpose ol
making appointments.—adv. 127-128

1000 MORE JIG SAW PUZZLES—3 FOR 19 CENTS

INTERESTING VALUES
in the

Double Duty
COATS

BARGAIN ATTIC

Wear Them Now and All Winter
Whenever smart informal clothes are in order, you
✓A

will want just such a coat as one of th?se
Large Selection . . . Sizes to 48

Specially priced from $9.75 to $29.50
DRESS COATS,
$24.50 to $98.00

LADIES’ HATS
Brand new shipment
Turbans, Sailors,
Visor Effects, etc.

69c

The Indispensable “Three-some”

Ladies' Slipper:, sizes 4 to 8.

TE? Blouse,

Ladies' Full Fa itionid Chiffon
.59
Hosiery,

79c to $2.98

Cottor.. Washable Satin. Velveteen or Taffeta

a’.l sizes

The Skirt,

$1.98 to $2.98

Tweeds or Plain Wools; all good colors

The Twin Sweater,

$2.98 to $4.50

Girls’ Fill Berets,

.29

Rayon Bloomer: and Vests,

.29

Boys' Leather Mitten*,

.29

Min's Leather Mittens,

.89

Children's Du

New high colors, lacy weaves, etc.

.19

$
SK.'

&

?• size 7 to 14, .79

Wool Blauki 9,06x30 double.

1.98

s
9

Childrin'r Rubber Rootlets,
red at.d green tops,

Boys’ Sheep-Lined Coats
S'

CAPE GLOVES

QQ

Sp Boys' Wool Pants,
VC Boys' Zipper Jackets,
Boys’and Men s Outing Pajamas,
Boys’ and Girls' Mickie Mouse Shirts,
?/ Boys' Slip-on Sweaters—wool,

K

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Dandy Leatherette Coats, 8 to 16 sizes
Replacement Price, $3.98
Gst yours early '

.39

The pcpular fashion right
Four-button length slip-ors,
smart trims and contrasts

*9®

$1*9»

o Black and White
e Brown
o Gray

-69 to 1*15
-79
1.50

J1 59

• Navy

SENTER CRANE COMPANYMMHMMMMMi
WARREN

START NEW YEAR

Tuesday evening is the date of ln- Officers qf Winslow - Hol
tp tion at Ivy Chapter, O.ES. by
D: rlct Diputy Grand Matron Winibrook Post and Auxiliary
fri. Conley of Camd-’ti. Orient Chap
Are Jointly Installed
ter cf Union is Invited to attend and
su ;?r wil! be served at 6 o'clock.
A joint installation of ths offi
, ' . »■ Chapter, O E S , has accepted an
invitation to attend inspection night cers of Wlnsio,v-Holbrook Post A. L.
ol Naomi Chapter at Tenant's Har- and Auxiliary was held Monday eve;or, the evening of Nov. 3.
j ning at Legion hall, bringing out a
A committee meeting was held Wed good attendance ol members of both
nesday evening at the library bulld.:.g to further plans lor thc NRA pa- erganizations. The officers — the
ad.- at Rockland next Tuesday after- men in uniform and the women in
icon. in which Warren will take att white with ribbons and badges in the
ire, part. Transportation Is needed national colors—made a striking apor the ICO gtammar and high school
..udents who will take part and any p.arance, and thc ceremonies were
one volunteering to take some of these cat ried out ln a dignified manner
boys and girls is asked to get ln Mrs. Blanche Swan of Auburn. De
touch with any member of the com partment vice president of the Sec
mittee fiom Warren which includes ond District, installed the Auxiliary
George W. Walker, chairman, L. F. officers who are: President, Mrs.
Jealous. Oscar Starrett. Horace Max Blanche Morton: 1st vice president.
ey. Mrs. Nettie Vinal. Frank D. Rowe, I Mrs. Clara Kelsey; 2nd vice presi
A’illls R. V.nal. Harold Drewett, P dent, Mrs. Bernice Jackson; secre
D Starrett, Mr-. Julia Watts, Hilliard tary, Mrs. Vivian Hewett; treasurer,
Spear. Members of the various orders Mrs. Asa Roberts; historian. Mrs.
ml all citizens arc urged to take Anne Snow; chaplain,. Mrs. Susie
part In thi3 demonstration. It has
;ot to be put over and only enthusl- Lamb; past president. Mrs. Elizabeth
ism can da lt, plus the determination Barton; sergeant-at-arms, Mrs. Anne
m make it a success. "We do our Alden.
Enoch Clark of Thomaston, depart
rart."
ment vice commander, installed the
Mrs. Eino Lcirto of Warren Highand and sister Mrs. Mtlvin Sco:t post officers—Commander. Milton T
ef Rockland celebrated' their wed- French; 1st vice president. Charles
ling annive:pries of one year and W. Morton; 2nd vice president, Levi
wa years respectively last Thursday T Flint; adjutant. Hector Staples;
ay a family dinner party at the home financial officers, Kenneth V. White;
al Mr. and Mis. E V. Ox ion. Besides historian. Earl J. Alden; chaplain.
lie immedia c family. Melvin Ecatt. Rev. George H Welch; sergeant-atJr . ar.d Mrs. Ella Golden of Rockland arms, Austin P Day.
were pretent. Mrs. Oxton had made Mrs. Swan had as her assistant
Mrs. Susie Lamb as sergeant at arms,
a cake to commemorate the event.
Mr. anc Mis. Henry V. Starrett and Mr. Clark had past department
have closed their cottage at Sterling commander Louis Cates.
and are at their home in the village Mrs. Morton in acknowledging her
new office paid tribute to Mrs. Anne
for the'winter.
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch Snow whose work In the Auxiliary
and son Howard were guests at sup has been outstanding, not only tn her
per recently of Mr. and Mrs. A L. G city but in the State and country,
Hills at East Warren.
having served as a State president
Capt. John Halvorser. who has been and as a National committeewoman.
guest of hls daughter Mrs. Martha In taking office this year Mrs. Snow
Wish has returned to Sailors’ Snug carries on her valuable work with the
Harbor. Staten Island. N. Y.
local unit. Mrs Swan was presented
Miss Harriet V. Hahn of Thomas with a gift whiclt she acknowledged
ton fp.-nt the weekend with her sister graciously. Lawrence Leach . retirMies Susie Hahn.
I ing commander, was presented with
While in thc vicinity of Boston on J the past commander's jewel.
a visit George Teague was the guest The entertainment program fea
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess at
North Weymouth. He also called on tured tenor solos by S T. Constantine
Mts. Charles Watts, 91. a former resi clarinet and accordion duqs by Ray
mond Lacotnbe and father; soprano
dent of Warren.
Rev. and Mrs. H I. Holt have closed solos by Mrs R. C. Wentworth and
ihelr home at Rockport for the assembly singing oi the old war bal
winter ar.d arc occupying the Con lads led by Mr. Lacombe. Mrs. Belle
Tyler of Camden acted as accompan
gregational parsonage at Warren.
Percy Moore and Ralph Spear have ist
been painting the G. D. Gould resi Refreshments were served by a
committee composed of Mrs. Vivian
dence.
Dinner gucsts Sunday of Miss Susie Hewett, Mrs. Minnie Miles and Mrs.
Hahn were Mr. and Mrs. John Gil Snow.
more of Woolwich.
Ralph Spear has gone to Rockland
to spend the winter with his aunt, there Mr Stahl visited the sardine
factories and the life saving station.
Miss Lena Cor.ary.
Mrs. Alice Cook is guest this week
Knox Pomona met Saturday with
White Oak Grange, North Warren. of Mrs. Flora Peabody.
Edwin Copeland of Bath spent
W L. Hammond of Hampden, gatcketper of thc State Grange, was the Tuesday with his sister. Mrs. Flora
principal speaker, his subject, itraw- Peabody.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd of Pitts
berry culture, which was followed by
i round table discussion. Lloyd Max field. N. H.. spent the weekend with
ey of South Warren received thc Po Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Rokes.
Charles Wilson was in Bangor Sun
mona degree. Dinner was served by
day afternoon as a member of the
thc host Grange.
Mrs. William Cohen of Malden, Knox County Men’s Chorus to broad
Muss., is spending the week with Mrs. cast over station WLBZ
Mr. and1 Mrs. Ray Robinson of
Flora McKellar.
Mrs. Charles McKellar is spending South Paris were guests over the
a few days with Mrs Effie Dyer at weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield
Robinson.
Ash Paint.
Friends are glad to learn that Eoyd
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stahl returned
Monday from a few days’ visit with Caler is much better after his i.lMr. and Mrs. Charles King. While ness.

Car and Kudio Stand Up Under Severest Tests

HARRY HAItTZ, famous rare driver puls his Plymouth through the
sand pit test at A Century of Progress.

After ploughing through sond

at high speed, bouncing across the field in the most severe of testa, the
car functions perfectly—including thc Philro-Plymoulb radio receiver.

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches
Special Values in Beds. Bedding and Floor
Coverings

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BI.OtK,

RtK'KLAND

FRIDAY

Pulsing with the loves, hates,
weakness, strength and
WW the simple courage of

MORGAN Boots MALLORY
Alexander KIRKLAND
Irene* WARE
FOX Picture

SATURDAY
A

Thriving Drama of the Roaring Rails!

DANGEROUS
CROSS ROADS”
with

CHIC SALE, “The Specialist”
NOW PLAYING

’HUMANITY"

with BOOTS MALLORY

STRAND). Shows: 2^Vu:,oTsa,ur'
MONDAY-TUESDAY—"TOO MUCH HARMONY"

■

Every-Other-Day
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NEW YORK STYLES

AN OLD TIME CRUISE

Football Clothes a Fall Fea

When Cap’n Willis Snow, “The Man With the 1 all Hat,’

ture—Rust,

Sailed the Victory

Brown

and

Odd Shades of Green

♦•-•-•-•“•-I

HARVEST SALE
Golden Opportunity at the HARVEST SALE which will start
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
For Ten Days at the BON TON DRESS SHOPPE

Football clothes have scored a
The Schooner Victory. Capt. Willis hat and to see if he had to go to
fashion touchdown, judging from thc
Snow, was on her way to Boston sea at his age. in cold weather.
displays tn New York shops, where
A man. I think it was Capt. Bab
hack somewhere in the good old
they are shown now ln an array of
bidge
of
the
Schooner
Willie
ot
A full line of merchandise in latest and new crea'.icns recently arrived from the
times when vessels carried lime
gorgeous colors, materials including
She had a whole lead, something less Deer Isle, came aboard and wanted
New York and Boston markets.
than 500 barrels. This was in Novem us to call on him if he could help
a wealth of sturdy-looklng new tweedy
ber, about 1900. and with a fair wind us any time. There was a long dis
DRESSES
fabrics and knitted weaves, often
was making good time down Mussel tance between two of the bridges
In
Wools,
Silks,
Velvet
and Sheers for all occasions.
accented
by
suedes
and
lacquerand we sailed there but hit the cat
Ridge channelfinished fabrics
in
accessories.
In Black, Browns, Green and High Shades
The captain was al'o cook and we head against the guard of the bridge
Browns hold first place among colors,
had roast pork for dinner, with po and hurt the rail, we stopped the j
Prices tanj’ng from $3.49 and up—all reduced
including tones from beige to
tatoes. turnip and hot biscuits. He schooner before it damaged the j
ehccoiate. There are golden yellows,
Sizes 12 to 50
.
was a good cook and no longer bridge.
While at Cottage Farms we had
gav icds. bright greens and rust
counted the biscuit when the mea'
A
Special
Lot
of Dresses Reduced to $1.49
ones. too. ln these new fabrics in
was done and asked who ate the one warm weather, and lt didn't seem
Wool Jumper Dresses with Plaided S Ik Blouse $3.98
possible that it could be November,
one, two and three-piece outfits—
that was missing
The schooner was doing very well but it turned cold and we went
all colorful, comfortable and smart
Sizes I 2 to 20—Unlimited Supply
till we got pa't Whitehead when the about all night getting down through
The Scotch influence is strong in
Tuitle
Neck Sweaters, All Wool, $1.98
water came in through the hawse abcut seven bridges, and next night
the ptoture, with plaid and checked
pipes, and the scuppers were not big Just at dark got through the last on?
frocks and blouses—the blouses often
A full 1 .'ne of Wool and Leather Jackets all reduced.
enough to clear it from the deck and put on sail and went across to
worn with plain skirt and short
East Boston, to go through another
lead.
15rf DISCOUNT ON ALL COATS. DRESS COATS, WITH LUXjacket with matching lining.
So the captain took a capstan bridge There was no one to open
URIOUS FUR TRIMMINGS, ronsMinj of Wolf, Fox, Badger and
One smart shop displays a very
Opposum.
bar and knccked off one of the waist- the bridge and we tied up to the
portsy two-tone brown English
boards. but happened to hit the guard of the brid;-? and turned In
tweed
suit
tn
large
checks,
worn
with
A Full Rack of SI'ORT COATS that must go are Greatly Reduced.
wrong end and took more water on There was a sign on the bridge not
knitted fabric Jacket blouse in green,
HATS to match your Coats In various styles and qual ties
That was soon made all right again, to tie to the guard, but we did not I
buttoned down the front with large
All Reduced
and the wind hauling out more east see it.
brown
composition
buttons.
The
On getting to the oil doek. we |
erly. and dying down left us almos'
jacket blouse of another suit teatures
becalmed off Small Point, ar.d we found a Rockport schooner there
leather buttons in the shape of a
were drifting up into t.he bay when ahead cf us. Capt. Wtll P.per. who
ROCKLAND, MAINE
NEXT TO NEWBERRY’S
football.
we got in to Horse Island Harbor, came aboard to see the man with the
Teaming up smartly with the new
alongside t.he wreck of the Schoon tall hat. said he thought it must be
football clothes are the n»w velveteen
er Ira E. Wight, which had burned scmecne else we had aboard. We
beret and scarf sets, often in vivid
wer.'. up to a restaurant on Atlantic
there with a load of lime
By BETTY BARCLAY
colors contrasting the suit, for ex
Next morning the weather looked avenue—Coy's well known at that.
KEEP HOME ACCOUNTS
RELIEVING TIIE SURPLUS
STRAND THEATRE
pretty good. bu’. a short distance past time, and get our Thanksgiving dinDAUL Whiteman. King of Jazz, menus were equally satisfying—yet ample, a bright green beret and scarf
Cape Elizabeth, the wind struck der. We finally drifted Into Giouces* was FAT ... so fat that he simple. Throughout th.' whole diet with a brown outfit. Some ensembles With a cast including Boots Mal They Show Some Surprising Results Uncle Sam May Be Asked To Dis
southwest strong and we had to turn : ?;r Harbor, late at night and
tribute Chicken Dinners and Eggs
couldn't get life Insurance ... so period he ate liberally of fruits and teature nartow brim hats matching lory. Wampas Baby Star. Ralph Mor When Handled By Farm Dwellers
back and go to Portland, and anchored above Ten Pound’ Island
'the suit. Top coats are always
Among Needy
fat
that
the
girl
he
loved
wouldn't
I
vegetables,
but
naturally
cut
down
anehoied up back of the break It began to blow from the nor'.hea't
swagger in cut, and may feature rac gan. Alexander Kirkland. Irene Ware.
A summary of 82 home accounts
marry
him.
"Not,
”
said
she.
"until
]
considerably
on
his
fats
and
heavy
water. More pork. bu’. good biscuits and vapor was flving. The harbor
A couple of chicken dinners for
coon colto.rs Low shoes are the rule,
recently made by the Extension Serv
I can put my arms around you “ foods, ln other words, he reduced these usually carrying out color ot Noel Madison. Christian Rub and ice for Maine homemakers shows that the approximately 3.000,000 families
The vessels begun to gather in the was full of vessels, all bound eas:
Ferike
Boros.
"Humanity"
comes
Fri

But she made him a sporting propo sensibly by eating less. He did not gloves and handbags.
harbor, and I was told that at that They commenced to get under way
on the average 37 percent of the total dependent upon charity would, in the
day
sition; she would help him to shed starve himself, or eliminate some
time there were 300 sail, before there and make fcr Salem, so we had to
living was supplied by the farm, re- I opinion of farm experts, do a good
Very
new
among
color
combina

The
story
embraces
the
elements
of
was a chance to get. out to go to Bos fellow. The vapor was flying so, the awful avoirdupois. She con of the Important foods entirely.
tions noted in football clothes dis romance and sacrifice as tt depicts ports Edna M Cobb, home manage bit toward getting rid of a surplus
The recipe below Is for a dish plays are American Beauty red with
ton or New York
high that I had to go into the rig
that is keeping prices down. Con
sulted specialists, worked out daily
the adventures of a young doctor who ment specialist.
ging and tell how to steer. to pass
• • • •
menus, and concocted tempting served during this reducing period violet, brown set off by bright green,
Many families furnished ff larger 1 sequently. the Farm Administration
is
blind
to
the
Ideals
of
his
physician
the buoys Passing Bakers Island
may suggest to the Federal Relief
by the young lady who is now Mrs. and bright red with somber relief of
We recognized seme of the vessels we saw a thiee-masted schooner i recipes which made reducing a
father and who follows the lure ot percent. This is, perhaps, one of the Administration that it buy chickens
Paui Whiteman
pleasure.
brown.
most valuable lessons the home ac for distribution on Thanksgiving and
and sailed around among them, ashore, one mast broken off. In
money
because
of
his
infatuation
of
Tapioca Peach Delight
He began at 303 pounds, a sick
anchored close to the E Arcularius. Salem we found a number of schoon
a luxury-loving woman. Kirkland count book teaches. Miss Cobb says, on Christmas Day.
Dramatic Fabrics Feature
and unhappy fat man.
Now he 4 tablespoons quick-cooking
Capt. Herb Davis. There was a tall ers among them the Yankee Maid
and Miss Mallory divide the romantic but she hastens to add: "A home
One of the principal causes of the
One
can
hardly
say
too
much
about
tapioca
weighs a modest 19U . . . looks and
hat tn the mate's room, which he and we anchored near her.
interest and Morgan enacts the role account is more than a mere record chicken surplus is the stock of
the
style
importance
of
fabrics
this
had to wear to evening meetings in
■ • • •
feels like a young athlete ... is an 1 cup peach Juice, fresh or canned
of
expenditures;
it
is
a
story
of
home
dre s’d poultry. During September
season, for they are so rich and of the father who. with the girl, at living.
cup water
Vineyard Haven ar.d Other places
A-l risk for life insurance . , . and
£ .ock in storage amounted to around
We went ashore and tried to get a
tempts to guide aright the faltering
glamorous.
This
applies
to
fabrics
The captain of the Victory took off twenty-dollar bill broken, but the
ts
cup
sugar
"Regardless of one's income, lt 47.000.000 pounds as compared to
ls married to Margaret Livingston,
for day as well as for evening wear. footsteps cf the boy.
hls cap and put on the tall hat and storekeepers seemed to think tt was
the girl ot hls dreams and the ti halves peaches, fresh or canned
A broken-down and retired railroad must provide an adequate diet tf 30.500.000 for the same month last
New
York
shops
arc
showing
new
wore it away. I think the mate ex not genuine, or we h^d no right to It.
forced through sieve
health ts to be maintained and physi year and a five year average of 41,mentor who brought about his
versions in velvets, failles, satins, engineer, and a brokSn-down and cal wellbeing developed. The home 141.000 pounds.
pected it back. bur. he was disap •0 would net change it. W? met
1 teaspoon butter
transformation.
retired
locomotive
that
he
calls,
affec

laces
and
crepes
for
evening,
to
say
pointed and it was wom aboard the Capt. Court. Perry on the wharf, and
,
account bock shows how the food
If a fowl averaging five pounds
The most Interesting thing about ti teaspoon salt
nothing of all sorts of new novelty tionately, “Minnie," are the real hero ! money is spent, whether or not a fair we: ? served to the families on relief
Victory the rest of the trip
he told us to dress up a bit and peo- i Paul Whiteman's reducing diet is I cup orange Juice
and
heroine
of
"Dangerous
Cross

We stayed around Portland and pie would think differently. Near
fabrics including the metal brocades.
portion of the income is spent for rolls on Thanksgiving and Christmas
that it was not a “fad’’ diet A typi 1 egg yolk, slightly beaten
Peaks Island about two weeks be Baker's Island w,e saw a lot of wreck
Very new and smart just now are roads," a melodrama of the roaring that item and the kinds ot food Day. around 30.000,000 pounds of
1 tablespoon lemon Juice
cal
breakfast
consisted
of
a
glass
rails,
coming
Saturday.
That
beloved
fore we had a chance.
the new silk and rayon satins and
age and thought we would get some
bought. If the food bill runs high, chicken would be taken off the mar
of orange Juice, a dish ot cereal, 1 egg, white, stiffly beaten
Wen’, out and Rot becalmed and of it- We let her come to and began
crepes shot with gold threads, in portrayer of quaint and venerable it mav indicate that more vegetables ket Officials said chicken at present
Add
quick-cooking
tapioca,
salt
and a cup ot coffee. For luncheon
drifted around and got the Jib- on laths. Finally we had 29 bunches
smooth as Well as rough-crtnkled characters. Chic Sale, is thc engineer;
prices was abcut as cheap as pork
he might eat a soutflfi, a vegetable and fruit Juices to water. Cook tn textures. These fabrics and the new and "Minnie" is actually Mogul No. must be canned and plans are made when nutritive value Is considered
boom so near the new mainsail of ai, and not. much else The wind died
salad, and some orange lea For double boiler 15 minutes, or until velvets, including waterproof trans 1711 of the Southern Pactftc Railroad, then and there for a larger and a
Englishman, that they made a great down and we drifted back to Salem
A plan for the purchase of 1.000.dinner he would have a lamb stew tapioca is clear, stirring frequently. parent versions, lend themselves once one of the crack flyers, now rele . better garden next year. It makes 000 cases of eggs for distribution to
fuss
where we lay all night. Making anone
think
'What
would
I
do
tf
I
lived
gated
to
switching
duty.
BrokenAdd
sugar.
Pour
small
amount
of
Before we got away we had been ] other start in clear weather we
with all kinds of vegetables, a fruit
the destitute has been drawn st the
delightfully to the smart slim evening
writing postals home and mailing passed the remains of the threesalad, a dish of gelatin, whipped tapioca mixture over egg yolk, stir 'heath silhouette and the long- down and retired they may have been in town and had no food supplied by Farm Administration for presenta
1
the
farm,
but
had
to
buy
it
all?"
them at Peaks Island One of us ma'ter on Baker's Island, and tha:
tion to the relief organization.
cream, and a demi-tasse. At both ring vigorously. Return to double sleeved dinner gown—so rich, smart —but how they do their stuff when
locking in the back window saw t.he wa; where the wreckage came from.
Experts said the distribution of
luncheon and dinner be used a min boiler and cook 3 to 4 minutes and simple that it fairly spells it's necessary, in the big climax of By keeping a careful record of all
'the
farm
does
supply
and
estimating
postmistress read them When there K?pt on and anchored at Peak's
1.000.000 cases probably would cause
the picture! It's a grand photoplay
eral oil French dressing on hls longer, or until thickened. Remove sophistication.
I its value, many a homemaker is an increase ln price which would
was anything on them, it was in code Island.
salad, and at luncheon he drank a from fire. Add butter, lemon Juice,
Some of thc new soft woolen of fast action, sure to appeal to the amazed at the contribution it makes. bring considerably more to the farm
One dav while laying at the island
whcle family. Frank Albertson is a
We didn't have to pump much and
cup of cereal beverage. This is the and remaining tapioca mixture, and
fabrics
are
characterized
now
by
an old sea heaving in and the ves could appreciate it when we heard
handsome railroad detective, in love "A farm homemaker bore out the ers than the approximately $5,000,actual menu tor one day. Other biend. CbllL
flecks and pin-like stripes of gold
sel laying side to side and rolling a pump working through the night
with Chic Sale's daughter—the dark introductory statement that the home 000 it. would take to buy the eggs.
.
threads,
which
are
most
effective
on
t’eep. the cook put on t.he roast pork watches, and saw them at it every
and lovely Diane Sinclair. He dis account book is to her family more
black.
Among these glamorous covers the gang that has been looting than a mere record of expenditures
"There is talk that the next war
for dinner, and we sat down,’ I looked > morning. I forgot to say that we
WOOLENS IN STYLE
A BURNING QUESTION
fabrics, there are the deep ribbed freight trains. But they discover when she said. “In spite of all the will be fought with radio ”
at him and then at the pork; he I were sailing this vessel on shares, the
"Well. I'm in training. I've faced
looked at me and then at the pork. ; vessel got her part and we divided If You Use Wood Be Sure To Have Especially For Business Hours, Ar rayons, much in favor this season. him. too. and try to drop a few tons talk about depression, the figures
Including new failles, rough crepes of iron on his head from a big elec show us that we people who are liv- some terrible programs."—Louisville
I picked it up and let it slide over the rest batween us We began to
cording to the Clothing Specialist
It Seasoned. Says Expert
land weaves in deep rib moss knit tro-magnet. The climax is a thriller, I ing on farms are living well. We may Courier-Journal.
board. and we never mentioned pork figure how much longer we could be
again
j not be handling much money, and we
gone and not pay anything out more Which is cheaper fuel, wood or Light weight woolens for dresses effects.
This day we finally got away. The than we were to get. for our part coal? This burning October question continue to be good style especially While black continues the classic —adv.
often think that wc are not having
LET A WANT-AD
captain now was wearing a tall hat There was something more than 15 is discussed as follows by A D Nut
color tor dinner and the evening
a great deal, but at the end of thc
for
business
hours,
according
to
COLBY
COLLEGE
NEWS
and steering while I was clearing apiece coming to us. besides wha' ting. forestry specialist for the Ex
mode, colors are growing more imporSOLVE YOUR
, year, when we add up these books and
up the decks. I was taking all the we could get out of the laths. W? tension Service. He says
Helen Spaulding, clothing specialist tant. particularly rust, brown and odd
realize what they represent in the
PROBLEM
(By John English’
time I could, but he said his head stayed in Portland longer than we "Few people realize that an average for tne Extension Service. She says: .shades of green One smart shop,
way of health and comfort, we feel
was cold and he wanted me to take j expected, but. got caught in a snew cord of well-seasoned rock maple is "The wools for this purpose are thin ’'hich is now showing a dramatic The Colby Echo, a weekly paper, amply repaid for the effort it takes
the wheel? which I did. When he I storm and had to put in to Booth- equivalent to seven-eights of a ton and quite open in weave tn many gr°up o( evening fashions tn pebbled
dedicated this weeks issue to the to keep these accounts.'"
came up again he had ear flappers bay Harbor, when it was so thick we -*
—-------- -------------- ,
— ....... —j
' satins and crinkled velvets, features memory of the late Dr. Julian D.
of anthracite
qoal .....
Yellow
birch and
WOven
sewed on the tall hat and a strap ! couldn’t see the Cuckolds.
them in rust shades and deep and Taylor, who showed his love for the
beech have nearly the same fuel
under hls chin.
I think this was the next j ear value. Among the soft woods, pitch 1‘ard twisted line yarns. Some of light caterpillar green, accented with college where he spent so much time
• • • •
! after the fog signal was established pine ranks high in fuel valur. being the e hard twisted yarns are com- gold metal trims There's one green when he willed to Colby College
We kept on this time and made We were in far enough to lay a qulvalent to about three-fourths of bim d in spinning with rayon which velvet with a lovely gold belt, $100,000.
for Thatcher's Island, which we course for Burnt Lsland and made it. i ton of coal. White pine, hemlock, >'
• • • ■
the finished fabrica trested'Another exclusive Fifth Avenue
passed next morning, and g:t In tc We seemed right overhead, and and balsam fir are low having a value cffcc. Others have slubs. thickened “hop goes into a brown study for
A move has been started to organ
Bcs'on Harbor late. We were ' beard a bell ringing, or.e of thc old of about two-fifths of a ton of ccal. sections occurring at frequent inter- evening, displaying a gown in brown ize a chess team.
« dered to go to Mystic docks anc time dinner bells, rung by hand, and "Thj actual cost in fuel content sals These add interest to the sur- ar.d gold striped tissue and a cire
• • • •
take out 150 caks of lime te go ln ; a woman's voice saying. “I will help be'wc.n ha:d weed and soft wcod is iar without thing the textile
brewn lace gown. This display also "How the T»end of Times is Re
the cars. This vessel being so small ■ vou all I can with tbe bell."
no' a» rreat as above figures indicate, heavy effect.
'.Irc'udes a brown heavy sheer crepe
had to sail where she could, as thc
Leaving Boothbay Harbe- a few or wlilt? pire weigh' 2200 pounds to "Another type of light weight dinner dress with bands of chartreuse flected in Current Plays and Literafreight money wouldn't hold out to days after, with a fair wind and the cord and rock maple 4000 The wocten to woven of soft rather light- at the neckline. Deep wine shades in | ture” was the subject of a talk given
by Prof Cecil Rollins, sponsored by
I good weather, we made geed time
peddle lime all over Boston.
While sailing toward the dock, the [ during the day and went to Owl's educed cost of cutting and hauling ly twisted yarns in which rabbit hairs panne velvet are featured for even- the Fellowship Forum There will be
Drop a fellowship supper Sunday evening
tall ha’, went overboard, but was ■ Head and reported to Jameson & of oft wood takes care of seme of the and even ostrich flues may be incor- ing in still another shop
porated.
shoulder lines, draped decolletage Oct. 29.
rescued without much trouble, but Co. that we had some kerosene for cliff, rence tn fuel value.
300 candtpower light, equal
to the enjoyment of the crew of th* them They helped take it out ar.d "Seasoned wood is the oniv kind of “For continued, rather severe use. and sheath silhouette are style points
vood to use if economy is ;o be prac- the hard twisted yarns undoubtedly , ln all.
U. S S. Dolphin which was anchored we got home next day.
; The Colby Camera Club will re
to 20 common oit lamps.
• • • •
ticed. Weatner seasoned wood con- stretch less. Soft yarns are too easily
_________ unite next week to carry on the work
near there
....
... u . ..
After taking out the lime, we lay
This was Dec. 10, 1893. and we left ialns about 25 percent of water ln chafed to be put to very workaday
of
last
year
’
s
club.
The
subject
of
the
■3. Average cost to user only
t0 pass them
for the mor;:
all night at the dock and went up on the trip Nov 4 1893 making th? weight. Under normjl ccndtttor.s 12 uses Since many of these soft sur- restralnt
practical fabrics woven of the hard first meeting will be "Enlargements."
to Austin A: Stone's where there was trip in 37 days, but had to discharge months is required fcr air season- faced fabrics are made up in good twto'.ed yarns."
50£ per month.
• • • •
a cop with a large stick, the captain next day and lay the vessel up at ing Oivir.g wood seasoned 12 months looking designs suited for school and
In
anticipation
of
the
State
Series
3- Durable, safe-cant spill y
backed out round him. and when a the railway. We put the oil out al a 100 percent fuel value, the periods office wear, it may require some self
games. Harold Plotkin has elected
THE MATTER OF SPEED
small boy said: "He ain't alive, he's an old wharf south where A C Mc nentioned below have the following______________________________
additional cheer leaders.
Fred
fuel even if tipped over
wooden." Went next morning for Loon is now. and I think the build values: Nine months. 95 percent; six
I aw In 22 States Arc Now Keep Schreiber will be the senior yell lead
Fall Tailored Gown
Cottage Farms, up to the fourteenth ing was a sailloft. used by William months, 90 percent; three months. 85
Compare the COST
ing Pace With Modern Motor Cars er. Kenneth Miils. Edward Gurney,
bridge, and discharged the remain Farrow before he moved to Tillson's percent; green wood. 63 percent. If
ihe QUALITY, the SAFETY
and Donald Richardson will veil tor
der of the lime. We were a week Wharf.
one stops to consider that green wood
Twenty-two states now have "rea- the juniors, and Myron Johnson for
there and had a number of callers,
As we were getting ready to leave has Ipss than two-thirds the value of
and you’ll always u«»e a
onable and proper" as the only top the sophomores. The student body
to see the old man who wore the tall and loosing the sails. Capt. John I. dry wood, or that thc value of hard
speed driving restrictions, according will have a chance to go over the
Snow came down the dock to help wtoed is reduced from, seven-eighths of
tc Dr. Miller McClintock of the Al- cheers at the regular Chapel meet
us around and said: "Hain't you a ton of coal to seven-twelfths of a
| bert Russel Erskine Traffic Bureau ings.
going to reef the mainsail?” Will ton. the economy in seasoned wood is
of Harvard University. This Is a
said “Don't reef to go that short apparent"
general broadminded viewpoint and "The Valiant," a one-act play, will
distance." John took the wheel and
.'hows that state laws are keeping be the first production of the com
we filled away towards the Northend and had to tack, but made it
pace with modem motor cars. Dr. bined talent of thc Fellowship
.
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
all right between the puffs, but tt
McClintock states
Forum and the Y.MC.A. Parts for
was breezing up all the time, and
"We find that 22 states do not this production are open to any mem- j
or write u,
(LA-nil
Howsad! Sallowcomplexion,coated
when we were off the Railroad
prescribe a definite top speed," said ber of the student body who wants to 1
tongue, poor appetite, bad breath,
THE
COLEMAN
LAMP
&
STOVE
COMPANY
Wharf, close ln. lost the wind and
Dr. McClintock. "We also find that try out for them.
pimply skin and always tired. What's
Wichita, Kan,. Philadelphia, Pa. Chicago, III. Loa Angola,, Calif,
got it quick on the other side Will
wrong? Chances are you're poisoned
one state has a 50-mlle per hour limit
• • • •
sung out: "She's going to flop." and
by clogged bowels and inactive liver.
and thirteen say 45 miles per hour to The appearance of the Colby Band
she did flop and everything went to
Take this famous prescription used
okay In fact, the general average will be improved when it gets the new
the lee rail and some overboard. We
constantly in place of calomel by men
of those states which have definite capes and caps. The Student Coun
let go the big anchor, and brought, and women for 20 years—Dr. Ed
restrictions is 38 miles per hour.
cil is responsible for this order. It is
wards Olive Tablets. They are harm
her head to wind and tied up the
"This means that highways are hoped that this year's band will b?
less yet very effective. A compound of
sails and left her for that day.
safer
and
that
car
owners
are
being
the best the college has ever had
vegetable ingredients. They act easily
Next morning it was snowing, and
permitted to use the performance | Mr. Thomas, the director, is still
upon the bowels, help free the system
the wind was east, and blowing hard
given by present-day manufacturers." looking for more men This year the
of poison caused by faulty elimina
We went aboard with a large crew,
tion and tone up liver.
Band will not go out of existence with
everyone from the railway store,
Rosy cheeks, clear eyes and youth
the close of the football season but
and tied up at the western berth, for
ful energy make a success of life. Take
will be a full year function.
the winter. We sold the laths to
DELICATE
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets, nightly.
# • • •
Sumner Ames and were to have our
Know them by their olive color. 15c,
pay tn saw filing. I believe he didn't
"The NRA Is a Social Force." was
N girlhood noth
30c
and
60c.
All
druggists.
pay much for the laths.
ing is so good to the subject of a message given by ,
When we got. ashore to the store
build up and sus Ftof. W. N. Breckenridge at the Fel- [
everybody had lot of comments.
tain as Dr. Pierce’s low.'hip Forum.”
Capt. Israel Snow. Will's father, had
Favorite Prescrip
most to say and I think he talked
tion. No need for
ZJ
The freshman class held its annual
young girls to suf
more and longer than we cared to
retreat at Goodwill Pines. Coach
fer
every
month
hear him.
Ned Davies.
A'cw York-Paria Pa-htont
from periodic pains, Millet. Jefferson C. Smith and Prof.
-pHIS tailored daytime frock fea
drains, headache or Newman were present. The members
“I have told your wife that she
At MODERATE^O
tures
a
becoming
surplice
clos

;n, too, thc woman of middle
of the “Y" cabinet accompanied the
must go to the mountains."
age,
going
thru
thc
“
change of life" needs this
Since
1840
this
firm
has
faithfully
ing. softened by a narrow white womanly tonic to remove those disagreeable 23 members of the class of 1937. Ir
“That's al) right, doctor; now tell served the families of Knox County
collar. Aeele, in the form of a symptoms of “heat flashes’’ and nervousness. the morning there was a short period
me I must go to the seashore. -BosLydia E. Hurley of R. F. D. 2, Victor,
LADY ATTENDANT
brown ratinp striped faille, is the Mrs.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.
devoted to a religious service by a
ton Transcript.
N. Y., says: “I was in a nervous condition,
materiel two inverted pleats In the had a poor appetite, what I ate didn’t agree discussion of the part religion piays
Day Telephone 450- -781-1
PHONE ROCKLAND 115
me, and I was under weight. But after
skirt front making walking easy. with
or should play in college life. Coach
Percy—“I'm going to kiss you like
taking only two bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Fa
BURPEE’S
The envelope handbag bearing a vorite Prescription I gained weight and felt Millet. Edward Gurney and Mr
vou've never been kissed before."
better in every way. I can eat almost any
ROCKLAND. ME.
decorative series of parallel lines thing
Smith talked to the boys on other
Mabel—"Oh. yes. I have."—Annapo
now without having discomfort.”
Is made of a plastic composition.
interesting subjects
Write Dr. Pierre’s Clinic, Buffalo, N.
lis Log.
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